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"411 the boys got mad, and the girls got sad. "

' I'Eric" (age 7 )
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PRTTACE

As part of my practicum commitment, I co-facilitated a group for latency-

aged children who had been witness to their mothers being battered ' While

reading and discussing a story about family violence in a grouP session

Eric remarked with bemusement that boys in the group felt mad, and the

gír1s felt sad.

At the time I remember thinking that Eric had succinctly and eloquently

described what sti11, in spite of recent societal changes is one of the

rnain differences between men and wornen today. Generally men "externalize"

feelings, tending to push their anger and aggression out in order to rid

themselves of it. l,Jomen tend to "internal:.ze", to hide their anger inside.

They feel their anger might hurt or damage others if they try to let go

of it.

It was not long after this group session that I'Theresat', Ericfs mother

was found dead. Her death brought out a whole range of feelings that the

women and children with r+hom I was working had kept inside. Her death

had a tremendous impact on this author, and the women, children and staff

at l^J.I.S.H. (the agency where this practicum was completed). Theresa and

her children remain in the minds and hearÈs of al1 0f us.
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PART I Introduction and PurPose
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irlife abuse refers to violent acts by an assailant against his wife

or partner. These assaults may involve emotíona1, physical or sexual abuse'

Assault is inflicted upon a victim for the purpose of controlling behaviour

and inducing fear and intimidation. Physical assault may include shoving'

slapping, being burnt or thrown across a room. Sexual assault ranges from

1er+d comments or accusations to forced intercourse' Often v/omen submit

to a partnerts sexual demands because they rea11y believe they have no

choice. They may believe their own feelings are not inportant, or irrelevant'

l^lomen may submit because the sexual assaults are accompanied by threats

of viofence, or actual violent acts. Psychological attacks can take the

form of threats against the woman, her property, her pets or her children'

The assailant may threaten to take his own life if his wife does noÈ submit

to his demands. The assailant may !¿ant to prove that he is not naking

t'idlet' threats, so he may have weapons such as a gun or a knife in his

possession to demonsÈrate his point '

Wife abuse can end in murder.

In our canadian socíety, there is a growing recognition that wife

abuse is a very serious problem. It has been consistently reported that

one in ten Canadian v¡omen will be physically abused by her spouse or live-

in lover at some point in her life (Macleod, 1980). If we include other

types of assault the numbers are much higher. when these battering relation-

ships involve children, Èhey too are frequently the victims of physical'
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emoEional or sexual abuse. Elbow (1982) suggests that children are Lhe

,,forgotten victimstt of family violence. Unless they are aggressive enough

at home or at school to warrant special attention, the needs of these children

are frequently overlooked by helping professionals' I^lalker (1984) suggests

that when a mother and her children are being batËered, it is often the

mother who is the focus of casework intervention, for it is she who is

expected to take care of her children and keep them from harm' Although

in the last decade there has been considerable concern expressed regarding

abuse, Kinard (1980) suggests that in regard to physical abuse, the primary

target of intervention continues to be the abusing parents'

clearly more adequate progr¿rms are needed for battered women' battering

men, and the children of violent marri-ages. This practicum looks specifícally

atchiliirenwhohavebeenexposedtoviolencewithinfamilies.Asisdis-

cussed many of these children have been vicÈims of abuse themselves' However

recent studies suggest that whether children are witnesses to abuse ' or

victims or inflicted abuse, violent events wíthin their family have profound

effects upon theír development. These children are hurting and need help'

Purpose

Thepurposeofthispracticumwastodevelopandimplementprograms

for children who had been witness to repeated violence in their family'

and to evaluate the applicability and effectiveness of the intervention'

The major part of my practicum commitment involved the development,

implementation and evaluation of two group models, designed for pre-school



and latency-aged children.

The specific educational objectives I hoped to accomplish through

this practicum were:

1) to enhance my ski11s in program development, specifically chí1dren's

programming;

2) to enhance my group work intervention ski11s with children;

3) to increase my theoretical and practical knowledge of children in general'

andchildreninbatteringrelationshipsinparticular;

4) to gain a fuller understanding of how battering impacts on the child

and significant others in his or her world '

The orientation in this practicum can be termed a "feminist/ecological

perspectivet'. The feminist perspective simply echoes what researchers,

and people in general already know: In the family home and in the community'

children and women are at significantly greater risk of abuse than men'

This is not a coincidence. Rather it is related Èo gender, status and

age/power differentials that are characteristic of the family and social

structure. The feminist/ecological perspective acknowledges that the abuse

experience has an impact on the child and his or her family, and other

systems with which they are involved. In turn the attitudes that Èhe family'

friends, school and other systems have tor+ard the child and the abuse

experience can further affect the child positively or detrimentally '

It is important to look at the child in relatj-onship to all these

systems if we are to truly understand the child and to intervene in his

or her best i-nterests.
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This practicum is divided into three rnajor parts. In the firsL part'

rhe literature on wife abuse and the impact of such abuse on children is

reviewed. As this practicum involved the development of group programs

for children r+hose mothers had left battering relationships' the literature

on the impact of parental separation on children and group intervention

is also discussed. The second part of this report focuses on the practicum

experience and the evaluation of the children's programs that were developed

and implemented. This report closes with a summary of my involvement'

Recommendations for further intervention are discussed '



PART II Literature Review
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CHAPTER ONE

A SOCIO-HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF VIOLENCE TN THE FA}'ÍILY

Idife abuse is not a recent phenomenon. In order to understand wife

abuse or family vi-olence of any type we need to understand the origins

of values and attitudes that perpetuate abuse of women and children in

our contemporary society. This chapter presents a brief socio-historical

overview of the tplacet of women and children in history, followed by a

statistical look at r,rife abuse in the context of present day socíety.

A theme that is interwoven throughout this practicum report is the relation-

ship between wife abuse and child abuse and neglect. Thís theme is discussed

in the last Part of this chaPter.

Liomen i-n the Socio-hÍstorical Context

In tracing the history of wÍfe abuse Macleod (1980) states that the

first law related to wife abuse was enacted around 2500 B'C': A man who

had been verbally abused by his wife could write her name on a brick and

use this brick to knock out her teeth. .l'Jhether it was the Roman ages'

Medieval times or the victorian period, husbands were expected to physically

control and punish their wives. The incorporation of wife abuse into religious

doctrine and legislation has ensured that this practice would survive for

thousands of years. trlife abuse has survived while nations and whole civiliza-

tions have not.

Wife abuse has survived, because until recently women had no rights:
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I¡,Ihite men had the right to vote, to own property, to divorce, and to inherit

the wealth of others these rights were denied women' or women were forced

to relinquish them when they married. Macleod (1980) does note that for

brief times in history, such as just prior to the French Revolution ' v/omen

did enjoy freedoms and other property rights. It was duríng such tj-mes

that wife abuse diminished as a practice. In discussing v/omen ín the

historical context Langley and Levy (1977 ) state:

"the combined forces of God, society and the law
were a formidable enemy (for women) to resist. Most

women acqui-esced and came to think of themselves at
worst as mere property' or at best, as pets that
needed to be discipl1ned and trained'" (p'36)

when changes in laws regardÍng wife abuse began to appear, these changes

did not decl-are wife abuse i1lega1. Rather laws focused on regulating

beatings (Dobash & Dobash , IgTg). For instance the well-known British

"Ru1e of Thumb" of the 1700's gave a husband the right to chastise his

wife, children and apprentices by physical means providing he used a stick

or whip no wider than his thumb. hlhen someone else assaulted his v¡ife

he could sue for damages rnuch as he would if his prized cow or horse or

some other property had been danaged (Langley and Levy, 7977).

Much of Canadian 1aw is deríved from British common law, and until

recently we had our own "Ru1e of Thumbttlaws which implicitly condoned wife

abuse: For example, until 1965, beating one's wife resulted in a jail

sentence of two years only if there was proof of t'actual bodily harmtt'

And until 1968, in order Lo collect alimony' a woman required proof that

the physical and/or mental abuse being inflícted on her by her husband

was endangering her life (Dranoff , 1977) '
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Macleod (i980) states four themes are evident when revíewing women's

positions in the historical context: (1) women were the property of men;

(2) wives \./ere expected to obey husbands and to tconformr to the idea of

self-denial; (3) men had complete authority at home; (a) a womants place

¡¡as in the home. Dobash and Dobash (1979) expand on Èhis last theme when

they suggest thaÈ the'home' is seen as the wife's responsibility' If,

for instance, a marriage is failing, or if a woman is abused, it is because

she has done something l^/rong or she has not fulfÍ11ed her responsibilities'

These themes to varying degrees are still found in present day society'

llowever there have been many positive changes made in the area of domestic

violence: In the Province of Manitoba, the Attorney-Generalrs directive

of 1983, police must now report all cases of wife assault, thus treating

these cases like any other assault. Police also now 1ay the assault charges'

thus relieving abused women of that heavy responsibility. Also as of January,

1983, federal government legislation makes it possible for a husband to be charged

vith sexually assaulting his wife. Legally, wife assault within the home

i-s no longer a private affair. Rather j-t is a public crime and against

the law

Similarly professional communities such as social work are recognlzing

that wife abuse is a major social problem and are taking active roles in

vorking towards solutions. (See for example, the Policy Statement on Social

Work practice with Assaulted Women and their Families, Canadian Association

of Social Workers, 1982) -

However, practices and attitudes have remained even after laws which
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gave men control over wives have been abolished. irle as professionals still

directly or indirectly support violence against women through such myths

aS "women stay because they enjoy itt', or ttwife abuse is a family problemtt'

Professional values have their roots in societal beliefs and practices'

Practices such as t sex-appropriate behaviour t have been demonstrated to

be linked to wife assault. such practices are proving much more difficult

to erase than legislation. However our changing laws and policies do reflect

a changing perception of women, and of relationships between men and women'

Such changes are encouraging'

Children in the Socio-historical Context

In'looking back', we can see many para1le1s between societyrs attitudes

toward children and women. Such attitudes make both groups vulnerable

to control through repeated abuse'

Historically,childrentoowereconsíderedtobethepropertyofmen.

A review of the literature reveals that there were continuous societal

shifts with both \{omen and children, in some eras' being perceived as innocent

or good, and in other eras, being perceived as wicked. (see, for example'

Rush, 1980). Chíldren and women, so it went' had to be protected either

from society, or from themselves '

Garbarino (Ig82) states that since the time of Aristotle there has

been considerable debate about where a child'fit' in relation to family

and society. He suggests an attempt was made to resolve this issue in

the Middle Ages when childhood began to be downplayed as a separate life
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stage; partly due to a short life span childhood was not seen as really

existing. Chíldren were treated as tlittle adultsr. There were many negative

implications to this status, and not too many rights'

perhaps this perception of children as "little adults" was the basis

of their large scale exploitatÍon during the Industrial Revolution. Ironically

the value of children increased as they became a cheap source of labour'

Although Bybee (Ig7g) states that there \¡/ere always advocates for children '

Garbarino (Ig82) states concern for children increased during this time

r+hen the standard of living and life expectancy both rose. child labour

laws were passed to protect children. Doctors and other professionals

began to specialize in child development and childhood diseases. In 1871'

Mary E11en, a young girl in New York, v/as removed from her home because

of neglect and abuse. At that time there were no existing agencíes whose

purpose hras to proÈect children, so her cause was taken up by the Society

for the Prevention of eruelty to Animals. As a result of this case' the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the forerunner of today's

child welfare system, was founded in New York (Bybee, 1979).

The case of Mary El1en is just one symbol of a debate that has spanned

the ages: state intervention vs. the ttsanctity" of the family home' All

provi-ncia1 child welfare legíslation now deals with the issue of child

physíca1 and sexual abuse and neglect. The child welfare Acts of Newfound-

1and, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island state that children who witness

abuse in their family are in need of protection (C.A.S.W. ' I9B2)' The

Alberta Child Welfare Act recognizes that a child can be emotionally abused

through exposure to domestic violence (cited in Scanlon,1985). In spiÈe
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of such legislation, society and helping professionals are still in a quandry

regarding when to intervene, and whether in fact they have the right to

intervene:
ttChildren remain the property of others even when
we may be outraged at the verbal or physícal abuse
of a person by his or her guardians, we are as inhibited
from intervening as we would be from walking across
their back gardens or entering uninvited into their
classrooms or homes ... judging from the stricter taboo
against interfering wíth what people do or do not do

with theír children (you may) it seems more easily
te11 a person to look after (a) house than you can
tel1 him (or her) not to assault his (or her) young."

(McMurtry, 1979, p.4)

fn discussing child battery Cole (1985) suggests that living in a

society that (1) values the sanctity of the home, (2) approves of violence

and authoritarianism as ways of settling differences (3) and underestimates

the connections between t'soft-coret' abuse (verbal outbursts and shouting)

and t'hard-corett abuse, makes children very vulnerable, in spite of changes

in contemporary societal attitudes toward children. These same factors

make women vulnerable as wel1. As will be discussed in this practicum

report, when a r,/oman is being battered at home, in all likelihood her child

is as we1l.

Prevalence of l^Iife Abuse

Although there has been increased publicity about wife

the public and professional community have become much nore

vast majority of assaults repeatedly occur in the I sanctity

Many assault situatíons go on for years and years. Because

data on wife abuse ís gathered from police or court reports,

abuse, and

informed, the

of the homet.

all of Canada's

and shelter
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facilities, we are only aware of the abuse cases that have become tpublic

knowledget. There have been no surveys conducted in Canada to determíne

the extent of wife abuse within the general population'

Several such surveys have been conducted in the United States: For

example, Straus, Ge11es, and Steinmetz conducted a study involving a random

sample of, 2143 American couples of whom 1146 had one or more children aged

3 to 17, living at home at the time (Gelles & Straus ' 7979). Violence

' - - ttan act carried out with the intention or perceived intentionhTas dellneo as

of physically hurting another person." (Gel1es and Straus, 1979). Interviews

covered a wide range of violent acÈs from ttnormal violencett (an exarnple

given by researchers is spanking) to extreme forms of violence such as

beating and threatening with a knife or gun.

In this study, the researchers found thaL 58% of the respondents had

used some form of violence toward at least one child during the year, and

777" had done so at at least one point in the childrs 1ife, but not

necessarily in the past year. (Researchers randomly chose one child about which

they asked parents questions.) Rates of children being hit drop progressively

r^/ith age: In the age groups of 3 and 4, and 5 to 9, 82?. had been hit during

the year. Of the 10 to 14 year olds, 667" had been hit during the year, and

34Z of 15 to 17 year olds had been hit during the year'

Regarding spousal abuse, the researchers found that 167" of the 2143

couples reported having engaged in a violent act in Ehe last year. Findings

show that husbands and wives had similar rates of violence. However the

researchers do cautíon againsL misinterpreting their data: They state
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their survey measured violence and not outcomes,and that this survey consequent-

1y did not indicate whether physical injury resulted from the violent acL.

As we11, they acknowledge that husbands are typically stronger than their

wives, and therefore can be much more harmful and dangerous. Gelles and

Straus ( 1979) state that they did not measure the violence in the context

in which it occurred;they recognize that when wives were being violent

they were much more 1ike1y to be acting in self-defense. As well Gelles

and Straus (1979) recognize that economic, soôiál and 1ega1 constraints

that "bind" a woman to a violent marriage are greater than those that

bind a husband.

The researchers of this study suggest that the violence may have been

underreported. As couples were reporting their own actual behaviour, they

night have downplayed or "minÍmized" Èhe violence they inflicted on family

uembers. Violence, they conclude is very much a way of life in the family.

lJomen and children in particular are likely targets'

There has been no such research undertaken in Canada. However Canadian

data thaL is available does emphasize the prevalence of the problem.

For example, of all the Family Court cases in Toronto in 1979, 547"

dealt with spousal abuse and of these B5Z were wife abuse. Llhen assaults

on a husband occurred they were less severe but dealt with more harshly

by the courts (Kincaid , 1982). In Manitoba domestic assault charges are

consistently risíng: In 1983, there were 1136 charges laid in the province

(629 ín lrrinnipeg), in 1984 there were 1339 charges laid (640 in l'Jinnipeg)

and in 1985 there r+'ere 1713 charges laid of which 923 ín l'Jinnipeg. (Manitoba
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Community Services, 1986). From 1983 to 1985 almost 6300 v/omen and children

sought refuge in Manitoba's safe homes and shelters (Manitoba Community

Servj-ces, 1986). A nine month study conducted at l^l.I.N. House, a women's

shelter in Edmonton involving 320 vromen and their children showed that

87% of. the children (201 in total) between the ages of three and eighteen

u,ere severely neglected or abused (Scanlon' 1985). And of Winnipeggers

surveyed in 1984, 46i4 stated they personally knew someone who was being

abused (Manitoba Community Services).

As it suggested by these statistics, wife abuse is a major social

problem that affects a tremendous number of families. In a family where

the wife is being battered it is quite 1ike1y that the children are also

being abused or neglected. The prevalence of wife and child abuse within

many of Lhe same families suggests that these issues are connected, if

not part of the same Problem.

The Relationship Between Wife Aluse and Child Abuse

In a general discussion of all types of family violence Finkelhor

(1983) refers to the violence experience as being a t'brainwashingtt process.

In comparing wife abuse and child physical and sexual abuse he states:

t'The brainwashing that accompanies family abuse is
potent because famÍlies are the primary group in
which most individuals construct'-- reality ' Family
members often do not have enough contact with other
people who can give them countervailing perceptions
about themselves. The dist.ortion of realíty and self-
image is generally one of the most devastating effects
of family abuse.tt

(Finkelhor, 1983, p.20)

The abused wife and.for child may begin to believe that they deserve the
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abuse. As well they may begin to believe that violence is a norm, not only

in the primary world of their family but that it is a normal action and

reaction in the outside world. hlhíle believing that the type of abuse

they are experiencing is normal, abuse victims sti11 feel stigmatized,

shameful and isolated.

In discussing his survey of. 2143 American families (as detailed in

the previous section) Straus (1983) states thaL fathers who "frequently"

abused theír wives had "elevated" risks of frequently abusing theír children,

and mothers who were beaten by their husbands \{ere at least twice as 1ike1y

to abuse their children. He concludes that the more parents themselves

are physically punished the greater the likelihood they will abuse their

own children. Straus (i983) states that acceptance of the use of physical

punishment is one of the factors accounting for high rates of wife and

child abuse. Finkelhor (1983) suggests that f'ambiguity of normative boundaries"

(p.23) is a problem that is characteristic of all Èypes of family abuse.

Especlally in the case of wife abuse and child physical abuse there is

considerable disagreement regarding rvhat actually constitutes abuse.

Finkelhor (1983) staLes that exj-sting power differentials make women

and children more vulnerable to abuse, and that female child sexual abuse

within the family is an example of the most powerful abusing the least

powerful. The adult male has greater power based on age, status and gender

differences. He acknowledges that violent persons sometines abuse others

to compensate for their perceived lack or loss of power.

Cole (1985) also states that abuse can be a response to perceived
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powerlessness. She suggests that men, socialized to wield power' are per-

nitted to exert this power in their families by battering their wives and

Èheir chí1dren. Women, on the other hand, abuse out of a sense of powerless-

ness. Brought up to believe that marriage and motherhood r+i11 satisfy

and empower them, and perhaps incorporating societyts unrealistic romantic

expectations of marriage, mothers may become frustrated and alienated,

and either abuse or neglect their children. rrchildren will become scape-

goats, the only ones wiLh less power than the angry women who are supposed

to care for them," (Cole, 1985, p.30). Cole acknowledges Lhat whether

children are abused by fathers or mothers, the impact can be equally

devastating.

Finkelhor (1983) suggests that an unequal balance of power, lack of

social supports and the "potent ideology of family dependency which makes

it difficult for victims to contemplate surviving outsíde the family,rl

(p.21) causes an 'tentrapment processt' to occur. The abuse occurs repeatedly

over long extended periods of time with the victims experiencing long-

term effects which may include depression, suicidal ideation and an inability

to trust or form intimate relationships (Finkelhor, 1983).

Clearly there is a relationship between wife abuse and child abuse

andfor neglect. However t.he issue is not a slmple one that can be explained

by one variable. The following chapter will look at some of the popular

theories that attempt to explain the etiology of violence ín fhe family.
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CHAPTER TI,JO

TOI.JARD AN ANALYS]S oF VTOLENCE IN THE FAMILY - SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERAUqNq

This chapter discusses several major theories that attempt to explain

the causes of violence in the family. The reader will probably note some

overlap between many theories. In reviewing the current literature, it

became apparent that theories regarding wife abuse are becoming more complex.

In attempts to explain the issue of wífe abuse researchers seem to be realizing

the importance of integrating other theories with their own. These tnev/t

complex theories are really a reflectj-on of the complexity of the issue

itself.

In discussing all types of family abuse, Finkelhor (1981) states that

initially:

"411 cases were analyzed as extremely pathological
behaviors. Incest offenders were seen as backwood

degenerates and feeble-minded freaks. child beaters
were seen as depraved. l^lif e beaters were seen as
alcoholic rogues and psychopaths from only
extremely lower class and disorganized families'"

(Finkelhor, 1983, p.22)

A reliance on individual case studies as a method of data collecting,

combined with societyrs unwillíngness to accept that family violence was

a widespread problem, contributed to the belief that such violence seldom

occurred. Fear of the consequences of reporting also resulted in women
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and children not reporting their victimizatíon. Consequently the first

theories to emerge in studies on family violence focused on the purported

psychopathology of the abuser, or the victim, or the psychopathological

relationship of the abuser and the victim.

Proponents of these theories might refer to the abuser as t'passive-

aggressivett, "obsessive-compulsivet', 
rrsadistict' or lacking in impulse control.

(Shainess, 1977, p. 114). Shainess (7977) states that rrpartners are psycho-

logical1y and emotionally on the same 1evel. People pick mates responsive

to their own (unrecognJ-zed) neurotic needs" (1977, p. 115). Faulk (1977)

suggests that the beating is not the main issue, rather the t'ambivalence

and pathologies of both partnersrr are of primary concern. (p.I29). To

suggest that all batterers are suffering from some sort of mental aberratíon,

or that the batterer and the abused wife may be suffering from, or re-i-nforcing

each otherts mental aberrations is to vindicate the abuser while subtly

blaming the victim for her victimization.

In tracing the evolutionary process of personality theory clear para11els

can be drawn between the study of child abuse and wife abuse: early research-

ers examined child abuse victims to determíne whether they possessed traits

which made them vulnerable to abuse. (See for example Friedrich and Boreskin,

I976; Martin, I976). More recently researchers have acknowledged the role

played by social, cultural and economic factors in precipitating child

abuse.

Similarly, some personality theorists no\,/ state that an individual

with poor impulse control or low stress tolerance, when confronted with
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environmental pressures is more likely to become violent' Such theories

are a step forward from ¡he original, oversimplified explanations' By

integrating environmental stress factors into their theories, personality

theorists are acknowledging the multi-facetted nature of the problem'

In some respects, however' personality theories which address environmental

stress are as limited as their predecessors. Personalj-ty theories do not

always recognize the impact that pressure may have on the batterer and

the victim. For example, to the question, "Why does she stay?" some theorists

state tta woman permits her husband to beat her . and remains in the

same situation so that she may be beaten again'r (Kleckner, 1978, p.54).

The battered woman j-s sornetimes seen as a masochist with nobody to blame

for the abuse but herself. While environmental factors are seen as partially

(íf not totally) responsíble for a manrs battering, factors such as societal

attitudes and lack of resources are not always Seen as contributing to

a womants being forced to stay in a battering relationship. According

to personality theory, a woman's psychological make-up may be a predisposing

factor in her own abuse. In actuality,it is the psychological experience

of beíng abused that demeans a \¡/omants sense of self-worth and contributes

to her further victimization.

Personality theories do not address why it is men react to pressure

by battering. If battering is related to the lack of impulse control why

can certain men rcontrolt themselves in other situations but not at home?

why can some batterers wait until the children are asleep before they batter?

Why can these batterers ttconfj-ne" their beatings to their wives, while

others batter children too?
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These are questíons that personality theory alone cannot address.

Consequently such theories continue to be limited in scope and application,

as well as possessing some inherent biases.

Family Systems or Interactional Theorv

Family systems theory has emerged as a popular framework for analysis

violence in the family. By focusing on family interrelationships, focus

shifted away from individual personalities, and no one family member

seen as responsible or to blame for the abuse.

According to family systems theory, family members work to form an

interacting unit, which is always attemptÍng to maintain equilibrium.

As the family experiences threats to equilibrium, coping mechanisms are

developed and ímplemented to relieve the tension. Threats can come from

internal forces (such as a family death) or external forces (such as a

high unemployment rate). Such threats become family problems when the

family as a unit cannot cope. Each family member is affected by threats

to equilÍbrium and each family member must mobilize mechanisms to guard

against intrusions. Each member is seen as sharing equal responsibility

for problems that exíst rvithin the family (E1bow, 1977) '

In regard to all types of family violence, Flanzer (1982) states (1)

all members are affected by the violence (2) violence is allowed to exist

with each rnember having a relationship to it (3) when one member changes

his or herttrolet'in the violence, others will adjusL roles accordingly.

One member can "change the climate that permits violence ín the family" (p.8).
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Family systems theory assumes that violence functions to maj-ntain the famili 7

as a unit (Flanzer , I9B2; Frantz and Frantz-Cook, 1984) '

Clearly family disagreements can be sLressful for all family members.

However this does not mean that all famí1y members are responsible for

the violence. A description of the tension-building process preceding

a violent physical outburst is not and should not be considered analogous

to an assessment of what caused the violence. To suggest that all family

members have an equal opportunity to change the condiÈions that create

violence is to ignore the gender/power/status differentials existing in

the family. To explain violence in the family as a deviancy that is ínternally

produced and maintained is to ignore the social, political and economic

forces that play a part in creating and supporting the rdysfunction'.

James and Mclntyre (1983) suggest that by not acknowledging that "family

problemstt have their origins in the social structure, family systems

practitioners ttmay unwittingly reinforce the dysfunctional structure they

seek to eliminate" (P.L27).

Dobash and Dobash (1983) suggest there is little, i-f any difference

in seeking explanations of family violence in deviant personalities and

deviant family systems. For example, Hoffman (1981) suggests wife abuse

is characterized by an toveradequatet wife and an tunderadequatet husband.

This author states that a husband beats up his wife to enhance his self-

esteem resulting in a return to a homeostatic balance (homeostatis pre-

sumably meaning an imbalance of po\¡/er in favour of the husband). Hornung,

McCullough and Sugimoto (1981) suggest status incompatability, specifically

a wife having a higher status than a husband, leads to severe Lension in
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a relationship. The woman in such a situation is at great risk of being

abused by her husband, according to these authors.

fn discussing a tdevianLt family some authors may rea11y be discussing

a wifets rdeviantr non-traditional behaviour. Such theorists may imply

that such dysfunctional sysLems would not exist if women had lesser status

than men; if women were content with lesser status they would not be beaten.

Family systems theory can be a good tool when attempting to describe

a specific pattern of family interaction. It can help to expiain vf-ry a particd€r ttusband

hits his wife. However systems theory sti11 does contain some gender-

based biases and limitations. Nor does this theory address itself completely

to the larger questions of why so many women and children are abused (inside

and outside the family), and what traditions and institutions perpetuate

such abuse.

Family systems theory purports to look at the whole family. A review of

the literature suggests this is not always so. Children are mentioned,

infrequently at best in articles discussing the systems approach to violence

in the fami-ly (exceptions to this being when the child is sexually abused).

A famÍ1y systems approach to wife abuse focuses primarily on the husband/wife

dyad. Articles on the effects of marital violence on chÍldren are usually

written when the wife has left the abusive relatíonship. Clearly the goal

in wife abuse cases should be to stop the abuse. However the violent relation-

ship of the husband and wife frequently overshadows the needs of the children.

To ignore the needs of children in the marriage is to not ful1y recognize

them as important members of the tfamily systemr.
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Socíal Structural Theorv

This theory suggests that in order to understand violence in the fanily,

it is necessary to understand the unique way society organizes the interaction

of family members. Unlike family systems theory which focuses on inter-

relationships in the family, this model emphasizes how the actual structure

of the family unit makes itsmembers more vulnerable to conflict.

Hotaling and Straus (i980) list eleven features of the family which

make this unit prone to high rates of conflict:

(1) Time at Risk: A 1oÈ of hours are spent interacting with family members.

This increases the likelihood of conflic! occurring when other factors

are at play.

(2) Range of Activities: Families are involved in a wide range of activities

together, resulting in more opportunity for disagreement to occur, over

more issues.

(3) fntensity of Involvement: Family members are usually more emotionally

involved with each other than wíth persons outside the family. When disputes

occur ín the family, the degree of injury or hostility may also be more

inÈense.

(4) Infringing Activities: Family members are constantly involved in

Èheír own personal pursuits while at home. These activities may tinfringet

on those of others. Some of these activities might not occur or might

be considered ttrivialr in other social groups, but could cause serious

conflict at home. (For example, playing the stereo too 1oud, leaving things

around. )

(5) Right to Influence: Family membership carries with it a concern for
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other nembers and an implicit right to influence others' behaviour, when

deemed necessary, thus increasing the likelihood that conflict could arise.

(6) Age and Sex Differences: Generational and gender differences create

"differences of opiníontt in the family. IrJith other factors, this can make

the famíly an "arena of culture conflict" (p.16).

(7) Ascribed Roles: Family sLatuses and roles are assigned on the basis

of biology, not on the basis of interest and ability. This alone can create

numerous areas for conflict.

(B) Family Privacy: ltlhen víolence in the family does occur the rules

of society which define family activities as a frprivate affairtt result

in the famí1y beíng isolated from both social controls and outsíde assistance.

This makes further violence more 1ike1y.

(9) Involuntary Membership: Despite changes in such areas as divorce

and child welfare 1aws, factors such as age, economic and 1egal constraints,

and emotional and social pressures, make it difficult to terminate family

relaLionships when repeated violence occurs.

(i0) High Level of Stress: The fanily is continuously experiencing major

structural change as Ít passes through the family life cycle. This, coupled

with the major emotional investments individuals make in families, contributes

to more stress and conflict.

(11) Extensive Knowledge of Family Biographies: Family members are privy to

all sorts of information about each other. This information can be used

to support and encourage the other, or it can be used to make the other

more dependent or more vulnerable.

Ironically, the very factors that precipitate intimacy and caring between

family members also seem to prompt violence i¡¡ Lhe family (Hotaling and

Straus, 1980).
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Gelles and Straus (1979) state that there are other social groups

that have a high level of conflict, but that two factors combined with

a high 1evel of conflict, create a high 1evel of violence in the family:

first, the family serves as a ttraining groundr providing members with

learning contexts in which vj-o1ent acts are committed; and second, only

the family is given the implícit cultural right to hit if someone is t'doing

wrong" or t'won t t listen to reasontt ( p . 36 ) .

The implication in this model is that all family members are equally

prone to violence, and that only family members have the implicit social

permission to perpetrate violence on each other. As stated previously,

women and children, both in the social and familial context are more vu1-

nerable and powerless than men, and consequently are more likely to be

repeated victims in both spheres. Although proponents of this theory imply

a recognÍtion of power differentíals in the family, their primary interest

seems to be the tstructuret as a who1e. Violence in the family' not violence

against women and children in the family is seen as the real issue.

Proponents of this model recognize that factors in social organization

are not the only causes of violence. Their model places the family in the

r^,ider social context and examines the impact of society on the family unit.

This model then complements, to some extent, the personality and systems

theories which explain violence by focusing on individuals with specific

backgrounds and personalities interacting in the family.

This model does raise many interesting points regarding how societal

influences create both an atmosphere for poLential intimacy and violence
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in the family. From the social work perspective, this model could be of

some help as an analytical and i-ntervention tool. For example, encouraging

women to maintain connections outside the family may make it easier for

them not to keep family affairs private. Such contacts may also loosen

some of the emotional constraints tlnt rnake leaving a violent relationship

so difficult.

Learning Theorv

This theory, also known as the cycle of violence theory, is perhaps

the best known theory pertaining to violence in the family. This model

suggests that children who witnessed or directly experienced abuse in their

family of origin will like1y repeat this pattern in their family of procreation

either as víctims or perpetrators of abuse. This theory first became popular

over twenty years ago when early pioneers in child abuse reported that

many child-abusing parents r+ere themselves abused as children. More recently

this theory has been utilized to explain wi-fe abuse.

A review of the literature suggests it is not possible to predict

that a violent upbringing is a definite predictor of husband-r+ife violence.

However many studies do consistently suggest a stronger link between boys

who experience violence ín their family of origín and occurence of violent

behaviours in adulthood, than is the case with gírls. For example, in

a survey involving 150 American women seeking crisis services for battered

wives, 877" of the wives reported that their husbands were beaten as children

or witnessed their fathers beating their mothers. 0n1y 33Z of the women

surveyed reported they were beaten as children or witnessed their fathers

beating their mothers (Roy, 1977),
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Walker (1984) conducted a survey involving 400 self-identifíed battered

\domen. About one-ha1f of the sample reported on both battering and non-

battering relationships. Findings showed that 67% of the lromen, BI% of

the batterers and 24% of the non-batterers were abused as children. hiife

abuse ¡n/as reported in the families of origin of 637" of the batterers, 447"

of the battered women and 277" of the non-batterers. Women reported being

equally battered by both parents while men v/ere one-third more likely to

be abused by their fathers. \tlalker suggests that fathers may be perpetuating

abuse through their sons, and t.hat this may be an area for further study.

Hofeller (1982) conducted a control group study involving 50 battered

women matched on educational 1eve1 with 50 women who were in non-vÍolent

narriages. The women ín the experimental group reported 50Z" oL their husbands

experienced no violence in their fanilies of origin, 287" witnessed wife

abuse, 4% were abused, and 12% were both abused and witnessed abuse. Sixty-

seven percent of the women in this group reported no abuse in their own

families of origin, IO7. reported wife abuse, I47" reported being abused,

and 1OZ reported both. In the control group, no abuse was reported in

the families of origin of 967. of the women and 94% of the men.

Stacey and Shupe (1983) in a study involving 542 battered women in

a shelter found that only 347 utilnessed their mothers being battered, while

57% of the same women reported that their husbands had witnessed abuse

between parents. According to the women, 382 of the husbands were abused

as children, and 3I7" lnad siblings who were abused.
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Most studies focusing on family-learned behaviour rely on data obtained

from women,usually in shelters who report on both their childhood history

and that of their husbands. Kincaid (1982) suggests that thís may result

in some distortions and/or misinterpretation of data collected. She

suggests that women in shelters may feel guilty about leaving their husbands,

or they may stil1 feel to blame for the violence. Placing blame on the

husband's family of origin is one \,ray that women can shift blame away from

herself and her husband. Many people today are familiar with the cycle

of violence theory and it is possible Lhat the reports do overestimate

the number of husbands who experienced violence in their families of origin.

Kincaid (1982) also suggests thaË violence in a v/oman's family of origin

does not automatically help create an environment where violence can be

repeated in her adult 1ife. Women in shelters may have been strongly motivated

to leave battering relationships as such experiences might have brought

up unhappy memories of a violent childhood. Kincaid cautions againsÈ

generalizing about the incidence of violence in Èhe families of origin,

based only on reports of women in shelters. She does however note the

high degree of consistency regarding incidence between various studies

in the fie1d.

In spite of possible inaccuracies studies do indicate substantiated

support for the tcycle of violencer theory to be more applicable to men,

than women. Pagelow (1984) criticizes learning theorists for generalizing

findings and suggesting that the theory applies to men and women. She

suggests this theory should be further refined to focus specifically on

the father/son cycle of violence, as preliminary research suggests boys

from violent homes are more 1ike1y to become violent with their spouses
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and children. Exposure to violence in childhood is not as strong an in-

dicator of a wonan's further victimization in her adult 1ife.

Boys from violent homes do at an early age begin to show more overt

behaviour problems than girls exposed to violence at home, and more problems

than boys from non-vÍolent homes. I,Jolfe, Jaffe, I^Jilson and Zak (1984)

in a multiple regression analysis matched 50 mothers and children in a

shelter with 50 mother-chi1d pairs from the community. Their study showed

childrents behaviour was strongly related to maternal adjustment and the

amount of violence in the home. Boys from violent homes reported significant-

1y more behaviour problems than gir1s. Boys in the abuse group differed

from the non-violent sample of boys. These findings are consistent with

srudies conducted by Hughes and Barad (1983) and Porter and 0'Leary (1980)

who found that 'overt marital hostility' (p.287) correlated significantly

with many behaviour problems of boys but not of girls.

The studies cited above suggest that perhaps boys from violent homes

become aggressi-ve and externalize behaviour, whereas girls have a tendency

to internalíze problems. Kincaid (1982) in her discussion of learning

theory suggests a ttdifferent lesson" is learned by boys and girls: whereas

both boys and girls may have witnessed violence or have been abused as

children, boys it seems are much more likely to learn Èhe role of batterer

regardless of their previous victirn status.

Pagelow (1984) suggests that the learned behaviour theory may be helpful

in trying to understand husband-wife vÍolence but it is important to recognize

that the family does not operate in isolation. Values and beliefs trans-
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mitted by the family are created and reinforced by the social structure.

Pagelow suggests that to be truly useful learned behaviour theory should

incorporate learning of and adherence to traditional díchotomized patterns

of behaviour. She states that strict adherence to such roles seerns to

provide the most potentíal for abuse in intimate relatíonships.

Feminist Theorv

The feminist perspective views violence against women and children

as the historical expression of male control both within and outsíde the

family (Schechter, 7982). This unegalitarian control structure exists

because it has been reinforced through the social, political and economic

institutions in society. Men have control, and consequently they have

greater access to opportunities' resources -- and power. Violent acts

such as rape and wife abuse are the ultimaÈe ways of demonstrating' and

ensuring the perpetuation of that unequal distribution of power.

Although feminists are concerned with the personal growth and empower-

ment of individuals, they believe such development \./ithin the person cannot

occur without an alrareness of the role that socio-cultural factors play

in impeding this process. The feminist approach does not concentrate

specifically on the problems or personalities of a family in which abuse

occurs. In this regard r¿ife abuse is not seen as a tpersonalt problem.

Rather it is seen as a socially created and reinforced means of control.

The feminist approach is very much concerned about the rglobalt context

in which battering occurs, for to extinguÍsh bautering completely change

must occur in the social and cultural institutions that reinforce it.
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While some feminist theorists have chosen to focus on why abuse is

directed at women (and children) by men, (see for i-nstance, Schechter,

:-]gt,z) others have expanded their analysis to include questions such as why

certain men abuse and others do not. For instance, Pagelow (1977) proposes

a relationship between tradítional ideology, the battering experience and

wife assault. Her analysis considers three factors:

(1) Development: The traditional dichotomized ideology that sti1l permeates

our culture continues to reinforce the subordinate status of women and

children. This creates a situation in which 'e/omen and children are vulnerable

to abuse, and men, primarily become batterers'

(2) Primary Battering: Some men assault their partners while others do

not. A strong dichotomized ideology, combined with factors such as rej-nforce-

ment of violence as a way of dealing with feelings of anger ' stress or

frustration, and previous exposure to violence, increase the likelihood

that an assault may occur. The íntegration of these factors and others,

with a traditional ideology may distinguish the batterer from the non-

batterer.

(3) Secondary Battering: In many cases' a woman is not beaLen only once'

Pagelow (1981) s:ggests that the fewer the resources available to a woman'

the more negative the response from family, friends and the community,

and the stronger the womants or^,n traditional ideology, the greater is the

likelihood that vi-olence wÍl1 recur.

Kincaid (7982) is also interested in what turns a predisposition to

violence into battering. Borrowing from Pagelowts mode1, she suggests

that wife battering occurs r+hen there is an interplay between a cycle of

violence and a cycle of sexism (intergenerational transmission of rigid
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traditional roles, beliefs and values). Kincaid states the degree to which

individuals "buy into" the cycle of sexism may be the determining variable

in the etiology of husband-wife violence.

The feminist perspective posited by Pagelow and Kincaid is particularly

interesting. The essence of their theories is what ís at the root of all

feminist theories regarding violence in the family: a traditional patriarchal

ideology that is reflected in society and the fanily creates ¿¡ imbalance

of power, which in turn creates potential abuse. However both Pagelow

and Kincaíd suggest that wife abuse is related to the interplay of other

variables (such as individual personalíty, intergenerational transmission

of violent family patterns). As well they state that'degree' (for example,

stronger vs. weaker ideology, fewer vs. more resources available to the

woman) is a crucial factor in predicting wífe abuse.

Pagelow and Kincaid have integrated other theories into their model

and have begun to develop a more complex feminist framer+ork for analyzing

the complicated problem of wife abuse. Such complex explanations are re-

quired for despite the power differentials existÍng between men and women

and chí1dren, some men batter while others do not. Many batterers also

abuse their children while others do not. Many battered women iú turn

abuse their children while others do not.

In order to understand violence in the family' one must also understand

factors related to the victim, the batterer, other family members and the

social context in which Èhe battery occurs. fn discussing child sexual

abuse, Finkelhor (1984) states that rrfactors at a number of levels, regarding
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a number of individuals come into play in determining its occurence" (p.68).

This statement is equally applicable to wife abuse, which in turn is related

to child abuse and neglect.

The multi-factored approach discussed above is essentially the feminist/

ecological perspective which was adopted by this writer as an assessment

and intervention tool in this practicum. McCannell (1986) has used the

feminist/ecological perspective in her analysis of 'family politics, family

policy and family practice'. The use of this perspective when working

specifically with children from violent homes rvill be díscussed in Chapter

Four. Chapter Three ís a discussion of special problems and issues facing

a child whose mother is being battered.
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CHAPTER

CHILDREN

THREE

FROM V]OLENT HOMES

Children from Violent Homes - An Overview

I,Ihen a woman who is in a battering relationship is also a mother,

her children are constant witnesses to violence that occurs within the

family. Lenore Walker (1984) notes that 877" of 400 battered \{omen inter-

viewed, stated that their children r{/ere a\,¡are of the violence within their

family home. In a study conducted in London,Ontario, women stated they

were beaten an average of 35 times before they made their first call to

the police (Boswel1, i983). Although such episodes may 8o unreported for

a long time outside the home, they cannot go undetected inside the home.

Elbow (1982) states that whether a childrs mother is being abused,

or whether it is the child who is the victim of abuse, the violent con-

frontation that occurs reinforces the message that violence is the primary

meâns of conflict resolution. Children experience anxiety and fear about

self-control issues while witnessing their parentst helplessness in the

face of their own (the parents') uncontrolled impulses (Elbow, 1982).

Researchers Jaffe, Wo1fe, l.Jilson and Zak (1986) suggest thaE children r+ho

have been exposed to family violence may experience adjustnrent, problens

similar to those of children who have been vi-ctims of direct abuse. The

above researchers conducted a study involving three comparison sample groups.

A sample of 32 male children, beÈween the ages of four and sixteen years,

r+ho were exposed to family violence in the pasÈ year, was obtained from

several shelters for battered women. The second sample consisted of eighteen
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male children between the ages of six and sixteen years, who were in the

care of a provincial child welfare agency, as a result of being physically

abused by their parents. The third sample, a conmunity comparison sample

group consisted of fifteen male children between the ages of six and sixteen

r.hose parents had responded to an ad in the newspaper which requested par-

ti-cipants for a study on fanily relations. Criteria for inclusion in this

sample included no evídence of psychiatric disturbance within the family,

as well as no evidence of physícal violence within the family.

Using the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist as the major assessment

instrument, the researchers found that boys who were exposed to family

r-iolence had social and behavioural difficulties which resembled problems

shorvn by children who had been abused. Both groups differed significantly

from children in nonviolent families. The researchers in this study

recognize that the problems exhibited by boys exposed to family violence

nay be related to variables such as family stress and disrupted school'

l¡ome and social supports. As we11, these researchers acknowledge that

there may have been considerable overlap between the "abuse" sample and

the ttexposed" sample. Boys who had been abused may have been witness to

violence, and some of the boys who were in the t'exposedtt sample may have

been abused themselves. However this study does suggest that exposure

to family violence can be an ímportant factor in childrents adjustment

problems. As previously discussed in the section of this practicum report

dealing with social learning theory, this same group of researchers suggest

that gender may be a factor in childrenrs adjustment with boys from violent

homes exhibiting more overL behaviour problems than gir1s.
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Children are never only witnesses to abuse. Stacey and Shupe (1983)

state that children from violent homes are more likely to suffer severe

emotional neglect from both parents. The abusing fathers are frequently

socaughtupintheirowníssuesthattheydonothavet'hetimeorability

to concentrate on their childrents needs. Many battered'hromen are forced

into neglecting their children by men who demand all theír atÈention'

Sometimes these women are so severely beaten that all their energy is consumed

in healing and protecting themselves. There is little left for their child-

ren. woods (1981) sÈates that women who are being abused do not have the

strength or stability to provide their children with consistent nurturing'

In many cases, the woman's self_esteem is so 1ow that she does not feel

confident in her own abilities as a mother'

Manychildrenwhosemothersareinbatteringrelatj-onshipsarenot

only exposed to serious forms of emotional abuse and neglect' In her study

involving 400 baËtered American v/omen, Walker (i984) reported that 537"

of the men who abused their partners also abused their children' and 28zo of

the mothers who were being battered abused their chíldren' As well several

women in this study, without being asked direct questions regarding sexual

abuse, volunteered that their battering husbands also sexually abused their

children. walker (1984) concludes that children are at greater risk of

beingphysicallyhurtbytheirbatteringfathers,butwhenangryattheir

husbands, women will also abuse their children: t'Anger begets more anger'

Violence begets more violence" (p'60)'

Scanlon (1985) conducted a

their children at t\l.I.N. House'

nine month study involving 320 women and

a womenrs shelter in Edmonton. The fÍndings
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of this study that concentrate on incidence of emotional, physical and

sexual abuse and neglect can be found in Table 1. Most abuse to the child-

ren was identified through combining results of interviews wíth mothers

and interviews and play sessions with children. Most neglect was identífied

through compilÍng results of mother's interviews and mother-child observa-

tions. Scanlon (1985) states that although the mothers in the shelter

were i-n crisis, this probably did not result in overreporting but underreport-

ing; the combination of having extra support and care at the shelter ' and

the mothersr being on their best t behaviourt for the interviews may have

resulted in some underrePorting '

Insert Table 1 about here.

There is a

between Parents '

toward children.

or sexually theY

Scanlonrs studY

general consensus among researchers that if there is violence

it is very likely that there is violence being directed

ff these children are not being directly abused physically

are certainly most vulnerable to emotional abuse and neglect.

at W.I.N. House definitely supports this premise'

The Effects of Violence on Children: A Develo Eal Per ctive

Carlson (1984) suggests that a para11e1 can be drawn between the age

and developmental dífferences that affect childrents reactj-ons to violence

and the developmental differences that affect children's reactions to

parental separation or divorce. Children who are living with their mothers

who have left baËtering relationships are attempting to adjust Lo their

parentst separation, as well as coping with the experience of witnessing



TABLE I

Incidence of NeRlect and Emotional. Physical and Sexual Abuse of Children Staying at WIN House (Edmonton, 19g5)+

ttNeglect. Onlyil +

ttEmotional Abuse Onlyil ls

'rEmotionally and Physically
Abusedtr n

ttSexually Abusedtt

0-36 mos.

Not Abused (Emotionally,
Physically or Sexually)

227, (22)

3-6 yrs.

as compiled from lnformation reported in Childrenrs

as Scanlon (1985) d1d not always include the actual

7-10 yrs.

332 (33)

t4% (r8)

I 1-18 yrs.

647" (7O)

677" (66)

r27. (rs)

Total

727" (48)

1r7" (s)

367" (45:)

Domestlc Vlolence Demonstration project

numbers of cases of abuse and neglect,

rr7" (37)

LL7" (7)

r07. (3s)

Neglect seen as a tmo

287, (r9)

câre stil1 prinrarily her responsibility.
Neglect was seen as difficult to assess
in children over 10.

dition

307" (r4)

s3z (193)

Mothers were assessed as being respon-
sible for the emoti.onal abuse of. 607" of.
children under 3.

to7. (s)

ather responsible for

112 (38)

and B7Z of abuse ro rhe ll-18 yr. olds.
Mother were abusive in 36% of all cases;
in the 11-18 year age range mothers were
abusive in l3Z of all cases.

er' issue as c

40"Å (r3s)

Fathers v/ere perpetrators 1"-n-kr

(Scan1on, 1985)

some numbers were calculated

of the cases. other perpetrators rrere
male significant others (4) and strangers
(s).

If neglected chi
statistic increases by
207".

of all abuse

dren are included the
approxi-rnately

based on percentages glven.
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or being the victims of repeated abuse r,¡ithin their family.

situation of children in safe shelters.

Such is the

Infancy - In regard to infants, l,loods (1981) reports that the healthy infant

should be responsive to adults, especially familiar adults, such as parents.

As we1l, infants should be active in the exploration of their environment.

Infants who are non-responsive and have a low activity 1eve1 may be experienc-

ing some difficulty in their home environment. Thus, the infant who has

been ín a violent environment may display signs of insecure attachment'

distrust and ÍrrítabilitY.

Pre-School - Hilberman and Munson (1978) found that toddlers and pre-schoolers

exper-iarced a high degree of somatic complaints and tended to regress to

earlier stages of development and functioning. These behaviours are similar

to those reported in children of the same age who were experiencing separation

or divorce between theír parents (hlallerstein and Ke11y, 1980). With

toddlers and pre-schoolers, cognitive and verbal ski1ls are limited.

Similarly, children of this age are unable to turn to friends or other

resources for support. Straus (i980) states that there is a general tendency

for pre-schoolers and school-aged children to feel responsible for the

violence that occurs within their family. Children in these age groups

whose parents are separating, a1so, are most 1ike1y to feel guilt and

self-blame (Wallerstei-n and Kelly, 1980). In their sLudy of the psycho-

logical functioning of 65 child residents of a battered womenrs shelter,

Hughes and Barad (1983) found that pre-schoolers scored well belov/ average

on administered self-esteem measures. These authors concluded that their

findings were congruent with those of trtallersteín and Ke11y (1975) who
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reported that pre-schoolers experienced the most difficulty in adjusting

to family disruption.

During pre-school years, children should be showing signs of emotional-

1y moving outside their immediate family. They should be forming friend-

ships r+ith other children their age. Children frim,violent marriages continue

to be extremely dependent on their parents. Kempe and Kempe (1978) state

this dependency is so great that the child will collaborate with the abusing

parent against all outside agencies who may be investigating the family

situation. Idoods (1983) states that children from violent homes are fear-

fu1 and vulnerable, though they present a tough facade. Walker (1984)

states that if these strong dependency needs are not resolved, they may

be carried over into the child's marriage. In a study Lhat she conducted

Walker (1984) found that over one half of the violent men questioned reported

ttunresolved dependency needs" that were perpetuated in their dependency

on their wives and children.

Children from abusive homes are extremely dependent on their parents.

Hor+ever, these same children, at a very early age, become so alert to cues

in their environment and so sensitive to the needs of their parents, that

they "cease behaving like children" (hla1ker, 1984). Paradoxically, while

presenting as independent, these children are emotionally starved. The

intense emotional and physÍcal needs of these children, for the most part,

go unfi1fi11ed. Consequently children in abusive situatíons may develop

a tendency to distrust adulLs.

Latency-Ageg - In regard to latency-aged children, Alessi and Hearn (1984)
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state that these children vacillate between wanting to please adults, and

being eager to make friends and being angry and aggressive. Hilberman

and Munson(1978) found latency-aged boys to be more aggressive than female

children of the same age. Boys became disruptive, fighting with sibling

and friends; girls tended Lo become passive, h/ithdrawn, clingy and anxious.

Other authors (Davidson, 1978; Pizzey, 1977; Stacey and Shupe' 1983; hlalker,

1984) have also suggested that there may be a relatíonship betr+een gender,

children from violent homes, and aggression. Hughes and Barad (1983) found

sex differences ín problem behaviour with school-age children. These authors

state that these gender differences found in children from violent homes

are consistent wÍth socíal sex role stereotypes. Hilberman and Munson

(1978) state that as children grow older they may become less sympathetic,

and, sometímes hostí1e or outwardly aggressive toward their mothers. I,Jalker

(1984) suggests children model and identify with powerful adults so that

they can feel powerful and safe, resulting in their co*participating in

their father's abuse of their mother. Elbow (7982) suggests that a dichotomy

of good and evil, male and female can occur, and that this can create further

barriers to positÍve gender identification for children. She states children

do not want to identify with the violence of the abuser or the helplessness

of the victim. However they sometimes do begin to equate maleness with

hurtíng people, femaleness with being passive, and with being hurt. These

theoríes are consístent with those of Pagelow (1984) and Kincaid (1982)

which vere discussed in the section on learning theory. Rosenbaum and

O'Leary (1981) report a "strong" and "sígnificant" tendency for husbands

who had witnessed parental abuse (in their families of origin) to report

the abusive dynamic in their own relationship. This study's findings are

consistent wiËh those previously cited (Hughes and Barad, 1983; Porter
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o'Leary, 1980; trlolfe eL al, 1984) which suggest that boys react to violence

at home by externai :rzi:ng while girlst reactions are considerably less overt'

In the absence of appropriate intervention boys who have been witnesses

to wife abuse, mâI be at greater risk of growing up to be batterers.

In regard to children who are experiencing their parents' separation,

ldallerstein and Ke11y (1980) report that children in their early latency

years develop increased anger towards the custodial parent, usually the

mother. They also display a ttpervasJ-ve sadnesstt and a feelíng of being

abandoned. hlallerstein and Ke11y (1980) state parental separation is

difficult for children of this age as they are unable to use denial as

a coping mechanism, as is the case with younger children. Nor are they

able to mobilize into supportive peer groups' like older children.

Because children from this age group who come from abusive backgrounds

may be angry and dísÈrusting, they may experience problems Ín their attempts

to develop and maintain friendships (woods, 1981). Their strong dependency

on thej-r parents, their inability to identify and express feelings' and

their anger, can cause them considerable difficulty in interpersonal relation-

ships. Sometimes these children devote so much time and energy into surviving

physically and emotíonaIly in their own environment that there is not much

energy remaining for the development of friendships'

Children from violent homes may experience difficulty in academic

pursuits. They simply may not have the energy to maintain the necessary

pace at school. All their concentration may be focused on the dífficulties

at home, or they may be too tired to concentrate, having been unable to
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fa11 asleep due to vj-olent disruptions at home. fn the absence of strong,

caring, responsible parents, many children must assume more than their

share of child care and household responsibilities. This can result in

these children being too tired to concentrate on academics or missing

a significant amount of school days. Older girls in particular may assume

extra responsibility around the house (Pizzey, I974\ i N.S.P.C.C. School

of Social Work, i981).

l,Joods (1981) states that as children grow older they should be developing

more tolerance for f,rustration. If children are constantly overwhelmed

by their mistakes, they do not develop the necessary tolerance for satisfactory

social adjustment (hloods, 1981). In regard to school performance, hioods

(1981) states that ideally children should do we11, relative to their

intellectual capabilities and motivation. Generally, heâä-thy children

should not be experiencing constant failure and frustration in various

acadernic attempts. Children from violent home situations become quite

adept at surviving in their traumatic home environment. However, they

often have 1itt1e tolerance for frustration and very Poor problem solving

ski11s. In discussing child residents in shelters for battered \./omen'

Alessi and Hearn (1984) state that these children may initially attempt

to solve problems by hitÈing. They are not aware of any other alternatives.

These children tend to project blame and mistakes onto other people or

objects. These are the coping skil1s that have been their means of survival

in theír home environment.

Although such children might ttact-outtt or t'hitt' in their attenpts

to solve problems, they might also be passive, shY and uncommunicative
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(Hughes, 1981; Varne-, 19Bl). Verbal expressions of feelings and needs

are often resisted in families where there i-s violence; having such feelings

may be equated with inadequacy and weakness (Elbow, 1982). Children may

withdraw as a hray of coping; they may tttune out'r with a television or stereo.

As these children grow older, they are more able to physically remove them-

selves from home by becoming involved in constructive or destructive

activitíes (Wa1ker, 1984).

I,rtallerstein and Kel1y suggest that children in later latency are

intensely angry when their parents separate. Along with this anger lies

an inner f ear of being abandoned or f orgotten by both parents. Illhile rrputting

up a good front", they may have underlying feelings of rejection.

Halperin (1981) suggests latency-aged children from violent homes

may have negative and/or ambivalent feelings toward other family members:

Halperinrs study matched tì4,enty abused black children and one of their

non-abused siblings with twenty non-abused children and their siblings.

(This sample was entirely black as the school in which the study took place

was more than 802 black). Findings showed that both abused and non-abused

children from violent homes had more negative and fewer positive feelings

and perceptions Loward their parents and siblings, than children from non-

abusive families. As well children from abusive families had more feelings

of ambivalence toward their parents when compared to the control group '

Children from violent homes are particularly needy and dependent on

their parents. However many of their needs go unfulfilled. It follows

easily that these children would have ambivalent and negative feelings
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toward their famílY.

Wífe assault is not an lsolated event. It frequently occurs in a

repeated cycle consisting of what walker (1984) has identified as three

phases: (1) The Tension BuildÍng Phase; (2) The Acute Battering Incident

and (3) The Honeymoon Phase, where following the release of tension through

battering, the batÈerer may become charming and loving. The batterer in

the final stage may beg forgiveness for his actions' This phase is character-

ízed by "unusual calmtt in the family (Walker , L979). Given that there

can be long periods of time when the family experiences a non-abusive

father, and an absence of tension and violence in the home, children may

very well be confused and ambivalent toward their father or mother whom

they may perceive as being equally responsible for the abuse'

Adolescence - Adolescence is a time in which the peer group gains in importance

as a source of support. Peer groups provide an opportuniÈy for adolescents

to emotionally distance themselves from their family ' Many become involved

in positive activities outside the home. Walker (1984) suggests there

is a strong correlation between teenagerst destructive activities outside

the home, and violence j-n those teenagers' f amilies ' l'ialker also suggests

that fathers are more 1ike1y to abuse their adolescent children, than are

mothers. As discussed previously,batterers may have "strong unresolved

dependency needs". The batterer needs his children to fill those needs'

As his children show si-gns of becoming increasingly independent, the batter-

er may react by attempting to control through violence'

While adolescents may

may also be further drawn

choose to seek support outside the family, they

into the famíly system. Parents may require
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the adolescent to be available to meet their emotional needs, as well as to

take on responsibilities for household management. As teens become ttdrawn

into the battle'r, they may frequently take sides (Carlson, 1984). Walker (1979)

suggests daughters may be angry with their mothers, because of a perceived

powerlessness. Adolescent girls may develop a distrust of men' or they may

begin to associate violence with love (Carlson, 1984). Adolescent boys may

intervene on behalf of theír mother, (perhaps further incurring their fatherfs

wrath), or they may begin directing their anger towards their mothers, sisters

or girlfriends.

l{hen A Battered hloman Leaves - Special Issues Encountered bY Children

Al1 children from violent homes have been described as having a sense of

"restlessness" and "rootlessnesstt (N. S. P. C. C. School of Social l^lork, 1981) .

Mothers often leave their battering husbands several tines before finally

separating permanently. As well as being emotionally torn between two

parents, children in abusive situations are frequently uprooted, as their

parents separate and reconcile. hlhen battered women leave their

husbands, they may take the children with them. If they are lacking in

financial, 1ega1 and emotional supports, they may be forced to leave their

children behind. A lack of resources, coupled wiÈh a poor sense of

self-esteem may cause a woman to believe she cannot survive without the

"supportttof her husband. This may be a fact.or in a decision to reconcile.

Elbow (7982) suggests nany fathers use their children as ransom to force

their wives into reconciliation. A batterer may remove his children for

days or weeks, as a threat to his wife, if he senses she may be planning

on separating from him (Elbow, 1982). When the situation at home is par-

ticularly tense, children may be sent to stay with extended family while
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tension lessens.

MoÈhers in abusive situations give considerable thought to what is

best for their children. The belief that their children need an "intact

familj"may keep mothers ín violent spousal relationships. Frequently it

is when mothers acknowledge that their children are also vi-ctims of abuse,

that they will choose t.o leave their battering husbands (l^lalker ' 7984;

Elbow, IgB2). Nonetlieless, the chaotic shifts that occur within such

families can further detrimentally affect the childrs emoti-onal development.

When battering women do decide to separate from theír husbands, this

decision is nade after considerable deliberation. The family home may

have been a very chaotic, frightening one. Nonetheless separation is a

very traumatic event for the children involved '

Although children at different ages have different abilities in regard

to understanding what divorce means, Hodges (1986) states thatrritrs a

fairly mature child that really understands Èhat the household may be happier

and that lifestyle is going to be more comfortable as a function of the

divorce" (p.5). Underlying the various verbal and non-verbal behavíours

exhibited by children whose parents are separating, there may also be feel-

ings of pain, anger, self-b1ame and insecurity (Wallerstein and Kel1y,

I9B0). Hodges (i986) suggests that due to their limited cognitive ability'

children have some common misperceptions about life. These ideas may make

the divorce experience particularly difficult for children. Children are

egocentric and tend to focus in on themselves. Llhen they interpret a message

(correctly or incorrectly) Èo mean that they are not being loved, they
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may conclude that they are not 1ovab1e. Simí1arly their egocentricity

may make it difficult for the child to perceive his or her parents as having

the problems. The child perceives any difficulties as originaÈíng within

him or herself. As well, children assume that parentsr love for each other

is f'wired in" (Hodges, 1986). I,rlhen they discover that this is not the

case, they may become distressed or frightened. "If Mommy can divorce

Daddy when shers mad at him, can she divorce me if shets mad at me?" (Hodges,

1986). l^Ihen parental separation or divorce occurs at times during which

the child is trying to separate, he or she may experience even more difficult-

ies. Young infants who have not been given a secure environment' may become

clinging, dependent and anxious. If separation occurs in Lhe very early

stages of development, children may have difficulty establishing attachments.

In regard to adolescence, a time during which teenagers are attempting

to establish their own individual identity, parental separation may make

it difficult for the teenager to start the developmental task of separating

from his or her parents (Hodges' 1986).

The parents' responsibility to their children when they are separating'

is similar to the assístance they should be able to offer their children

during any traumatic experience, whether that experience is one of separation,

hospitalization or geographic relocation. Idea11y, Èhe traumatÍc event

should be discussed with the child prior to Íts actual occurrence. InÈer-

vention r+ith the chíld should involve helping the child understand what

will be, or is, happening. The parents, or other adults invol'ved must be

alert to the childrs verbal or non-verbal reactions. They should be able

to help the child express his or her feelings verbally, or through play

or other symbolic communication (Lieberman , L979).
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trauma of separation or divorce, Poirier and Turgeon

t'It is an adult problem that exísts for adult reasons
and it is therefore adults who must assume Lhe

responsibility of dealing with it. children must know

thi;, and it is rheir parents who can express this
to them." (pp .193-94).

However providing their children with a sense of understanding ín

regard to the separation, and allowing their children the opportunity to

express their feelings about the traurna are not easy tasks for parents'

Even when children have been raised in a stable, healthy environment parents

nay be emotionally unavailable or unable to give their children all the

support they need to accept and adapt to their changing circumstances

(Bonkowski, Bequette and Boomhower, 1984)'

In discussing the problems encountered by children living in 'rsafe

shelters", Alessi and Hearn (1984) state that they are very much in a crisis

state. Their whole world has been disrupted. Previous coping mechanisms

(hitting, aggression) no longer t'work" for them. These children are

experiencing multiple losses: loss of major support systems (schoo1, friends,

neighbourhood), as well as the loss of the significant male adult in their

lives. There is usually considerable change in the family's financial

status. Their ability to get any additional support from their mothers

may be considerably curtailed, as much of their motherst energies are being

focused on getting their own life situations back on track. Rather than

getting support when they need it most for themselves, children are frequent-

1y required to be more supportive and to take on additional responsibilities

within their familY.
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Implications for Practice

When working with children whose mothers have left batLering relation-

ships there are certain issues that must be addressed:

(i) Children must learn that violence is unacceptable behaviour. They

should be provided with factual information about violence against mothers

and children in order for them to unlearn desEructive myths (Sinclaír,

198s ) .

(2) Apter (1982) states that by involving chiltlren in positive experiences

they can develop confidence and self-respect, which in turn brings increased

acceptance by others. A pressing issue in working with children from violent

homes is the building of a sense of self-esteem. Children need to know

that their needs and feelings are imporÈant.

(3) Children must learn to identify and express feelings in a positive

constructÍve way. Sinclair (i985) states special emphasis should be placed

on teaching children that it is alright to be angry, but that anger can

be expressed in non-violent, non-aggressive ways. Apter (1982), in dls-

cussing "troubled children" states all "feelings should be nurtured. Child-

ren should have the opportunity to know all of themselves - anger, fear,

resentment, joy" (p. i35) .

(4) Although violence is unacceptable, children must be provided with

the opportunity to express their feelings about the violence in their homes,

and how it affected them (Alessi and Hearn, 1983).

(5) Identifying and expressing feelings also means allowing the child

to mourn the losses resulting from his or her parenLsr separation - loss

of friends, neighbourhood, home and significant male figure. Similarly

children should be helped to recognize their ambivalent feelings towards
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their parents. "They may love Èheir dad but hate his violence. They may

love their mom but hate her for putting up with the violence, or for leaving"

(Sinclair, 1985).

(6) Children from violent hones may have learned that men are aggressive

and dominate women and that vromen are passive and are meant to be abused.

Both these role models are ineffective, stifling and dangerous. Alternative

role models must be made available, so that children can grow and develop

and have a positive sense of what they are all about. Children must learn

that roles are not rigid but flexible and that there is no specific way

for men only and women only to act.

(7) As noted previously, children often perceíve that they are responsible

for family problems. Because they believe they are Èhe cause of their

fathersr violence, they believe they can stop the violence by being a better

chi1d. Children must learn that fanily problems and violence inflicted

on mothers, and often on them, are not their responsibility. Ïf parents

separaLe the child needs toknow that this is the parents'responsibility.

(B) Children must know that they do have certain rights and responsibilities

(Sinclair, 1985). These include the rÍght to be nurtured, the right to

control over their bodies, and the right to a safe environment. Children

should know how to protect their rights (ca1ling a neighbour, police) if

their ríghts are being violated.

(9) Many children were raised in an atmosphere where violence was the

prirnary means of conflict resolutj-on. Given this, they must learn that

there are healthy and unhealthy ways of solving probleins (Alessí and Hearn,

1983). Children can learn Èo control their behaviour and to think through

problems. They can also learn to discuss issues, as a way of giving more
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control over life events (Apter , 1982).

(10) Many children from violent homes, in the absence of nurturing caregj-vers

have assumed Ëhe responsibility of caring for themselves and for other

siblings. Their own dependency needs may have gone unmet. Children should

be allowed the right to be just that - children.

(11) None of these issues can begin to be addressed íf a relationship

based on trust has not developed between the chi1d, and t,he person working

vith him or her. Many children are unable to trust, and consequently to

l-earn from others because of past bad experiences (Apter , 7982). The

beginning of a development of a sense of safety and a sense of trust would

be the essential firsL step in any intervention process.
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CHAPTER FOUR

A FEMINIST ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

A concern for the ttperson in the environment" essentially forms the

foundation of social work practice. hihen working within an ecological

framework the social worker is concerned with the complex environmental

network that includes the individual, the family, the environment and the

interrelationships of all these systems. This perspective views individuals

and their environment as "mutua11y shaping systems, each changing over

time, each adapËing in response to change in the othertt (Garbarino, 1982,

p.16). The feminisL perspective recognizes this interrelationship but

states that male/fenale relationships are still based on unequal distribution

of power. Conflicts within the individual, or between the individual and

family andf or environment can result from gender role requirements and

expectations of the larger society and from changing ideas about gender-

related behaviour

: Jhis framework is valuable both as a tool for assessment and intervention.

, Because this approach emphasizes the inÈer-connectedness of different systems'

, this framer,¡Ðrk'eãn be effectively utilized with a variety of theoretical
ti modéês. (Auerswald, 1968), including crisis theory, family systems theory

, or the developmental model of the life cycle. Use of this approach coupled

: with other theories al1ows for the development of new ideas regarding inter-

vention. Auerswald (1968) states that by "expandíng Lhe horizons'r in this

way the:
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tttargets of the therapeutic activity are much clearer
and the therapeutic work is more clearly focused on

forces and situations that are truly etiological in
a given problem situation. Techniques of producing
thérapeutic change can be brought to arenas much

larger than the th"rupy roor oi even the home." (p.206).

By understanding the specific elements that comprise the ecological

framework hre can gain a true and clear appreciation of the value of this

framework as a tool in the analysis and treatment of complex social problems

such as violence in the family. Bronfenbrenner (1979) has developed a

human ecosystem model that enables us to sLudy how the imrnediate family, the

home environment, the community and the larger social and cultural rvorld

affects the child and his or her family. This model r¿i11 now be discussed

in detail.

The Microsvstem

If we look at the individual's environment as a series of levels or

layers, the microsystem is considered to be the layer most immediate to

the person. It is composed of actual settings in which the individual

experiences and creates day to day, face Èo face reality. Examples of

a child I s microsystem would include family members (or the fanily as a

whole), school, peer groups and c1ubs. of a1l these systems, Garbaríno

(Ig82) states that the family i" "thu basic unit of hunan experience em-

bedded r+iÈhin a series of environmental contexts" (p.20). The family precedes

the child; the childrs parents underwent a whole complex process of social-
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ization prior to becoming parents. Their "history" affects them in their

role as parents. As noÈed earlier, a history of violence in their family

of origin may affect how conflict is handled in their family of procreation,

which in turn of course,affects the child. As well previously discussed

factors such as a farrilyrs adherence to, and intergenerational transmission

of a rigid, traditional ideology may also be related to how power is dis-

Ëributed in the family, v¡hi-cb in turn is related to the abuse of women and

children.

Garbarino (1982) outlines three dimensions of microsystems that influence

a child's development, positively or negatively:

(1) Small vs. Large: Children need consistency and stability, but at

the same tirne, they will develop more fu11y if Èhey experience a variety

or ro1es, relati-onships and activiÈies, including contact with people of

different ages and backgrounds. As noted earlier, children from violent

homes may have restricted social contact outside their family. Part of

a social workerts involvement might be to more fully develop a childts

microsystem.

(2) Balanced vs. Unbalanced: Children need reciprocal relationships --

what Garbarino (1982) refers to as the "give and take interaction that

both respects and challenges the chi1d, that stimulates and responds

appropriately" (pp. 36-37). The balance of poh,er between parent and child

should reflect the child's developmenLal age and capabilities. In violent

homes, the child is sometimes dominated by the parent(s). In this way

parents may place overly high expectations on their chí1d r g not allow

Ëheir child to make any decÍsions, feeling he or she is incapable of doing

so. A social worker needs to assess r,¡hether the role a child is given
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in family decísion-making and problem-solving is age appropriate and develop-

mentally enhancing. If the balance of power is too uneven this may not

only affect the child's development in the home, but affect his or her

ability to negotiate and problem-solve wíth other systems' símilarly child-

ren need to see a balance of power in third party dyads, such as the mother/

father and parent/grandparent relationships. By experiencing such relation-

ships, the child r¿ill learn to respect and regard persons of different

gender, agê and cultural background equally '

(3) Negative vs. Positive: If a childts first experiences in his or her

microsystem have been positive ones' relaying the message that he or she

is worthy and capable, that child will experience the world ¿¡d him or herself

in a positive way. This child develops a positive sense of self-worth

and self-identity, and can more easily accept challenges in the larger

social context. Children fro¡n abusive (and non-abusive homes) sometimes

receive negative and deprecating messages about themselves' They may

not receive positive reinforcement for their behaviour ' If they are isolated

from other social contacts, this may limit their opportunities to experience

esteem-buildirrg activities. The responsibility <if a social worker ín this

case would be to help create opportunities for the child that would help

create a Positive self-ídentity '

The Mesosvstem

The mesosystem refers to the relationship or connections between the

child,s microsystems (Bronfenbrenner, 1g7g). For example, if a child's

parents are separated, part of his or her mesosystem is the relationship

between the two parents. A child's mesosystem might become a risk to develop-
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Ðent (1) there is an absence of connections, or the connections are weak

or (2) there is a conflict of values between microsystems (Garbarino, 1982).

Sometimes parents from violent homes are dependent on their children

ro the point of being threaLened if their child establishes an identity

outside the family. Part of the social worker's function then would be

to help the parents realize that theÍr childrenrs efforts are part of normal

development and do not sígnify a rejection of home and family. If the

parent is supportive of their child's efforts this creates a positive

connection between child and family and the t'outside worldt', that is the

child has a strong mesosystem. In the case of childrents programs at shelters

or second stage housing projects, it would be important to tengage' the

mothers, and in this way obtain their support so that they in turn would

encourage their children's participation. Although having a rich and varíed

nicrosystem is important, it is developmentally enhancing for the child

i-f there are positive connections betl/een the various components of the

microsystem.

In the case of divorcing parents, it is not always possible to have

tpositive connectionst. Sometimes such relationships are very hostile.

However a childts adjustment to the separation is very much affected by

the parentsr adjusÈment and their relationship after the separation (Hodges,

1"986 ). If the parents are antagonisÈic toward each other or the child's

connections wíth the non-custodial parent are severed or weakened (through

j-nconsistent visits, for example) this will affect the child. In turn

he or she might experience difficulty in other componenEs of the microsystem

such as school, and peer relations. The social worker then should be av/are
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of how a divorce is impacting on a child.

It is important for divorced parents to separaLe their own feelings

from those of their children. Some conflict of values may occur. Through

working directly with the child or through the parent the social worker

can help the child adjust to such value conflict. In the case of the ex-

husband with a battering history, it would be imperative for the social

worker to assess whether upholding of certain values, such as resolving

problars through violence is placing the child at risk of abuse.

The Exosvstem

The exosystem refers to settings in which the child does not participate,

but in which decisions are made that are important and relevant to the

chi1d, or adults who interact directly with the child (Garbarino, 1982).

Examples of a childts exosystem would include a parentts place of employment,

parentst peer groups, school boards and local governments. Essentially

exosystems enhance a childts development when they work in the child or

parentsr best interests; when a parent is receiving the necessary support,

this in turn, makes it easier for him or her to provide and care for the

children involved. For example, a non-supportive peer group (perhaps one

who believes in keeping the family together rrat all costs'r or Èhat..the-man

is "the boss"), inability on the part of a mother to obtain adequate employ-

metn or subsidized day care are conditions that rnay contribute to her feeling

she has no recourse but to accept her own abuse. Although her children

have no direct interaction with the exosystem they are affected by the

abuse that results. As well they are receiving distorted messages about
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the role of violence as a way of coping, and, about maleffemale relation-

ships in the family and society as a whole.

Decisions made in the exosystem can work to the benefít of the child.

For example, recent changes in the Manitoba government 1egíslation requiring

police officers to 1ay charges in domestic abuse situations have helped

make the public aware that wife abuse is serious and a crime. This in

turn has reduced public tolerance of this crime. Such changes, it ís hoped

nake the home a safer place for both women and children'

The Macrosystem

Decisions made in the microsystem and the exosystem are not made in

isolation. Rather they reflect basic societal attitudes and ways of thinking.

Social ideology and norms essentially comprise the macrosystem of society.

Violence, in general, and, violence in the family, in particular is

a norm that is deeply embedded in our society.

'Violence in the family' has been accepted as an integral part of

our society, because as a nórm iÈ is compatible with other prevalent social

beliefs: One of our society's primary beliefs is in the sanctity of the

home. The sítuation must be quite critical for this norm to be violated'

and in such cases, those rbreaking the normf, (police, social workers)

still do so wi-th considerable trepidalion. The belief that family issues

are a prívate matter is consistent r¿ith th-ê widely accepted notion that

chíld care is a family (specifically a mother's) responsibility. hihíle
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L'omen have ent.ered the tpublic spherer of work' women stil1 do assume

the primary nurturing role in the family. Garbarino (1982) suggests males

who are interesLed in assuming the main nurturing role in the family, that

is caring for the children ful1 time, do so at the risk of experiencing

a decreased sense of self-esteem and sense of failure. Ments responsibility

is sti1l primarily in the public sphere, where much of the power lies'

As we11, Garbarino (1982) suggests that our society sti11 cherishes

the belief that hard work results in success. If a man ttfaílstt in the

public sphere, he is seen as not being able to provide for his family,

financially or maÈeria11y. He is perceived as weak and incapable' This

causes considerable stress for him. fn the absenie of appropriate coping

ski11s and supports and ín the presence of a socially reinforced belief

in violence as a way of solving problems' a man is likely to abuse his

r¡ife or children as a way of relieving stress. Given that a lJoman is seen

as primarily responsible for insuring there is harmony in her family and

home, she is quite líkely to believe she is responsible for the abuse.

Children who are sti11 seen as objects to be acted upon' and who are socially

powerless, are quite likely to be abused by either parent.

In order to reduce risk at the most immediate level (the microsystem),

Garbarino (1982) states h'e must consider "changing things in the big picture

(p.a5). However to change the beliefs and ideology that comprise the macro-

system may seem like an insurmountable task. However the feminist ecological

perspective describes and explains the effects of the ecosystem on the

chi1d, the family, and various 1eve1s of society. This framework provides

us with the opportunity to enact change at various levels, for as is clear
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from this analysis, systems at each level impact on the childrs development'

and in turn childrents development can have an impact on the future develop-

nent of our society. Garbarino (7982) believes that practitioners and

policy-makers alike should have the best interests of children in mind,

for the investment of time and interest in children, according to Garbarino'

is a ,,precondition for an ecologically sound and sustaínable future societytt

(p.2sI) .

oneoftheadvantagesofadoptinganecologicalframeworkisthat

thisperspectivecanbeintegratedíntoalltypesofpracticesituations

including individual, family and group work as well as community development'

In my practicum, thi-s perspective was employed when working with individuals'

families and groups. As the major part of my practicum commitment was

group work, the next chapter will discuss this particular type of social

rn¡ork intervention.
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CHAPTER FIVE

GROUPS AS TREAT}MNT MODALITIES FOR CHILDREN

Rationale for Group l'Jork Intervention-,

Group work with children from violent homes can be an effective and

imporLant form of social work intervenLion. This type of intervention

may have some very real advantages over the individual counselling process.

A treatment group is generally more attractive to children than inter-

actíons between a single child and an adult worker (Rose, 1985). Although

children from violent home situations generally may be more isolated

than other children, they already have been involved in some groups such

as a school c1ass, school teams, and their family. In this way the group

may be a less threatening method of intervention than one-to-one treaÈment

where the child is the sole focus of aLtention and intervention.

Quite often children from violent homes feel a real sense of being

ttdifferent" or "alonett. They may not be able to te11 anyone outside the

family about the violence because they have been ordered to secrecy. Quite

often, even within the family, everyone knows about the violence, but no

one talks about it. Children may fear that if they te11 a friend or a

neighbour about the víolence that person will not understand how they feel.

They may be concerned that they will be osLracized because of what goes

on in their families.
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For children from abusive relationships the group can be real proof

Ehat they are not alone with their problems. Their feelings of fear ' anger 
'

sadness and shame are shared. Sinclair (1985) staLes a group lessens the

isolation these children feel. In a group children are given the opportunity

ro interact with children in similar situations. Sinclair (1985) states

thät "it is much easier to belíeve it I s not your fault if you have other

'normal childrent (i.r your group) who are not to blame either" (p.laa).

Groups are settings in which children can ttsimulate responses and

reactions to the real wor1d," (Rose, 1985, p.18). Activities and behaviours

can be rehearsed in a safe protected environment, and then transferred to

the social world outside the group context. Each group member then has

ongoing opportunity to problem-solve with other group members, and then

practice playing out possible solutions. For children from violent homes

the group experience can be parLicularly meaningful and relevant. Children

can learn that problem-solving can occur without violence. They can also

learn that there is not necessarily jusL one solution to a problem. Every-

one has valuable ideas worth sharing. As well .they can provide constructive

feedbackand encouragement to others. Davies (1975) suggests that by receiv-

ing feedback and interacting with other group members, group members can

change their perceptions of themselves, as well as their behaviours. Sinclair

(1985) suggests that r+hen children are helping others in the group, and

acting in the capacity of t'expertstt, this helps increase their sense of

confidence, as well as encouraging group cohesion and cooperative problem-

solving.

Groups then can change Lhe group member's perception of self or others.
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As well the group can change members' perceptions of their social wor1d.

For example "by creating a safe place for children to talk about their

experiences, a leader models an alternative to the secrecy surrounding

the children's home lives" (Sinclair, 1985, p.44). By presenting alter-

native types of behaviour and role models, the group leaders can help the

children rea:-ize that hitting is not the norm. In this natural learníng

setting the group leader has the opportunity to provide Lhe group with

new information and to correct myths and misunderstandings about violence,

male/female relationships and sexual stereotypes. As Apter (1982) states

the group is especially important to the child, for it can be "a source

of motivation, instruction and control" and t'a forurn for constructive

discussion of conflict and friction," (p.135)'

The lives of children from violent homes are frequently characterized

by chaos and confusion. Apter (1982) suggests providing children who have

lived in chaotic systems with sorne regular routines may help reduce

interpersonal disorder. A group where children meet weekly at the same

time and p1ace, and where the children are believed and listened to' can

give its members some needed consistency, order and stability.

fn discussing group work intervention, Feldman and hiodarski (1975)

state that:
Itany treaLment group present(s) a broad variety of
social stimuli, behavioral patterns and reinforcement
mechanisms. To the extent that these represent the
real world or more specifically the clientrs typical
social environment ... each client is likely to be

confronLed with a wide array of social problems,
peer relatíonships, and task responsibilitiesrr
(while participating in the group).

(p.7).
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Group intervenÈion with children then looks at the child not in isolation'

but inthe context of his or her environment, which includes friends' family'

school and societal attitudes. In a group for children from abusive homes'

chililren can begin to understand what has been happening to them and their

families. The group can provide the child with experiences that instill

the message that he or she is being listened to, and understood' The child

gains the knowledge that she or he is deserving of respect and of having

his or her feelings resPected.

\.rlhíle f ocusing on the I child in the environmentr , the Sroup process

encourages the development of each individual childts self-esteem' self

worth and value as a unlque person. This makes group ruork particularly

advantageous in intervention with children frorn violent homes '

Discussion of Group Tvpologies - Establishing the Purpose

Toseland and Rivas (1984) suggest that treatment groups may be

established for four primary purposes:

(1) Education - helping members to learn about themselves and society'

and providing them with the information and skills whích will assist them

in copirrg in their social world'

(2) Growth - providing members with the opportunity to develop their

capabilities to the fullest extent possible; such groups promote socio-

emotional health rather than emphasizing rehabilitation of emotional or

mental difficulties.

(3) Remediation - correcting or changing behavíours' emotional problems

or attitudinal or value orientations that impede social functioning'
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(4) socialization - helping members to learn appropriaËe communication

and social ski11s which will enable them to develop interpersonal relationships

and function as effective members of society. Such groups emphasize a

'learning through doing' approach which involves members improving Eheir

skilts through actively participating in prograrû activities whereas education

groups usually focus on a more didactic approach'

(Toseland and Rivas, 7984, pp' 19-26)'

The above authors state that these group purposes are not separate

and distinct and that some groups can combine all four purposes in their

approach.

Such is the case, I believe, when establishing the purpose of groups

for children from violent homes. After summarizing the issues facing these

children, one is left with four primary reasons for conducting group work

intervention with them: (1) Education about abuse (Alessi and Hearn, 1984)'

(2) enhancing of self-esteem, (3) teaching them to identify and express

feelings, (4) clarifying and challengíng the values, beliefs and stereo-

types that they have incorporated (sinclair, 1985). In the case of child-

ren whose mothers have left battering relationships, an addítional reason

for conducting the group would be (5) to provj-de the children with a safe and

secure place where they could understand and talk about Lhe multiple losses

they are experiencing ín their lives'

such a group model then would contain all four components, although

the primary purpose would be educational. Group members are presented

with new information on how to cope with their feelings and problems in
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healthy ways. Members learn about violence and why it happens. Although

Èhere is some didactic presentation' learning is also an interpersonal

social experience in which group members respond and react to other members'

as well as initiatÍng ideas themselves. Structured group activities are

used as a primary method of imparting i-riformation. Although group leaders

are t'teacherstt and are available to correct misinformation and distorLions,

group members also ttlearn through doingtt'

Klein (1972) suggests thãt in order for a group to be remedial (or

as he refers to it - rehabilitatíve) group members must at one point in

their lives have had the social skills or attitudes. Remediation, according

to K1ein, suggests that the member has regressed and needs to be taught

again. The term fremedialt in its sLrictest sense may not apply to some

children fron violent homes as they may have been raised in an atmosphere

that condones violence. To them violence may have always been a facÈ of

1ife. fn this sense the group purpose may not be remedial. However Íf

tremedialtmeans to correct distortions or values that differ from those

in the tnormalr population, the purpose of groups with chilclren from violent

homes can be defined as remedial as well '

Al1 of these purposes were incorporated into the group model which

was developed in this practicum. The actual nature of the practicum'

activity a¡d description of the sessions, and evaluation will be

presented in the next Part of this practicurn'



PART III Ttre Practic'm
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CHAPTER S]X

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLE!'ENTATIgN OF CHILDRENIS PROGRAMS IN A SECOND-STAGE

HOUS PROJECT

IntroducÈíon

This practicum involved the development and implementation of children's

programming at W.I.S.H. Inc. (Women 1n Second Stage Housing). The prímary

goal of l,J.I.S.H. is to provide treatment programs and housing accomodation

to women and children who have left battering relationships. li.I.S.H.

is meant to be tsecond-staget housing, where r{omen and their children can

stay after the initial crisis of leaving an abusive husband. Families

can stay in the W.I.S.H. program for up to one year. l'\i.I.S.H. is a pilot

project that is being funded by the provincial governnent with additional

funding being provided by private service clubs. Presently hl.I.S.H. employs

two staff persons who are responsible for providing counsellíng to women

and children in the program. Staff are accc,untable to the Board of Directors

composed of members from the community.

The offices of l4i.I.S.H. are located in an apartment complex. Eight

apartment units in Èhê complex were designated as housing for familíes

who were selected for participation in Lhe I4I.I.S.H. program. The following

table provides a brief outline of the eight families that were chosen for

the program. To protect the identity of the families, all names have been

changed. In some cases demographic data that is not directly relevant

to this practicum has been altered as wel1.

Insert Table 2 about here.
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Mother

t. Betty

2. Shirley

3. Patty

4. Ellen

5. Donna

6. Debbie

, 7. Theresa

8. Joan
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SIJMMARY OF hI.I.S.H. FAMIL]ES

Children

Pam (F)
C:rystal (F)

Sara (F)
Robbíe (M)
Richard (M)

Carolyn (F)
Ken (M)
Jeremy (M)
Tracey (F)

Glenn (M)
Suzanne (F)

Jamie (M)
Sylvia (F)

Michael (M)
Stephen (M)
Paul (M)
Dale (M)

Rita (F)
Jane (F)
Eric (M)

Peter (M)
Kim (F)
Beth (F)

4S9 Gr.ade

10 Grade 5
2

5 Kindergarten
3
2

14 Grade 8
10 Grade 7

4
3

5 Kindergarten
2

5 Kindergarten
3

B Grade 3
7 Grade 2
6 Special Class
4

12 Grade 6
11 Grade 6
7 Grade 2

13 Grade 7
3
2

Children 4 and under - 10
5-6Years-4
6-Tyears-3
B -I2 years - 4
13+ -2
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It should be noted that the criteria for selection into the program

related only to the potential and the needs of the adult women themselves.

Issues related to children were not a factor in determining a womanrs suit-

ability for the program. There were however a certain number of apartment

units wíth one, two and three bedrooms. The number of individuals in a

family l{as at times a factor in selection.

As part of the Intake Selection Process, each I¡/oman participated in

an interview focusing on herself, her family background, her battering

relationship and the effects that the abuse had on the woman and her family.

.Àlthough these interviews did include a discussion of the children' it

was determined that Èhis information would be supplemented by data obtained

through interviews that focused specifically on the children. These inter-

vier¿s involved meetings between the author, and the mothers and their children,

as well as interviews wÍth the children by themselves. The interviews

were semi-structured. Intake interview forms were used by this writer.

(See Appendix C for the Motherrs fntervíew Form and Appendices D, E, F

for Children's Interview Forms). These forms were modified versions of the

forms developed by the Domestic Abuse Project (D.A.P.) in Minneapolis,

Ffinnesota.

The Interviewing Process

Motherst Interviews

It should be noted that I had met four of the women previously as

I had participated in Lheir initial fntake Selection Interviews. I had

not yet established a link with the other four families. The purpose
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of the MoLhersf Intervie\¡/s was essentially:

(i) To obtain further socio-historical data about the family, specifically

each individual child in the family;

(2) To begin to establish a relationship with family menbers;

(3) To further explain the children's program that would be offerred at

tü.r.s.H..

When interviewing parent(s) about their child, the Domestic Abuse

Project advocates that the intake interview be conducted in the presence

of the child. Brink and Gruszinski (1987) state that this practice conveys

the strong messaSe that children are active aware participants in the family,

and that they have the right to information about what ís happening and

what is being said about them. When the child is present she or he knows

from the start that violence has occurred in the family home and that this

issue will be discussed openly and honestly; although discussing the violence

may be an uncomfortable process, it is a process tbat the famí1y must go

through.

l^lhen interviewing the mothers in this practicum, their children were

not present in approximately half the cases. In retrospect it would have

been very beneficial to have the children present during the interviews

for the reasons cited by Brink and Gruszinski (1987)'

l{hether or not the children were present during the Mothers Interviews,

there were some general patterns that did emerge: These patterns, I believe

are worth noting:

(1) It was generally more difficult for the women to talk about the impact
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oftheabuseontheirchildren'Lhanonthemselves'

(2) when discussing the violence, some mothers would switch from talking

about their chlldren to talking about themselves' This was interpreted

by this writer as perhaps reflecting Lhe mother's difficulty in acknowledging

; the effects of the abuse on her child(ren). Also many women needed to

talk about Lheir own battery, as the wounds were far from healed'

(3) Most of the women reported that theír children were allare of the violence

that went on in their homes'

(4)Allofthewomenreportedthatatleastoneoftheirchildrenwas

, physically abused. Two viomen reported that at least one of their chíldren

had been sexuallY abused'

' (5) Most mothers did not talk with their children about the abuse'

', 
(6) Mothers reported that their children all had theír own unique urays

ofcopingwiththebatteringathome.Toacertainextentcopingmechanisms
: were developmentally related. However e¡sr,when age differentials between

, children inthe same family were not large, coping patterns were quite diverse'

These interviews required that the women at \{.I.s.H. focus on the

impact of the abuse on their children. Although a difficult task for

sornê I it was a valuable exercise in that it reconfirmed that their decision

to leave their abusive husbands was the right decision for them'

Childrenr s Interviews

The purpose of conducting initial intake interviews with the children

at W.I.S.H. was:

(i)TofamiliarizechildrenwithW'I'S'H'anditsstaff;

(2) To begin developing a relationship with the children;
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(3) To convey to the children that their thoughts and feelings were

important;

(4) To give children the opportunity to begin "sharing their story" and

to supplement the information provided by the children's mothers;

(5) To determine children's rtsuitability" for participation in group

Programs;

(6) To help prepare children for using the group as a place of their ov/n

where they could share their feelings, thoughts and ideas with other children.

All children from the age of five onwards were t'interviewedtt. Verbal

questions were sometimes supplemented or replaced by other types of t informa-

tion - gathering techniquest' which included use of drawings, short stories,

puppets and toys. Initially some children were reticent and non-trusting

of others. This was understood and they were not pushed to reveal information

they did not wanL Ëo share. Other children were quite verbal. For some

children I believe this was the first time they had permissíon to talk

about the abuse.

There were some common patterns that were detected in the Childrents

Intake Process:

(1) Many chí1dren were unaware of what was happening to them. There was

a pervasive feeling of uncertainty about what would happen next.

(2) The chíldren confirmed what their mothers had stated: there were

so many different ways of coping wÍth the violence.

(3) Initially there was general reluctance or inability to talk about

the fathers involved.

(4) Many children spoke positively abouL school experiences. Accordíng
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to self-reports and reports from mothers' many of the children were above

average students.



Peter
(age 13)

FAMILY

Mother relies heavily on Peter to help
with other chn. and household Easks.
Positive relationship with maternal
grandfather who is very il1.

Carolyn
(age 14)

Mother divorced father when Carolyn was
quite young. Mother lived r.¡ith abusive
c/L f.or a number of years. Overall
positive relationship with mother and
family. Some ttparent-teentt problems.
Oldest of four children.

Ken
(age 10)

Carolynts brother.
relationship with

Rita
(age

DEMIC

Poor student,
grades behind.

t2)

SIJMMARY OF INTAKE ASSESSMENTS

PE

Native heritage. Oldest of 3 chn. Has
lived on reserve and in city & speaks
poÉtfivèly .ofboth. Positive relation-
shÍp with family and other relatives.
Rltafs and her siblings birth mother
left the farnlly approx. 6 years ago.
Birth mother has no contact with chn.
Rita and siblings perceive Theresa (who
has been part of the family for five
years) to be their trealt mother. History
of alcohol abuse by faLher and Theresa.

Generally posirive
family.

Good student in age
appropríate grade.

Jane
(age 11)

Younger boys. Somewhat
of a ttlonert'. Avoids
school and contacts with
classmates.

Ritars sister. Positive relationship
r,rith i.mmediate and extended family.
Alcohol abuse in family.

One year behind,
above average student

Feels sad & lonely at.
prospect of changing
schools, losing friends.
Involved in church and
social activities.

HÏSTORY OF

Good student. in age
appropriate grade.

Victim or severe physical
and emot.ional abuse by
stepfather. Witness to
motherts abuse. Very pro-
tective of mother.rrMotherrs
confidentert,

Reports being "picked on"
last term. Some posit.ive
peer relationships. Ken
is overweight & sensitive
about comments made by
peers.

E

Sexually abused by birth
father. Stepfather (c/l)
would never assault mother
when Carolyn was there.

Good relationship with
friends and cousins. fn-
volved in social and
recreational activities.

Good student in age
approprite grade.

Never knew birth father who
died before he was born.Very
angry and threatening of
stepfather, No contact
wanted.

TTON

Frequent wÍtness to motherl
abuse by c/1. C/L would
taunL and tease Ken 1f he
crÍed when mom was hit.

f.,

Very seldom sees birth father
Did not. get along wj.th step-
father but since separation
he has been seeing her to
get information about nother

Good relationship
rith friends and cousins.
Involved in soclal
and ,recreational
actlvitles.

Physically & emotionally
abused by father. Witness
to mother's physical &
emotional abuse. Mother
uses Rita as her tconfi-
dente? -discussed with her
al1 ¡he derails of her
alleged rape by Ritars
father.

Same birth father as Carolyn
Sees birth father regularly.
Wants nothing to do wÍth
stepfather.

Witness to fatherts emotion
a1 and phys. abuse of
mother. Emotionally abused
by mom and dad. Phys.
sbused by dad.

Reports good relationship
with father. Unsure what
will happen now (restraint
order in effect). Feelingttcaught betweentt both
Parents.

Positive relationship with
father. Restralnt order
presently in effect.



Eric
(aee 7å)

Brother to Rita and Jane. Close rela-
tionship with familY.

Pam
(age l0)

Native herÍtage. Mother & Father sep-
arated when Pam lras approx. 6. Pam

lived viLh father for last 3 yrs. Pan
returned co live with her mom and c/l
about 5 months ago. Parn wants to return
to father. Ambivalent non-communicative
relationship with mother.

Mlchael
(age 8)

Mother & father separated for a year.
Posit.ive relationship with mother but
poor communication Patterns. 0f the 4

chn., Michael is seen as the child with
the most potential by mother. Mom

overwhelmed with responsibi"licies of
4 children.

Paul
(age 6)

Good srudent in age
appropriate grade

Michaelts sibling. Has been tin and
outt of foster care due to medical and
emotional problems. Mot.her has
difficulties providing consistenÈ care.

Stephen
(aee.,7 )

Good student in age
appropriate grade.

PEER R

Michael and Paul's brother. Mother
overwhelmed and considers Stephen to be
a ttreal problernY. Mom states Stephen
and Michael are always t'at each otherrs
throatsrr.

Positive relationshiP
with peers & cousins.
Plays hockey & other
sports.

Good student in age
appropriate grade.

Had many friends when
lived with father, sees
cousins in Wpg. but
somewhat of a ttlonertt.

Emotionally & physicallY
abused by father. Witness
Lo moLherrs emotional &

physical abuse.

fn "Special Ed."
c1ass.

New to l,lpg. so has to
develop nev, peer group.
hlas able to develop
good relationships "bac
home",Involved in sport
activities.

F

Mother abused by father,
buc Pam says she never salr
Lhis. Witness to motherrs
abuse by c/1. I,lould
attempt to intervene.

Good student but
causes disturbances
in school.

No real friendships
outside the family.
Indiscrimina tely
affectionate.

RELATIONSHIP W

Mother reports a good re-
lationship with father. Eric
identifies Ì,ith him. Un-
certainty re. future visits.

Physically & emotionally
abused by mom & dad.
Would hide in his room
when mom was being hit.
Dad would texpose himself
in front of Michael.

Mother states he ttgets

along bebter v/ith girls
than boysr'.

Good relationshiP with
father. Has no real feelings
(posirive or negative) for
motherts ex common law.

Witness to physical abuse
of mother. Physically and
emotionally abused by
father and mother.

Had positive relationshiP
with father but s1Áce sep-
aration, dad rarely visits.
Mom reorts Michael t'never

talks about him". Michael
has a positive relationshiP
with momrs boyfriend.

Physically abused by
mother and father. Father
would t'expose himself" in
front of Stephen. When dad
hj-t mom, Stephen vould
ttgtand and watchtt.

No real relationship with
birt.h father. Relates
positively to mom and
siblings.

Arnbivalent relationship with
dad. Very rarely sees dad
since separation. Never
talks about his dad. Refers
to his nomrs boyfrlend as
his thgw dad".



Sara
(age 5)

Black heritage. Dad was tnever aroundt
as he worked ouE of town and there were
many split-ups.

tv

Jamie
(age 5)

Metis heritage. Posirive relstionship
with family and some members of ex-
tended family.

Glenn
(aee 5)

Native hericage. Mom separated from
Glennts father and lived common-law
for a number of years. HistorY of
alcohol abuse by ¡nother. PosÍtíve
reLationship with mom.

Very shy. This is
causing some diffi-
culties in school.

-¡.K rt rKPtAltt

Good potential
academically.

Limited conEact with chn
ouEside her familY.

RE

School reports Glenn
doing well and a
ttreal leadertt.

SoÌne positive
relationships.

;TORY OF

l4ritness to momrs physical
abuse which caused
frequent split-uPs and
moves.

Good relationshiPs
with peers, although
quite aggressive.

Witness to morn's PhYsical
abuse. Dad would fre-
quently 'use' Jamie (eg.)
he v¡ou1d encourage Janie
not to listen to mom, and
to call her names and to
hit her.

Father distant emotionally
and irresponsible. VerY
infrequent contact.

Wit.ness to momrs physical
abuse. PhysicallY abused
by father, stepfather and
mother.

P WITH F

Mother reports a Positive
relaLionship between Janie
and father. Dad lives out of
town but will ProbablY visit
when he can.

Irregular visits with dad.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

GROUP INTERVENTION

As residents of W.I.S.H. a1l children !/ere ensured of participation

in the limited children's programming which existed. However this did

not mean they would necessarily be part of a ttgrouptt. Many factors including

agê, gender and developmental differences, the nature of sibling relationships

and behavioural, emotional and medical concerns were taken into consideration

when planning the childrents groups.

Group Membership

In total, there were i3 children between the ages of 5 and 15 in

Èhe hl.I.S.H. program. It was determined that I,J.I.S.H. would offer two child-

rents groups, a pre-school, younger childrents group and a group for latency-

aged chÍldren. The plan in the initial stages was that children in the

age range of 5 to 15 who did not fit Lhe criteria for participation in

the group would be seen by this wrj-ter for counselling on anindividual

basis. Children in the group in need of individual counselling could be

seen on an ad hoc basis by Linda Hayes, a staff person at W.I.S.H.. The

pre-school group was facilitated by this writer and Linda Hayes. Dr. Kathryn

HcCannell and this writer cefaciltated Lhe latency-aged group. Please

refer to Table 3 for profiles of all the children with whom this writer

u'as i-nvolved. Following is a brief description of the process involved

in choosing group membership.
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The latency-aged children's group (Group A) was composed of six children,

three boys and three gir1s, ranging in age fron 7l to 12 years. Three group

members, Rita, Jane and Eric, were sì-blings. After interviewing the three

children and their mother, it was determined that the relationship that the three

children had with each other would not be detrimental to the group and its

objectives. Klein (I972) suggests that group composition should reflect a

"heterogenaieLy of coping patternsrr and should include a stimulus for interaction
t'and a movement toward change"; that is groups should include both passive and

active members (pp.60-61). In this regard , some individual personality

differences of the children (for example, Rita was quite verbal, while ErÍc was

quiet), might complement the group process.

Although Eric was only five months older than Stephen, Eric, âBê seven,

was a member of the latency-aged gruop while Stephen, also seven, \,{as a partici-

pant in the younger group. There were several reasons for this decision. It

was evident from the assessment that there kras a strong rivalry between Stephen

and his brother Michael (age eight). Doreen, thej-r mother, had expressed

concern about the trvo boys constantly being ttat each other". Academically

Stephen was reported doing very well in school, but experiencing problems in

relationships with fellow students. He was considered "emotionally immaturett

in some respects. Based on this information, it was declded that Michael would

participate in the latency-aged group while Stephen would be more suited to

participating in the younger group. Stephen was about two years older than

the other participants in his group, but he seemed quite positive about being

a "junior leadertr and helping with exercises such as story-te1ling.
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Two other children were a concern - Pam who was 10, and Sara who was

5. Pam had been living with her father for a number of years and had returned

to her mother in l,linnipeg about six mont.hs ago. The move v¡as not explained

to her and she was noL happy about Ít: The family picture she drew during

her intake intervíew (Figure 1) features all the members of her two families.

Her father who she drew first seems to dominate the picture. Her mother

(who is wearing glasses) who she drew next is quite smal1 in comparison.

Pam was not wanting to be in Winnipeg, and díd not present as being very

motivated to interact with the children at 1^1.I.S.H.. Pam however stated

she wanted to be part of the group. It was felt that. perhaps the group

would help to break the isolation she was feeling. Five year o1d Sara

v,'as very quiet and shy. The other pre-school group candidates were active

boys. Although there \{as concern about Sara being intimidated in the group,

Sarats mother felt that Sara became more verbal when comfortable. It was

decided to include Sara as part of the younger group.

Initiallv it r+as determined that three other children, who would

not be members of groups would be seen by this writer on an individual basis:

Paul who was 6, had experienced medical problems, which had resulted in

his being socially and emotionally delayed. Recently Paulrs physician

had adjusted his medications and Paul was not yet stabilized on his new

medication regime. Paul $/as seen weekly in sessions that incorporated

many of the group themes in play activities.

Carolyn who was 14, r+as experiencing a sense of anger and loss about her

new life situation. She was functioning at an age appropriate 1evel and

would not have benefitted from a group experience where group members were

developmentally and chronologically much younger than she was.
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Feter who was 13, was functioning emotionally, socially and academically

below his age level. He felt alienated from his peer group and tended

to associate with boys younger than himself. However Peter was assessed

as not being suítable for the latency-aged group. Peter had been severely

abused, emotionally and physically, by his stepfather. Being nor+ physically

distanced from this man, Peter felt comfortable venting his rage at him:

Figure 2 is a picture Peter drew of ttGeorgett in a coffin-type capsule,

in which his oxygen supply has been exhausted. The picture depicts a tiny

Peter (2 km. from George) blasting George with a radar gun. George is

also "getting itr?from a space shíp ("star ship U.S.S. Enterpriser') that

is travelling in the area.

It was felt that Peter's anger might dominate the mood in group.

As well PeÈer tended to seek out younger children and act as an authority

over them. Given these fact.ors, Peter was assessed as a good candidate

for intensive individual counselling. Following an intensive intake process,

Peter was referred by this author to a male counsellor at the Psychologícal

Service Centre, who was supervised by Dr. Kathryn McCannell. (This same

male student social worker later became co-facilitator of the Parenting Group

at l^l.I.S.H.). Peter had no positive male role models in his 1ife, and ít

was felt that he desperately needed one. This author acted as a liaison

between Peterts counsellor and I41 .I.S.H..

GrouL_Pro..gE

In planning two separate childrenrs programs, several sources were used as
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Figure 2

Peter, age 13
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references; t'Development of a Model of Group Intervention for Abused

Adolescents", a practicum report by Cornelia Wicki (1984) was parÈicu1ar1y

he1pfu1. Sinclair (i985) and Alessi and Haern (1984) have developed programs

for children ín shelters. Their ideas were incorporated in both groups.

ï',any books f or children were used in both sessions. A líst of these books

can be found in Appendix A. "Activities... Mo The*-Bu-Ð-",

(Gundy , I9B4), an activities handbook for children in shelters was a valuable

sourcebook for the pre-school group.

Both the latency-aged group and the pre-school group met for ten sessions.

Following is an account of the group process in both groups. The chapter

ends with a brief sunmary of the groups.

It Ís important to note that the group process refers to both the

"here and nowtt occurrences in the group sessions and the interactional

and communication patterns among group members and leaders (Balgopa1 and

\tassil, 1983). Using an ecological framework of analysis the group leader

is always aware that there is a direct relationship between what is occurring

in the group and the membersr natural environment. fn both groups, the

nembersr connections with their outside world were always evident. hlhen

members had a happy experience (such as being elected to the student council)

this event was shared with the group. Losses and unhappy events (such

as when a father did not follow through wiLh a visit) also impacted on

the groups ... Lhe ultimate loss that both groups shared was the tragic

death of Ritars, Janets and Ericts mother.
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ü1. I.S.H. Latency-Aged Group

Session One - A week before the first session the group members had completed

the l^,Ihat I Thirk and Feel Questionnaire (Reynolds and Richmond, 1978) and

the Self-Appraisal Inventory (Frith and Narakawa, 1972). fL was during

this time that all the members (except for Pam) met Dr. Kathryn McCannell

who was co-facilitating this group with this writer. Everyone, except

for Pam, had met prior to the fírst session. Pam also missed the first

session. She had an argurnent with her mother and had not returned directly

home after school.

The purpose of this introducLory session was to outline the reasons

for the group and to establish some group expectations and rules. This

was also the time to begin establishing a common bond beËween members.

All the group members were feeling anxious about livi:ig at IJ.I.S.H. and

parCicipating in the group. Anôlher task of the group leaders then was

to help make the group a comfortable and safe place for its members.

The session began r+iLh a brief discussion of why everyone was living

at hi.I.S.H.. The group leaders openly acknowledged the violence in

the families and some of the feelings that members might be feeling. The

group was presented as a special place where members could talk about their

feelings and problems, and have fun t.oo! Group nembers were given scrapbooks.

The scrapbooks were used for special homework assignments and whenever

group members wanted to write down or draw their thoughts or ideas. Group

members were also introduced to the video equipment.
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Following an tice-breakert exercise, the group leaders presented the members

with some group rules. Group members refined and added new rules to the

list. The list of rules established was:

(1) Everyone would try to come to each session and to be on time' If

a member was going to be 1ate, or could not attend a session, he or she

should 1et the grouP leaders know'

(2) Hitting was not permitted, nor was hurting someone by calling him

or her names Permitted.

(3)Ifagroupmember\,/asupsetbutdidnotwanttotalkaboutwhatwas

bothering him or her, the member could take atttime-out" (leave the room

and come back when ready). If a group member was being disruptive' group

leaders could request that he or she take a tttime-outtt.

It was hoped that the latter two rules would establish a sense of the group

being a safe Place for its members'

(4) It was expected that everyone would try to participaLe. However if

a member did not feel like talking he or she could jusL say "I pass".

Participating in sessions also meant trying to listen when another member

was speaking. Michael suggested that if a member wanted to say something

he or she should put up a hand, to ensure that someone else was not being

interrupted. This idea was quickly adopted by other members, and practised

throughout the sessions.

(5) Group leaders explained the concept of confidentiality and exceptions

to this ru1e. (Information discussed within the group would have to be

shared with parents or other adults if safety I^Ias an issue).

(6) The group decided Lhat each week a different member would assist the

leaders with ttsnack timetr. The group members would themselves keep track

of whose turn it was each week'
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Following this, the group played "T.V. Reporterr', ârl icebreaker game'

uhich essentially involves members pairing up with and interviewing each

other. The group leaders suggested some questions that members could ask

each other. These included "l^Ihat do you like about I^J.I.S.H.?" and "Illhat

dónlt you like about hr.I.S.H.?". Group members did not have to answer

any questions that they did not feel like answering. After the interviews

members rejoined the group and introduced their partner to Lhe group.

After introductions, other members could also ask questions.

Several children said they liked I^i.I.S.H. because there \¡/as no hitting.

Ken said there was no "ye11ing, screaming or hitting". Eric said he liked

1^J.I.S.H. because he "didntt get hit by rlad". Rita challenged Ericrs statement

saying "Dad never hit you, he just sent you to your roornt'.

Following a break, the group members watched the ttT.V, ReporLertr segment

on videotape, and then completed the Belief Inventory (see Appendix K).

The session ended with the members sharing one thing they learned in the

session. The homework assignment was to make a unique front page for their

scrapbook.

Session Two - Pam missed this sessíon. She was visiting her father who

lived out of town. Ken and Rita were quite interested to hear she was

visiting her father.

The session began with a ttcheck-íntt and group members sharing Èhe

pictures they drew in their scrapbook.
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Group leaders then introduced the concept

down individual goals Lhey hoped to accomplish

a picture of herself and her mother (Figure 3). Above the picture she

wrote "I made my mom not to drink and I solved it and she said yes' and

thãt is a goal". This precipitated a discussion of adult drinking ' All

group members had some experience with a caregiver being drunk' Ken thought

that "drinking r¡las an adult problem, not a kidst problem"' and that children

could not stop their parents from drinking. The group concluded that ít

is up to the grorl/IF up to work on his or her drinking problern' The group members

then made a list of their own individual goals. These included (1) learning

about feelings; (2) learning about drinking; (3) learning about friends; (4)

learning tto be good'.

The group leaders then introduced the toPic of feelings. The group

tbrainstormed' and came up with a list of over 25 feelings' After

the break the group leaders asked the question "do boys and gír1s have

different feelings?". Michael and Ken stated that they had been teased

by their fathers if they cried. They thought everyone should be able to

cry. Rita and Jane thought that girls should be able to get mad too

The group then discussed non-verbal cues that indicate how someone might

be feeling. The group then divided into two teams and played "Feelings

Charades". l4embers guessed the feelings being acted out incredibly quickly '

All were very perceptive at t'picking uptt on non-verbal cues ' Following

charades group leaders stressed the importance of expressing feelings clearly'

of

in

tgoalst and members wrote

the group. Jane drew

For homework grouP members

ttBe a Detectiverr. TheY were to

krere to watch "The Bill Cosby Show" and

watch ttRudytt on the show and determine
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how she was feeling. Members were also given out a handout of incomplete

sentences on feelings which they were to complete. The session ended with

a tgroup-go-roundr with everyone saying how they were feeling.

Session Three - Everyone u/as present at this session. The meeting began

by introducing Pam to the group. Group members explalned to Pam what the

purpose of the group was and what had been happening in the group.

Following a ttcheck-int' the group discussed the homework assignments.

Ken shared his completed "feelings handout" with the group. Ken had recently

visited his father and this r+as clearly reflected in his responses which

included I am happy ttwhen I can go visit my dad,tt I am mad ttwhen my mom

says I can't visit my dad,ttand I am scaredttwhen my mom gets hit.tt Eric

ralked about being hit on the playground and feeling sad (Ftgure 4).

Group members h¡ere concerned for Eric. They shared how they would feel

if they were hit, what they ïas l<ids" could do if someone hits thern and

other ways of handling your feelÍngs besides hítting.

Following the break, the group leaders introduced the topic of'anger'.

The group members discussed diffc'rent things that make them angry. Eric

commented that "gi-rls dontt get mad at Ken because they like him.r' This

provided the opportunity for the group leaders Lo stress the points that

(1) you can like someone but still be angry at him or her and (2) it is

OK to be angry at someone but it is not 0K to hit him or her. Members

r.rere given copies of the poem, "ft's Alright to Cry", (Ha1l , 1974) which

makes the point that people of all ages, colours, shapes and sizes have

tears. This session consisted primaril-y of discussion. Although the dis-
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Fisure 4

Eric, age 7
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cussion was very beneficial, some of the members were experiencing difficulty

in being attentive toward the end of the session. It was evident that

the group was much more responsive when structured activities were used

as a means of learning.

Session Four - Everyone was present. This session began with everyone taking

their terperature." Ken stated he was not feeling very good because

he had a fight at home and then had a fight at school. This led to further

discussion about anger and fighting.

Using pictures from magazines, group members then wrote brief stories

about how they thought the person in Lhe picture was feeling, what was

happening in the picture and what would happen next. The group members'

stories were very rnuch metaphors for what was happening in their own lives.

There were several stories with a positive tone to them. Many of the

stories reflected a sense of loss and instability. For example, in one

picture Eric saw a t'lonesorne girlttwho t'doesntt have no housett, while in

another pj-cture he saw a girl t'.whose mom and dad went awayt'. When this

picture was shared with the rest of the group, Ken sav/ a girl who was sad

"because her mother just gave her a licking. " In another picture Michael

Sav/ a coach who was mad that he lost t'so he quít Èhe team.r' Rita saw a

person who will try harder next season. The group leaders summarized the

excercise by stressing that it is important to use words to say how you

feel, as other people do not always know how you feel by looking at your

expression.
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group divíded into Pairs

a feeling. MosL chose to

and took Polaroid pictures

express how they were

this, the

expressing

time.

At the end of the session Ken hit Michael, after MÍchael had made

"a face" at him. Ken saíd he h¡as "madtt and apologized. Other group members

became concerned. Jane asked ttare you guys still friends?tt and suggested

Ëhat the two boys talk to each other more after the group-

The group closed with a homework assignrnent. Members were to be a

deÈective and to report back on what a family member does when he or she

is angry.

Ken had been having a difficult time at home and at school. He had

talked about being hit by his mother in two sessions, and also saw other

children being hit in pictures. It was determined that his concerns about

being hit needed to be pursued outside the group.

Session Five - Ken was not at today's session. He was visiting his father

Kathryn McCannell also could not attend due Lowho lived out of town.

other commitments.

During "check-intt,

about the fight they had

about it.

Michael stated

. He said both

rhat he and Ken

felt tthappier"

had talked further

about having talked

In discussing their homework assignment (ttBe a Detectivêtt),
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Eric talked about Jane being mad at him and hitting him (see Figure 5).

All group members including Jane agreed hitting was not right. The group

brainstormed alternatives to hitting ("she could go to her room") and what

someone could do if he or she is hit ("she could Eel1 her mom"). Pan said

she could tel1 that her mother was mad "by the way she looked." Michael

stated his rnothæ'dropped a pot on her foot and ye11ed at him! The group

agreed thãt sometimes when we are angry we tttake it out on other peoplett

and that this could make these people feel sad.

The main topic today was wj-fe assault. The group leader read the

story "something is Wrong at My House" (Davis' 1984). Members were some-

times resLless and coloured intheir scrapbooks, but generally they were

very interested in the story. Rita thought that the rnother in the story

looked "terrífied." The group leader 1ed a discussion of the feelings

nembers felt for the family in the story.

After a break, the group members were asked to draw pictures of what

they felt like when their parents fought. Eric drew a picture of how he

and his mother felt (Figure 6) whereas Jane and Rita (Figures 7,8) focused

primarily on how their mother fe1t. Michael drew a picture which showed

him hiding in his room (Figure 9). Pam chose not to draw a picture, although

she was r+j-tness to her mother being hít by her ex-common-law husband.

The group leader confírmed all the different feelings that could be experienced

when adults fighL -- and that nobody deserves to be hit.

The group closed with a homework assignmenÈ. The boys as one group

and the girls as another group were to get together during the week and
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Figure 5

Eric, age 7
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Figure 6

Eric, age 7
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Figure 8

Rita, age T2
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L,rite new ending to the story, ttSomethingts Wrong at My Housett'

Session Six - Everyone h¡as present. The session began with a check-in

and a review of the homework assignment. Rita, Jane and Pam had not gotten

together to create a new ending to the story that had been read last session'

Ttre group discussed why this had not happened '

The group then played the rrDefinitions Gametr. Beforehand group leaders

had written words (such as assault, divorce, custody) on pieces of paper'

Each group member drew a word out of a box and tried to explain what it

meant to the rest of the group. Group members helped each other by clarifying

erroneous information. Ken was quite helpful i¡-offering the group different

reasons why people get divorced. He was quite intrigued by the concept

of joint custody. l,rihen defining t'restraint order" several group members

spoke about when their dads had broken their restraint order.

Following this the group reviewed part of the Belief Inventory (See

Appendix K). Several statements stimulated good discussions. For example

when Rita answered ttTruet' to the statement t'Anyone who knows what happened

in my family will not want anything to do rvith me." several members challenged

her. Ken stated "people will try to help you" and Michael added "it's

not the kids' fault." It seemed that Ríta was testing the group when she

stated "People might think kids are bad like their father". The group

leaders confirmed that when dads hit, Lhey are noÈ bad people; it is the

behaviour that is bad.

Todayts sessi-on demonstrated the group working together as a cohesive
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unit. This session also demonstrated

nany myths about violence.

that the group members had incorporated

Michael asked

request from

about Pamt s being

Session Seven - Everyone \./as present, but Pam was late.

why she was 1ate. This generated a good discussion and a

the group that Pam try not to be late. Michael's concern

late demonstrated a concern for Pam, and for the group.

Following ttcheck-int', the group discussed the second part of the Belief

Inventory. The statement r?411 dads hiL åbeíel moms, it is just part of

1ife" generated a good díscussion of what it wí11 be like when the group

members have their o!¡n chidren. The stat.ementttl am a bad childil prompted

a discussion of whether someone is "badtt or whether hÍs or her behaviour

is "bad". The concepL of being a bad person as opposed to behavi-ng badly

v,ras a dif f icult one for some group members to comprehend.

The group leaders then i-ntroduced the topíc of ttdivorcett and read

the story "Zachary 's Divorce" (Sitea , I974). The group nembers then completed

a questionnaire (Table 4) which focused on the membersr perceptions of

the circumstances surrounding divorce, and the feelings involved. Everyone

listened iñtently to the story and enjoyed completing the questionnaire.

Members were interested in how others answered the same questions. Members

r/ere acceptant when other memberst answers were different than their ov/n,

but they were interested in knowing why members answered the way they did.

l.femberst responses were very much a reflection of individual situations.

Following is a summary of how members thoughl Zachary (the child in the

story), his mother, and father were feeling about the divorce. ft should
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Table 4

Please circle Your ansv¡er.

1. If. Zachary showed more good behaviour his parents

probably would have stayed together. TRUE FALSE

2. Zachary's parents sti11 love him even if they are

no longer living together. TRUE FALSE

3. It is a good idea for Zachaty to keep his

feelings about his parents' divorce to himself. TRUE FALSE

Below is a list of feelings:

Happy Hurt Confused DisaPPoínted

Mad Scared Sad Lonesome

Helpless Mean Ashamed Nervous

Foolish Excited l'Jorried Quíet

Shy Loved FriendlY Unloved

4. List all the feelings that Zachary felt.

5. List all the feelings that Zacharyrs mother felt.

6. List all the feelings that Zachaty's father felt.

7 . Do you think zachaty's mom really knew hor+ zachaty was feeling?

Yes No
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in that it did not include

This made it particularly

the reason for,

appropriate

Zachary:

Mother:

Father:

sad, mad, disappointed, ttunloved for a while", t'1oved but sometimes

unlovedtt

jealous because ttdad is getting all the money", t'happy and excited

about starting a ne\4/ lifert, ttl,,/orried about her housett, ttashamed

because her son dídntt want his father to gott, sorry rrthat it

didntt workrr, ttfoolish because she didn't have anyone to look after

hertt, tthelpless because she didntt know how to do things alonett.

ttmean, mad and scared that he might hit mom again", "mad at him-

self and jealous that he spent all his money trying to get custody

and didn I t get custodyrt, ttshy, because of what he did. t' , 'rmad,

sad, lonesome, helpless and meantt, ttconfused because he doesnrt

know how to clean and the house is a mess nohrtt, ttfoolish because

he shouldntt have done what he didtt.

This session too demonstrated all the members working together. As

¡¿¿ been evident in all the sessions, the group members vrere very adept

at perceiving how others fee1.

This session ended with nembers concluding that divorce can generate

a wide variety of feelings in different people.

Session Eight - Everyone !üas present today. Group members were reminded

of how many sessions there viere 1eft. Although the original plan was that
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the final sessíon would be on December 23rd, several members indicated

that they might be rout of townr that week. Group members were to confirm

for next week whether they would be in town on December 23.

After tcheck-int, the rest of the group session !¡as spent establishing

'farnily connections I . Group members were requested to list two things

that they liked and disliked about their moms and dads. Following is a

list compiled by the grouP:

"Things I Like About Mom"

hertt, t'going shopping with

"when she goes for a walk

- rrgetting money from hertt, "going places with

hertt, t'when she makes a special dinner f or met',

with rnet', t'when she rents movies f or the VCRt'

"Things I !."1g Llke-About Mom" - "having

earlytt , ttf ightingtt , ttspankingtt, ttyellingtt,

to do chorestt, tt going to bed

I'getting hecktt

"Thinss I Like About Dad" -

ridestt, ttbuildíng campf ires"

ttgoing to movies

, tteverythingtt

"Things I Don'Ë Like About Dad'

all nighttt, ttnothingtt

Group members also listed ways

and dads.

with himr', ttgoing on boat

- ttfightingtt, ttdrinkingtt, I'staying out

they thought they were like their moms

be vísiLing their fathers during

Èhem and wished that they could

Pam and Michael

the week. The other

stated that they would

members were happy for
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be visiting their fathers too! This exercise was meaningful and fun for

rhe group. Rita and Jane previously would not get angry at their mother.

In this session they seemed to make the connection that you can like or

love a person, but sti1l get angry at him or her, or not like everything

that he or she does. ft was evident that the group members enjoyed making

connecLions with their fathers who were not directly involved in their

everyday lives now.

Session Nine - Everyone lias present, except for Pam. During the week,

she had moved back to live rvíth her father. Although this rsriter had the

opportunity to say good-bye to her, the group as a whole did not. The

group members presented as being concerned and interested in Pam. They

asked a number of questions regarding the circumstances of her move. Ken

commented that Pam r+as ttluckytt. The group discussed how they could say

good-bye to Pam.

As most other members would not be home on December 23rd, the final

group session of the year was planned for the nexL week. The group members

discussed what they would like to see happen at this session. They decided

that they would like to make a pizza, and ta1k.

The group leaders then introduced the topic of problem-so1ving. The

steps involved in problem-solving were outlined by the group leaders.

The group leaders identified sorne problem siLuations (for example, a young

boy having to deal r+tih his father cancelling a visit). The group then

r,¡as divided into two teams, with each team being given a number of problem

situations. Team members were to brainstorm and to come up with solutions
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to the problems. Group members were to roleplay the problem situations.

This exercise was very much affected by the mood of the group. Some group

members hrere very rowdy during this session. Both Michael and Ken required

a "time-out." Michaelrs father had cancelled a visit to see Michael and

it was evident that this was affecLing hís behaviour in the group. (For

example, when Michael roleplayed a father who l{¡as cancelling a visit, he

played the father as drunk and aÈ a rowdy party). As r+e1l the group members

!,¡ere cognizant that the grouþ was coming to an end, and the behaviour of

some members perhaps reflected this fact.

Session Ten - Before the last session, Eric, Rita and Jane suffered the

loss of their mother. Theresa died suddenly and tragically. The circumstances

surrounding her death were confusíng and disturbing. Shortly after the

children had been told of their motherts death, they left the hr.I.S.H.

programto live with relatives. Theresars death had an impact on all the

women, children and staff at W.I.S.H.. fn this session, Michael and Ken

had many concerns related to their co-memberst sudden departurerTheresats

death, and the impact that both these events would have on thetr grouP.

The group members began the session by talking about Theresars death

and how Rita, Jane and Eric must be feeling. Ken expressed his concern

about what would happen if his mother died suddenly. Both l"fichael and

Ken were wondering whether their group would meet now that they were the

only two members remaining in the group. (The group had previously decided

to continue after the New Year). The group leaders felt a decision on

that could not be made right now, but that perhaps a group reunion could

be planned in a few months of the group. 'Everyone expressed their sadness for
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for Rita, Jane and Eric and made cards for

These cards and a group photograph-were to

r^'riter who would be attending the funeral .

them. Group photographs wene tâkst.

be given to the children by Èhis

Michael and Ken then briefly discussed what they liked and did not

like about the group. Michael began to ract outr at Lhe prospect of the

group ending. Plans for the future were discussed over pizza. The group

leaders read the poem "No One Elser' (Laron, L974) which emphasizes the

special and unique qualities we each possess. Group members were given

copies of the poem and the leaders had v¡ritten down special things about

them on their copies. The session ended with big hugs.

W.I.S.H. Pre-School Group

Sessíon One - The session began with the group leaders explaining why all

the children vrere a part of !.J.I.S.H.. The purpose of the Sroup and the

rules of the group were explained. The rules of the group were similar

to those of the latency-aged group. Stephen was introduced as "junior

leadertt. Group members !/ere encouraged to think of other rules and they

did so enthusiastically Oon't wreck the T.V.r', "Dontt play with the remote

controltt). The group leaders then int.roduced the t'Body Drawingtt exercise:

Each group member lay down on a large body-size piece of paper. The group

leaders then traced the body of each member. I^lith the help of a mirror

and coloured markers, each member coloured in his or her eyes, hair and

clothing (Gundy, 1984). All four group members enjoyed this self-image
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exerclse.

Session Two - This session began with a brief "check-in" and a review of

the last' session. The children's body drawings were taped to the wa11,

añd this helped facilitate a lively discussion on how each member was the

same and different. The group members shared a Polaroid camera and took

pictures of each other standing next to their body drawíngs. The members

enjoyed having their pictures taken, taking pictures and watching the Polaroid

shots develop. The members pasted the photos in their scrapbooks' Under

the photos, the group leaders wrote three positive statements about each

child. These statements were read out loud. Members h¡anted to add to

these statements (ttl can sing sorne Tndian Songstt, "I can help at home")'

The session ended with the group having a snack and leaders reading a short

sÈory "Big or Little?" (Stinson, 1985), which is about Matthew, a growing

boy who sometimes feels t'littlett and sometimes feels frbigrr.

Session Three- Sara and Glenn were both absent today as they were sick'

Although originally the group leaders had intended to introduce the topic

of t feelings t , w€ felt it was important that all members be present for

that session. Therefore the group leaders and group members, Jamie and Stephen

played "Family Tree" (Three Families Enterprises Ltd., 1986) a game which involves

participants answeri-ng questions and sharing stories and information about

their family. Jamie quite enjoyed this game and shared several stories

about ttfun tímestt with his father. Stephen was reluctant to talk about

his family.

Session Four - This session began wirh a brief "check-in". The group leaders
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,twelcomed back" Sara and Glenn. The topic of tfeelingst was then intro-

duced.Thegroupleaderspreparedabríefstoryaboutwhatfeelingsare

and why they are important. The story t'Big or Little?" was used as a

reference by group leaders and group members were able to identify when

,,Matthew,' fee1s big (for example, "hlhen he helps take care of his 1itt1e

sister") and little ("I^Ihen his mom or dad ye11 at him")' The topic of

feelings !/as expanded to include 'paper pie plaLe faces'' Prior to this

sessj-ongroupleadershaddrawnvariousfeelingsontheplates.ThegrouP

members took turns identifying and acting out the feelings on the plates'

sr-ephen had been a rreluctant participantt up to this point, but he and

alltheothersmembersenjoyedthisexercise.Theyallr¿antedtotouch

and hold the plates. Jamie and Glenn wanted to keep Èhe'happy face' for

themselves. Following a snack, the group ptayed "Feelings Charades" in

teams. Group members and leaders had to act out the charades ' 
t'Madtt 

'

,,Sad,,, ttHappy,,, "Scared", "Lovett and ttShytt. Sara,whO waS Lhe quiet member

of the group enjoyed acting out "happy", r+hile stephen, at first refused

to act out the feeling ttlovett. After considerable support and encouragement

from the group, he acted out the charade by hugging a fellow grgup member'

The session ended by reviewing the ttfeelings.tt Group members were given

t'Feeling Facest' for their scrapbooks'

Session Five - After a "check-intt,the group leaders read the story' Alexander

and the Terrible, Horrible Good 1972) and intro-

duced the idea that everyone has bad days. Members related to several

incidents in the story. During snack time, the group played "Doughnut

Dare,, a Theraplay activity (Jernberg, 1983). In this acLívity the group

was divided into pairs. Each member of the pair took alternate turns taking
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ensure that the doughnut did not drop

seen as both nurturing and challenging.

a bite of the doughnut' trYing

off the finger. This activitY

Ðuring this session, Stephen was not wanting to listen to the story' Rather,

he wanted to play wit.h video equipment and wrestle and fight rvith the other

-^le group members. Stephents behaviour was disruptive to the group process

and he required a ttime-outt today.

Seq=.on-Sit- After a brief tcheck-int, the group leaders continued on the

topic of feelings and shared pictures of people from magazines with the

group. Group members v/ere encouraged to suggest how the people in the

pictures were feeling. Each group member then made his or her own ttfeelings

collagett from t.he pictures in the magazines. Group members shared magazine

pictures, paste and markers. After completing their co11ages, all the group

nembers shared their collages and the stories about the people in the collages

u-ith the group. A predominant theme in Jamie's collage was happy times

t]]at a family shared together. Stephen completed his collage well ahead

of everyone else. Initially he had only one image in his collage; that of

a baby. He 1abe1led the picture "mad". (Figure 10). After about 15 minutes'

as an afterthought, Stephen pasted anot.her image into his collage, a girl

li-ho was t'surprised.tt Stephents collage was, ít seems a reflection of how

iae himself was feeling. Stephen's predominant feeling rnosÈ often was anger.

Ële would frequently storm into a session and only "¡oin infr with the group

after 10 or 15 rninutes.

The 'feelings collaget exercise v¡as enjoyed by all nembers. For the

Eost part. Stephen preferred to work on his own whereas Jamie, Glenn and

Sara shared materials and were interested in each othersr projects.
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Session Seven - As the group was quite restless, the session began wiEh

playing "Moving Charades". This gave the group members the opportunity

to move around as they acted out charades such aS car, bicycle and vacuum

cleaner. Following this Ehe group leaders introduced the topic of ttangertt,

and discussed why anger is important and what anger can tel1 us about our-

selves. The group leaders then read the story "I Was So Mad" (Mercer,

1983). At one point, Glenn got angry and hit the book. sara reminded

him about the rule of not hittÍng. The story stimulated discussion wíth

group members sharing stories about what made thern "mad.tt Group members

were asked to drarn, a picture of something that made them mad. Stephen

drew a picture of himself crying (Figure 11). He had gotten into a fight

at school and was hit by a student. In the picture he is stating, "I am

going to catch you". stephen shared his picture with the group. The group

leaders talked about how hitting can make you feel sad and mad, and discussed

some things that children could do instead of hitting and what to do if

they are they are hit. Group members were given a pícture of a t volcano

scene t to colour as a reminder that anger that is saved and saved can explode

like a volcano

Today was

The picture he

"sad feelingtt.

the first time Stephen acknowledged that he could feel sad.

drew was the stimulus he needed to begin talking about the

Session Eight - After a check-in, group leaders reviewed the topic of anger,

and what different people do when they are angry. The message group leaders

conveyed was thatttlt Ís 0K to be mad, but itfs not 0K to hit someonett.

The group leaders then read the story I'Something's Wrong at My House" (Davis,
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1984).ThegroupdiscussedhowthechildrenintheStorywerefeeling.

Jamie and Stephen both began acting out ' Stephen at times would become

quite anxious when family issues were discussed ' In the sessj-ons it became

quite evident that he experienced considerable difficulty with family-related

topics. Jamie had recently visited his father. Although this was a tgoodt

visit,Jamiewasalsoupsetaboutsayinggood-bye'Perhapsthiswasreflected

in his behavíour in todayts sessíon'

Session Nine - This session began with a ttcheck-intt' Group leaders then

introduced the "How llould You Feel . Game", (Crary,1984)' Group leaders

toldashortstoryandmembers\{eretoguesshowthepersonintheStory

fe1t. Following this, each member told a story as well' ("You want to

watchcartoonsonSaturdayandyourmomtellsyoutogotoyourroom...

How would you feel?"). All the group members enjoyed this acÈivity' They

enjoyed Lelling,,their,,sLories and listening to the other members te1l

theirs as wel1.

Followingthisexercise,thegroupleadersintroducedthetopicof

separation and divorce, and read the story, "Daddy Doesntt Live Here Anymorett

(Boegehold, 1985), which is about a young girl whose parents are getting

divorced. Stephen helped to read the story' Jamie talked about how sad

the little girl (casey) must fee1. All members were very interested in

the story. The group leaders emphasized that divorce is a grown-up problem

and that,rit,s never ever the kidts fault". The session concluded with

a ,'Car 1lash" (Canfield and hlells , I}TI). Group leaders and members f ormed

twolineswÍthspacebetweenforapersontogothrough.Astheperson

goes through the 'Car hiasht, the others pat him or her on the head and
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back and say something positive about them.

Session Ten - Glenn missed this session as he was i11. This, the final

session,began with a brief discussion of Theresa's death. The members

felt sad thaL Rita, Eric and Jane would no longer be living at lv.I.S.H..

The group members made cards for Glenn, who was sick and could not attend

this'fina1 sessiont, and for Rita, Eric and Jane. Although the group

would continue in the New Year, this writer would not be a co-leader.

This writer Ealked about how much she would miss the group and each member.

The group leaders then presented the members with a copy of the poem' t'No

One Else" (Laron, 1974). The poem and some characteristics of each individual

member were read out loud. The group then had a party with juice and home-

made pizza which all the members had helped to make. This final session

ended with Sara (who had been the quietest member of the group) leadíng

everyone in the singing of Christmas songs. Group photographs were taken'

Summarv of the Group Process

fn reviewing the group process it was evident that several common

characteristics or patterns emerged in both groups:

(1) Members in both groups were eager to share their feelings and ideas.

Although in the intake interviews,some were initially reticent, this changed

as members became more comfortable and trusting of the other group rnembers

and the group leaders.

(2) Although members were eager to communicate, it was clear that members
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L,orked and learned more effectively when they were participating in structured

group actj-vities that ínvolved visual stimulation, story-telling or rnotor

movement rather than just discussÍon. Members were interested in learning

new things and partícipating in the group process'

(3) Once given the permission to talk about their fathers many members

did so. Memberst stories about their fathers at times indicated both a

sense of pride and pain. The confusion that many members felt about their

fathers was perhaps best reflected in the comment that Rita made when she stated

in one breath, ttMy father broke the restraint order, I really míss him'tt

I,'rhether or not the children had been abused by their fathers,whether or

not the children visited with their fathers regularly, fathers were sti11

very much in the minds and hearts of these children '

(4) Participants in both groups frequently talked about being hit by parents'

by siblings and by students at school. tJhile many of the group members

r¿ould hít others, they were pained physíca11y and emotionally when hit

themselves. Participants knew that in the groups they could talk about

violence. However this writer believes that members focused on violence

not only because they were allowed to do so. Violence had been, and to

a certain extent still was, part of their lives. Víolence \'{as a real issue

for most of the children.

(5) As noted earlier, the groups were very much a microcosm of the membersr

lives. What mernbers saw in characters in stories, or pictures or what

they chose to act out in problem-solving situations were in actuality meta-

phors for their own 1ives. Members shared happy and unhappy events with

the group. The facL that they were able to share so much wíth the group

made the group process a particularly rneaningful one for the children.

At the same time ít was evident that there were so many difficult issues
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with which these children k¡ere constantly struggling. These concerns often

could not be handled singularly within the short term group.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

EVALUAT]ON

Formal evaluation measures were administered on a Pre-group, midpoint

and post-group basis. Rita, Jane, Eric and Pam did not compleÈe the posL

group treatment forms. However they did complete the pre-group and midpoint

forms. As well their personal evaluative comments and those of their

mothers were noted throughout Èhe course of the sessions.

All four members in the I41.I.S.H. pre-school group completed the group

program. However, Sara,who was exceptionally shy, could not complete the

pre-group form and consequently did not complete the midpoint and post-

treatment forms. The personal comments of these children, their mothers

and staff were also noted.

Pre-treatment and post-treatment forms \^/ere completed by Carolyn who

r{¡as seen for individual sessions. Pau1, who was experiencing developmental

and medical difficulties, could not complete any evaluatÍon measures.

The measures chosen for evaluatíve purposes, and their strengths and

weaknesses will now be discussed.

The Self-Appraisal Inventorv (SAI)

This inventory (Appendix G,H,I) ís a self-report measure designed
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to evaluate programs aímed at enhancing participants' self-esteem. (Fríth

a¡rd Narakawa, 1972). In this case, changes in levels of self-esteem were

measured by comparing results of neasures administered to participants

prior to,during and approximat.ely six weeks after treatment. (Exceptions

to this v/ere noted previously). The SAI has four subscales which measure

a child's subjective feelings about peers, family, school and hís or her

general self-concept. As children from violent homes may be experiencing

problems in these areas, the SAI was considered a good measure to use and

assess change in the self-esteem of children participating in this practicum.

The SAI is divided into three levels: The primary 1evel is used with

childr,en at the K to Grade 3 1evel and has 36 items. The Intermediate

Level (Grade 4 to 6) has 77 items and the Secondary Level (Grade 7 to 72)

;¡as 62 items. In the first two levels questions are answered in a ttyestt

or ttnot' format. The secondary 1evel responses measure varying degrees

of agreement or dísagreement. A high score at all levels indicates a high

degree of affective adjustment.

Overall tesL, re-test reliability has been estimated at .73 for the

primary 1eve1, .88 for the intermediate level and .82 for the secondary

1evel (Frirh and Narakawa, 1972). As the SAI deals with subjective feelings

it has a face validity, but it does noL control for social desirability.

However in this practicum the SAI was adminÍstered to school-age children

in conjunction with the What I Think and Feel Questionnaire. This measure

does control for social desirability.
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The l,rlhat I Think and Feel Questionnaire (I^JITF)

This scale was used to measure the anxieÈy level of participants before,

at the midpoint and after treatment (Reynolds and Richmond, 1978) ' The

ttrITF Questionnai-re (Appendix J) has 37 items which are responded to with

"y"=tt or ttnott. There are 28 items which measure anxiety and nine items

which deal with a childrs tendency to deny common faults. This scale j-s

not consj-dered to be a reliable measure for children 6 or under. Consequently'

Stephen was the only child in the pre-school group to complete thÍs scale.

Three independent measures of anxiety have been identified in this

sca1e. They are (1) Physiotogl'cal Indications, (2) hlorry and Oversensitivity

and (3) Fear and Concentratj-on (Reynolds and Richmond, 1979). This scale

has been shown to have content validity (Reynolds and Richmond, 1978).

,{s anxiety 1s seen as multi-dimensional Reynolds and Richmond (1978) suggest

examining the subscales to uncover differential treatment effects on specífic

dimensions of anxiety. However caution should be used in interpreting

subscales due to low reliabÍlities obtained by having sma11 numbers of

items in the subscales. Females tend to. score significantly higher than

males on this scale, and younger chil.ilren score higher on the lie items'

A high 1ie score may indicate social desirability. A high 1ie score (six

or higher) tay índicate acquiescence. In such cases the scores would be

considered invalÍd but the data could provide imporLant information about

the children being tested. In a sample of 167 children from grades 2,

5,9,10 and 11, this scale was shown to be a reliable measure of anxiety.

Children from abusj-ve homes may be anxious, aggressive or easily frustrated.

They may also be distrustful and/or fearful of rejection or disapproval.
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Given this, it was determined that this scale wiËh its built-in conLrol

for social desirability could be helpful in evaluating changes in anxiety

levels of the children at W.I.S.H..

Belief Inventorv

This inventory (Appendix K), recently developed by Dr. Kathryn McCannell

was used to help determine the impact that a violent home might have on

rhe belief systems of the children at lJ.I.S.H.. This inventory reflects

the idea that chíldren from violent homes may perceive the world differently

than children from non-abusive backgrounds. It assesses the extent to

which they have incorporated myths about battering. This scale was administer-

ed as a pre-test/post-test measure to all school-age children r+ho completed

treatment. In the latency-age group this scale u¡as also used as a stimulus

for discussion around the midpoint of the group. It \¡/as our hope that

the treatment process would cause positíve changes in the values and beliefs

of participants.

This measure has 12 items and four subscales: (1) Violence - has four

items , (2) Trust - has three items, (3) Self-esteem - has four i¿sms and

(4) Guilt - one item. The children at I,I.I.S.H. were the first group to

be tested using this scale. (Staff in another shelter are now using Èhis

scale as well). At this point, the sma11 number of items do not make this

scale a reliable one. However this i-nventory is most useful for exploratory

purposes and for providing valuable information on individual children.

This inventory has not yet been administered to chíldren frorn non-abusive

backgrounds. Comparisons with Lhis population group r+ould be interesting.
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SupplementarY Evaluation Methods

In addition to the above measures, participants provided ttfeedbackt'

throughout the sessions. Many completed or were helped to complete a group

feedback form. Informal feedback from staff and parents was also obtained

on an ongoing basis. Initially the plan was also to obtain written feedback

from the childrenrs mothers at the end of the session. However, it was

felt that the women would not necessarí1y say what they thought but what

they thought I wanted to hear. Consequently feedback from the women was

obtained índirectly from W.I.S.H. staff members, both of whom were co-

facílitators inthe woments support group'

In addition, a revised form of the Dornestic Abuse Project (D.A'P')

Childrents Program Evaluation (Appendix M) was used as a subjective measures

to help determine childrenrs change in (1) 1eve1 of awareness of violence

in their family , (2) 1eve1 of understanding regardíng who is responsible

for the violence, (3) leve1 of self-esteem and (4) awareness and understand-

ing of non-violent problem-solving methods'

The Domestic Abuse Project also evaluates children on whether they

have developed a protection plan in the event that their mothers are being

battered. In the tl.I.S.H. groups the issues of what could be done if some-

one v/as being hit was introduced and discussed. As the families were in

tsafef housing and safety alarms were installed in each suite, specific

individual protection plans were noL developed. However given that threats

were made to a few wonen perhaps such plans should be introduced in future

programs.
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Summarv of Evaluation and Data-Gathering Techniques

Byusingavarietyofevaluationanddatagatheringtechniquesthis

writer r.¡as able to complete a thorough preliminary assessment prior to

inEervention. Because of the various methods of gathering ínformation'

data at timeswene contradictory' Knowing this in itself was useful' Such

contradictions alerted the writer to the fact that a situation might need

to be explored further. using different types of measures helps to determine

whether information being obtained is accurate. One measure can t'pick

up on,, what another has missed. Information from various sources also

provides a more "global" picture of the situation' Essentially the time

required for administeríng, scoring and interpreting Ehe selected measures

was relatively brief. As all the measures were tage-appropriater they

wererelativelyeasyforthechildrentocomplete.Infactmostchildren

enjoyed completing Lhe questionnaires, and uhey felt important being asked

for information.

The results of each individual's scores will be discussed in the sectíon

titled "fndividual Evaluations.tt However it is important to mention some

general PatËerns that emerged:

0n the pre-test, of the eight persons that completed the 1^Ihat I Think

andFeelQuestionnaire,sixparticipantsscored5orhigherontheLie

sca1e. These scores can be considered as a measure of social desirability '

These high lie scales indicated that these children might be wanLing

approval and perhaps were concerned that if they presented themselves as

they really were, they might be rejecLed' The high level of social
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desirability reconfirmed that a goal of treatment was to enhance the

childrents sense of self-esteem and trust. The children needed to be

reassured that they did not always have to have good manners, and they

did not have to like everyone they knew; they did not have to be'perfect'

in order to be liked and loveable.

The completion of the Belief J.nventory by the same eight indíviduals

showed a consistent pattern of response to three out of the five violence

related statements. Specifically, ín response to Èhe statements, ttl'lost

children live in families where the man hits the wonan", "ft is 0K to hit

someone if you are rea11y angrytt and ttA1l dads hit moms, it is just part

of lifett, six out of eight participants answered "Truett ' This pattern

suggests these children believed violence was a tnormalr part of life and

Èhat anger v/as synonymous with violence. hlhen this inventory was re-intro-

duced for discussion at the midpoint of the latency-aged group' responses

were sti1l varied, suggesting perhaps just how ingraíned values and beliefs

are.

In the latency-aged group, members generally responded positively

to the group experience. All members at some time had told this writer

that they enjoyed learning about feeli:igs. For Michael and Ken "feelings"

were their favoríte part of the group. Pam, the quietest member, said

it was interesLing to hear how other kids felt even Èhough it was hard

for her to talk herself. Outside the group, Rita had once wished that

her parents could learn to say how they felt, instead of arguing.

There were no general negative comments' Specific individual comments
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will be discussed in Èhe "Individual Evaluations" section.

For a treatment to be ttsuccessful,trclients should be usíng the new

ski11s acquired outside treatment sessíons. This, I believe l^tas happening

in both groups: For example, during a tproblem-solvingt session, the latency-

aged group had roleplayed a situatíon in which a girl was being bothered

by her younger sister. The group decided one solution to the problem might

be to have the older sister make a t'Do Not Disturbtr sign and puL it on

the door of her room. Rita actually did do this at home, adding that the

sígn r+as "on1y for when I want to be alone.t' In the lat.ency-aged group, there

had been several discussions on how to handle anger. Lihen Ken hit Michael

in the gr6up, the group responded with concern and suggestions on how the

problem should be handled. As well the two boys were able to "ta1k it

out" outside the group, and share their feelings voluntarily with the

group at the next session.

The pre-school group enjoyed their 'special timer as we1l. Members

reported that t.hey especially enjoyed the itgames" and t'storiestt. This

group also responded well to t'f,.êelings exercises.tt There was also evidence

that these group members were integrating what they learned. For example,

r^¡hen his father asked him about his group, Jamie told him he r+as learning

about feelings, such as feeling mad. His father told him he should not

be learning about fighting. Five year o1d Jamie retorted that he was not

learning about fightíng, but about "feeling mad". As well some of the

mothers of children in this group commented that their children had tried

to reinforce the"no fightingt' rule on their younger sibliñgs!
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gverall, all the mothers felt counselling for their children was valuable.

Comments tended to be generalized: "IL gives the kids a chance to talkfr;

"It gives them a chance to talk to other kids about what went on at hornetr

and ttit gives me a bit of a break too ! 
tt. On occasion when the chíldren

$/ere experiencing "new" problems, mothers attributed the difficulty to

the childrents programs. One mother saw her childts focusing on personal

feelings as being non-supportive (of the mother) '

The chíldrentS difficulties, or course, were not t'newtt. However the

emergence of problems that perhaps had been ttstored uptt for a number of

years did emphasize the need to have clear ongoing communication v¡ith the

mothers about their children. This is imperative if a program is to be

successful. This issue will befurther addressed in the ttSummarytt section

of this practicum.

Individual Evaluations

Prior to discussing the individual evaluations of the children with

whom I worked an overall summary of the evaluation results is warranted:

Generally speaking, participants experienced a slight increase in self-

esteem, a slight decrease in anxiety, and a moderaÈe decrease in 1eve1

of defensiveness. This worker was particularly interested if any change

in the participanË's perception of self in the family contexL would be

recorded. A review of the data suggests that there was a slight Ímprove-

ment in participantst perception of self in the family. As will be discussed

1ater, this finding suggesLs that more family work with most of the families

r¿ould be beneficial. It would seem that most participants developed a
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clearer recognition that the responsibility for the battering that occurred

in their homes rested with the batterer, not with themselves, or their

mothers. Many children including those in the younger group recognized

that violence is not an appropriate confict resolution tool, and many were

able to demon.itrate alternative methods of problem-solving' Brief summaries

of the individual evaluations of the twelve children with whom I worked

rril1 now be presented.

-cal.e.Lu., who was seen on an indívidual basis presents as having an overall

more positive sense of self-esteem. She indicates that she has a more

favourable perception of self in regard to her school parLicipation, in

relations wiLh her peers, and in the context of her family. As well she

has a more favourable general perception of self. Carolyn also presents

as being considerably less anxious and less defensive. whereas initially

carolyn perceived her mother as being indirectlv responsible for her own

abuse (Carolyn's mother had left the abusive sítuation before but returned

and was abused again), Carolyn now recognized that the responsibility for

the abuse 1ay with ttJim", her stepfather. She also recognized that her

birth father vrasresponsible for her sexual abuse'

Carolyn, age 14.

Self-Esteem Anxiet Belief fnvento
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Focus of Carolynts sessions v/as her sexual abuse as a child, the losses

she was experiencing (friends, school, neíghbourhood) as a result of the

move to I4i.I.s.H.rand the difficulties she was experiencing being an adolescent

and the oldest child in her family. Carolynrs mother was keenly aware

of carolyn's extra responsibilities around the home. she admitted Lo being

worríed about carolyn given that she herself had a difficult adolescence.

Generally Carolynts mother was supportive of her, and was making attempts

to give all her children indivídual attention. The supportive home atmosphere

was an important factor in Carolynts adjusting to her new environment'

Ken shows an improvement in his leve1 of self-esteem' and indicates that

he is feeling less anxious (especially in the area of somatic manifestations) '

He also presents as being less worried and ttless oversensitive'tt Ken con-

sistently scored rrOil on the IJITF Lie Subscale. This suggests a lack of

defensiveness and a certain sense of comfort with self ' As well on the

pre-test, post-test Belief Inventory Ken scored t'full marksrf of 12' Ken

r,Jas consÈant witness to the violence that occurred at home' However he

was aware that this was noL normal

Ken, age 10

Self-Esteem Anxiety Belief Inventory
re IMP lAf Bef ore tMP lAfte fore I After

(0
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F
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(0)
(0)
(0)
0

Kents improvement in self-esteem is consistent with his verbalized

feelings about self, school and family. He was performing r+ell academically
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and was spending more trqualíty timett wíth his mother, and was visiËing his

birth father on a regular basis. His mother discussed problems with I{.I.S.H.

staff when they occurred. Kents self-esteem scores' to some extent reflected

these changes in his 1ife.

In the initial intake interview Ken reported that he recognized that his

stepfather was responsible for his motherts abuse, and that his and Carolynts

birth father was responsible for Carolynts abuse. In the grouP, Ken referred

to being hit by family members and peers at school. 0n a few occasions, he

had thit outr at others. Ken knew that this v/as wrong, and used the group

to sort out his feelings and develop more appropriate problem solving

methods.

It is interesting that in spite of Kenrs high 1evel of self-esteem, he

reports that what he learned in the group istrother people like me.t'

Rita did not complete Èhe post-test measures. The death of her mother

resulted in her and her siblings returning to live with relatives out of

town. Completion of post-test measures undersLandably was not a pri-ority'

and they would not accurately reflect the impact that the children's group

program had on her 1eve1 of anxiety and self-esteem. However, Ritars pre-

test and midpoint test scores will be discussed -

At approximately the midpoint of the group sessions, Rita presented

as having an increased sense of self-esteem. She shor+ed an improvement

in all areas, except for a one-point drop in the Peers Subscale. Rita

presented as even less anxious (scoringQ on the anxiety scale), and con-
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siderably less defensive; she no longer believed she had to be perfect

Èo be liked.

Rita, age 12

Belief I

At the midpoint of the group sessions Rita was still belleving that

violence was rpart of life'. Although Rita believed hitting was wrong'

and saw her father as being responsible for the abuse, she also felt that

people would judge her for her fatherrs actions. ("Anyone who knows what

happened in my family will not \^/ant anything to do with me")'

Jane at the midpoint of the group sessions indicated that she was feeling

less acceptant of herself (in all spheres),considerably more anxious and

worried, and less defensive.

Jane, age 11
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Although Jane was reported doing well in school her assessment of her-
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self,in relatíon to school, at the mídpoínt of the group, shows a significant

decrease. As well her general perception of self shows a moderate decrease

and there are slight decreases in perception of self in relation to peers

and family. Jane and her siblings \{ere experiencing sorne major family

difficulties at lhis point (mother was experiencing alcohol problems, there

u¡as a t'nev/ mant'in their motherts 1ife, and the children were very aware

of an upcoming court case involving their fatherts assault of their mother).

Although Èhey received sibling counselling on an "as need basi-s" this

family unit would have definitely benefitted from some family work. as we11.

Jane recognized that her father was responsible for the abuse at home.

She had hÍt her younger brother on occasion, but recognized and demonstrated

that violence is not an appropriate way of copíng and problem-so1ving.

Eric at the midpoint, presented as having experienced no significant change

in self-esteem, and as being less anxious and less defensive. Although

Eric did not complete a post-group Belief fnventory,his discussions j-n

the group indicated an awareness that his father was responsible for the

abuse that was inflicted on his mother, himself and his siblings. Eric

would often bring up examples of being hit (by his sister or peers at school).

Hitting bothered him and he knew it was wrong. He was aware of alternative

problem-solving methods such as discussing your feelings with an adu1t.

Eric, age 7
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Self-Es Anxiet Belief Inventory
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Eric too would have benefitted from more

is an energetic, athleEically adept young boy

in community activities (specifically hockey)

had joined a hockey team in the area.

family counselling. Eric

. The idea of Eric ParticiPating

had been explored and Eric

Pam left the group program prior to the end, so she did not complete the

post-group treatment measures. At the midpoint Parn presented as being

considerably less anxious, and slightly more defensive. She indicated

that she also had an increased sense of positive self-esteem. Her pre-

test scores on the Belief fnventory suggest that Pam saw violence as being

part of 1ife, yet she stated that there was no violence in her fatherrs

home where she had lived for approximately three years prior to returning

to live with her mother. It would be difficulL to determine whether there

had been any change in Pamts beliefs and values regarding violence. Pam

did not see the issue of "hitting" as being relevant to her life situation.

(Her father had hit her mother but she stated she did not remember this;

although she had intervened in fights between her mother and her common-

1aw husband, Pam did not want to discuss those incidents).

Pam, age 10

Self-Esteem Anxiet Belíef Inventor
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Pam had thro negative commenLs abouL the group: that the group seemed
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aspects of their fathers.
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that the group members talked about negative

Pam perceived her father as being trperfect.tt

Prior to group participation, Pam presented as very anxious, and very

r¡orried. Her self-esteem was low. Pam was very much a ltlost soul." She

was not very happy about living in Winnipeg with her mother, and this was

clearly reflected in her pre-test measures. Although ?an was performing

well in school, academically, she did not perceive herself in this light..

At the beginning Pam did not feel like she belonged in the W.I.S.H. group.

Her shy, quiet nature made it even more difficult to participate. Toward

the end, however, Pam did begin to parLicipate more fu1ly but not to the

same extent as other group members.

The family subscale of the SAT was difficult for Pam to complete.

She perceived herself as presently living with one family (her mother and

brother) but being a part of another (her father and his family). This

was very confusing for her. Pam could have definitely benefitted from

more family work to help her sort out these connections. Betty, Pamts

mother had considerable insight into Pamrs situation but could not dÍscuss

her feelings and ideas openly with her daughter -

Michael reports a moderate decrease in self-esteem. 0n the WITF Sca1e,

Michael consistently reported a high score on both the anxiety and 1ie

subscales. As noted earlier, this combination may be an indication of

acquiescence. An ttacquiescent naturett is also suggesÈed in some of Michaelrs

responses in the Belief Inventory: For example to the statement,ttlt doesntt

matter what happens to me in my life,tt Michael consisLenlly responded ttTruet'.
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Þfichael, age 8
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Belief In

Michael indicated a growing awareness that violence was an íssue in

his family. He recognized and frequently presented the group with alternative

ways of handlíng conflict. IIe was able to demonstrate changes in his value

system and beliefs. As well these changes are reflected in his post-test

Belief fnventory. However Michaelts self-esteem continues to be 1or+.

Although Michael was reported doing well in school both academically, and

in his relationships with peers, his perception of himself is that he is

not doing well in these areas. There was no change at all in his perception

of self in relation to family. In reality, Michael perceived himself as

a tlot of troubler aL home. His mother \./as overwhelmed with the responsibilities

of beíng a parent Èo four chíldren. During the course of the group, Michael

had been repeatedly disappointed when his father would make arrangements

to visit him and then cancel.

Michaelts one negative comrnent about the group was that he did not

enjoy 'playing the games',that is participating in structured group actÍvities.

Michael much preferred the opportunity to share stories and "ta1k about

feelings;" Michael enjoyed the individual attention. It made him feel

good about himself.
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It is this writer's assessment that Michael did benefit from the group

as it was a place where he could talk about how he fe1t, and where he could

have someone 1j-sten to him and validate his feelings and ideas. It is

also evident that Mj-chael required further self-esteem building. As well

issues within his family suggest that the family as a unit should be receiving

regular counselling.

Jamie showed a significant increase in his acceptance of self in relation

to his peers, family and school. He al-so presents as having a more favourable

general impression of self.

Jamie, age 5

Self-Esteen
Before MP After
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Jamie appeared to be adjusting reasonably well to his new living situa-

Èion. He dÍd not see his father ofÈen (hi-s father lived a fair distance

out of town). However these visits l,rere consistent. Similarly, Donna,

Jamíe's mother was adjusting to the separation we11. Although her relation-

ship with Janiers father was strained, she tried not to a1low her feelings

to affect Jamie. Jamie used the group as an opportunity to talk about

missing his father and how that made him fee1. Jamie also brought up

incidents of his father hitting his mother and how that made him feel.
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his 1evel of self-acceptance:

Glenn, age 5
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I{hile in this group Glenn had been experiencing some changes in his

family, including excessive drinking on his motherrs part. Glennfs mother

was also expecting her third child. These events did have an impact on

Glenn. In regard to violence Glenn recognized that violence hlas an issue

in his family. He had talked about being hit by his father and had mentioned

that rrmy mother is trying not to hit me.tt He would often act out violent.

scenes with puppets and would react by hitting a book or object when a

story about violence or anger was read. Although Glenn recognízed that

hítting was r^rrong he would frequently lash out when playing. Glenn indicated

that at this point he saw little difference beÈween the person hitting

and the person being hit in regard to leve1 of responsibility. He indicated

that persons j-ncluding his mother perhaps deserved to be hit. This as

well as his aggressive behaviour was concerning. Glenn could benefit further

from one-to-one treatment as well as special individual contact from a

parenÈing figure.

Stephen, because of his age was the only member of the younger group to

compleÈe the anxiety scale,and the Belief Inventory as well as the self-
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esteem scâ1êr

Stephen's responses indicated that he is slightly less anxious, less

defensive and less accepting of himself in relation to his world.

Stephen, age 7
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fn regard to the Belief Inventory Stephen indicates that he sti1l believes

that hitting is a normal part of 1ife, and that it is alright to hit someone

íf t'you are rea11y angry" or if ttyou love that person.ll 0n his post-test

Stephen answered ttFalsett to the statement that |tpeople will hurt you if

you te11 them how you feel," suggesting that perhaps a certain 1evel of

trust developed as a result of the group process.

Stephen's scores on the family subscale of the Self-Appraisal Inventory

are consi-stent r¿tih what was going on for him at home. He was the ttscape*

goat" and was perceived as a realtttroublemaker." He often became engaged

in physical fights r+ith his brothers at home, and his peers at school.

His father had made promises to visit Stephen and his siblings, buL these

promises never materialized during his first five months at l,J.I.S.H..

Stephen would very seldom express any feelings about his father or mother

except for anger. Stephen perceives himself as doing well in school.
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This is consisLent with his actual academic performance; whereas

Stephen r,ras experiencing difficulties in his peer relaLionships at school,

academically he was one of the highest ranking members in his c1ass.

In the group there r.rere times r+hen Stephen was extremely helpful ,

by assisting at snack time or helping to read a story. There were other

occasions when he would be very disruptive, and would attempt to get the

other children wound up Loo. Other times he would refuse to participate.

Stephen can be a very concerned and affectionate young boy. However, it

is not very often that he a11ows anyone to see that side of him.

Stephen requires intensive individual counselling in order that he

begín sorting out some of his feelings. As well Stephen and his family

could benefit from counselling as a family unit.

Sara was very shy and non-verbal. She experienced considerable difficulty

understanding the Self-Appraisal Inventory. Consequently no formal measures

were used to evaluate her Progress within the group. In the group Sara

was generally attentive, but quiet. At times it was apParent that she

was overwhelmed by the three active young boys in the group. Toward the

end of Ëhe group sessions, Sara began to participate more. She was quite

interested in some of the stories presented to the group, particularly

those that were read that dealt with violence and divorce.

Sara had experienced her parents breaking up and reuniting many times

in her 1ife. This no doubt was very confusing for her. It is quite probable

that her withdrawn behaviour is related to the constant upheaval in her
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1ife. More than anything Sara now needs a consisLent, stable,'nurturing

environment.

Paul - As noted earlj-er, Paul's medical difficulties and developmental

delays made it unfeasible for him to participate in the group program.

Bis individual sessions with this writer followed the forrnat of the pre-

school activities. Paul enjoyed the activities, and the one-to-one attention.

Paul has spent a significant

care. These constant shifts have

members and his status within the

a stable, nurturing environment.

portion of his life in hospitals or foster

affected his relationship with family

family uniL. Like Sara, Paul too needs



PART Miscussion



This chapter begins with a discussion of the conclusions I have reached

based on my review of the literature and my experience in developing and

implementing a childretrs program at I4I.I.S.H.. The conclusions are dis-

cussed in a general forrnat and, I believe have the implications for other

programs related to r+ife abuse and other types of familial abuse. The

second part of this chapter looks specifically at recommendations for

social work intervention in the area of abuse.

Conclusions

Families in

bound by a ttcode

about the abuse.

abuse even among

explicitly clear
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which wife abuse or any

of silence." Nobody is

Quite often members in

themselves, even though

to everyone.

type of abuse occurs are usually

to te1l anyone outside the family

the family do not talk about the

the violence is implicitly and

Children especially are the silent victims of family violence. fn

the case of wife abuse in particular, parents and helping professionals

alike may believe it unnecessary to include chíldren in any discussions

on treatment as the case is one of wife abuse. They may conclude that

since the child j-s not talking about the abuse, he or she nay not have

been affected by the family violence; childrenrs verbal silence is often

nisinterpreted as disinterest. or 'tnot wanting to talk about ít.tt hlhat

the children at l,Ù.I.S.H. clearly demonstrated is that they r^'ere never only

wit,nesses to, the violence. l^Ihether they were directly abused or not, they

hrere very much affected. All children want and need to understand what
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i-s happening to them, and they need to have the opportunity to express

how they feel about it. They may not be adept at conmunicating verbally.

nt is then up to the parent or other helping professional to choose from

Lhe many Èools available that help facilitate communication.

The children at I^l.I.S.H. communicated their distress and pain in many

ways. For some, there was deterioration in their behaviour when they became

part of the l,J.I.S.H. program. Such behaviour changes were consistent with

literature findings which suggest .children may act out or regress when

they are experiencing major life changes. As well many children at W.I.S.H.

had fathers who were quite authoritarian. For these children there "acting-

out" may have been a reflection of what appeared to be a flew-found freedom

to be themselves. Some of the 'typical' behaviours that their children

night exhibit had been discussed with the women, but the 'newr verbal and

non-verbal reactions of their children stil1 surprised some women. Some

L'omen suggested their children were not being grateful for their new life

situation, while others questioned the t'new skillstt their children were

being taught

The decÍsion Èo terrnj-nate a battering relationship was a difficult

decision for all the wornen to make but they did resolve that thaL had to

be done if they and their children were to lead a non-violent tnormalt

l-ife. The women were excited at the prospect of starting a new life.

Although this decision was made with the children's best interests in mind,

this decision was not always understood by the children. Both parents

and helping professionals must differentiate between their feelings and

a child's feelings. We cannot assume a child is interpreting the sítuation
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is happening, even after many

new and exciting may be quite
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understand that a child underst,ands what

explanations. l{hat may appear to us to be

frightening and confusing to a chi1d.

This author believes that the children at W.I.S.H. benefitted and

learned from the group and individual programs offered then. However it

is also my belief that in order for a client to integrate what he or she

has learned in the counselling process, the client needs to get reinforce-

ment to practíce the new behaviour outside Èhe counsellíng setting. Coun-

selling is not an end product, rather it is a facilitative mechanism which

aids clients in gaining the insight and skills necessary to cope with their

social wor1d. Children especially need to have their new ski11s reÍnforced

by their families. A family is the basic, most important unit in a childrs

existence. The support and encouragemenÈ of family is vital to the childrs

development. If a childfs fami-ly does not accept or is threatened by the

childts new behaviour, the child may choose not to use his or her new ski1ls,

and return to previous methods of coping and problem-solvingr or the child

may learn to believe he or she is not capable of completing tasks. It

is thus most important to tengaget the family.

The Parentt s Handbook (Appendix N) was developed to help mothers under-

stand the new skills being taught their chíldren"and to seek their assistance

in encouraging their children to practice their new skills. The intent

was also to provide the women with information about the crises that their

children were going through, and to give them ideas which would help Lheir

children cope. This information was supplemented by formal and informal

meetings with the mothers and their children. These meetings were arranged
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on an tas need basis.t

However, many of the familíes at l{.I.S.H. could have benefitted from

regularly scheduled family sessions. For although the women were able

to talk about their abuse in their individual or group sessions, and the

children were able to discuss the abuse in their sessions, it was evident

that parents and children needed help in 'breaking the code of silencel

with each other. The women also needed help in talking with Èheír children

about separati-on and divorce. The women agreed and understood that they

'should' talk wj-th their children about these issues, but to actually

discuss these issues is a difficult task for any parent. Sessions with

a family worker would facilitate such discussion. Such sessions would

also allow children to rþractiser what they have learned in the childrenfs

program, and ensure that mothers were aware of new developments in their

children's program,. This could help eliminate any threats the women might

feel as parents, as well as ensuring thaL the mothers are acLively par-

ticipating in their children's skil1 development.

Some children would have also been helped further by índividual coun-

selling. Sometimes group members introduced ciitical issues that could

not always be handled in the group. These included some fathers repeatedly

reneging on promises to visit, parentts excessive drinking and fights at

school. Although group members received individual counselling on an ad

hoc basis, the nature of some of the problems and their impact on the children

suggested that regular or ongoing counselling !/as warranted in some cases.

As noted previously Peter required individual counselling prior to
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a.ny group involvement. Carolyn was emotionally and developmentally at

a different 1evel than Lhe other children at W.I.S.H.. Carolyn and Peter

(at a later date) could have benefitted from the supportive and learning

atmosphere of a group. No other programs for teen witnesses Ëo family

¡'iolence !/ere operating in hiinnipeg. Perhaps in the future inter-agency

sharing ofresources and clients could be considered so that indivÍduals

such as Carolyn and Peter can also benefít from group programs if needed.

Apter (1982) states that children need to know joy. Children should

"fee1 joy each day and look forward to joy-giving events in the future,"

(p.13). They need to have fun. Although group counselling activities

can be fun, children frorn violent homes also need to participate in social

and recreational activities outside their homes. Through such actívities

children are provided with constructive outlets for their energy and frustra-

Èion, as well as being provided with the opportunity to develop their

abilíties and skil1s.

Second-stage housing projects then should provide children wlth long-

term structured group activities. Such group activities should incorporate

Ehe themes di-scussed previously in this practicum report (education about

abuse, enhancing self-esLeem, identification and expression of feelings,

clarifying and challenging of beliefs, values and stereotypes, and helping

children to deal with the multiple losses they are experiencing in their

lives). As well such structured activities should include the opportunity

for children to participate in social and recreational activities as a

group, and as individuals with their ov/n unique talents. By participating

in activiLies in thetrarger community, children from second-stage housing
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and they can learn that violence

as they become more competent in

they can further develop a sense

of self-esteem.
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exposed to children from non-violent hones,

is noL "just part of life." As we11,

their social and recreational pursuits,

of self-confídence and an increased sense

Because of the specific circumstances, not all children in the I,'l.I.S.H.

completed the group programs and the final evaluation. Nonetheless the

evaluation process was va1uab1e, interesting and enjoyable. The pre-test

and midpoint measures confÍrmed our ttprofessional hunchest', while at the

same time alertíng us to concerns about some children that otherwise might

have gone undetected. The evaluation process should be an integral part .of any

program. EvaÏntion rre¿tsures stable r¡s to determine how we can improve clisrt serrrices

or, confirm that the services being provided are of benefit to the client.

Working in the area of abuse and violence is emotionafly draining.

In regard to group intervention, it is important to have two co-therapists.

Children from violent homes can be very needy and many of the issues intro-

duced in the group may be very emotionally charged. Having tr+o therapisÈs

enables them to share the responsibílity of dealing with the issues that

emerge in the group. As we1l, co-therapists can be a source of practical

help and ernotional support to each other.

The presence of co-Lherapists however does not negate the need for

ongoing consultation and supervision with other Lherapists in the agency,

and in outside agencies.as we11. ü1e11 co-ordinated inter-agency sharing

of resources, information and services is not only beneficial to our clientrs
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development, but to our professional development as wel1.

In regard to wife abuse prograns, lack of funds frequently results

in childrents programs being limited or non-existent. In such situations

the hope is that if the abused wife leaves the battering relationship and/or

becomes involved j-n counselling programs aimed at j-mproving her psychological

well-being, she, in turn will be more able to meet the needs of her children

and to deal with their problems. In the absence of funding and resources, a

mother is given personal responsibility for dealing with the effects of

the abuse on her children. If we rea1ly believe that wife abuse.is a societal

problem, we must also assume responsibility for helping children to cope

with abuse,;. As was demonstrated in this practicum, the specÍal needs of

these children make it imperative that they be involved in counselling

as we11. Children's programs should be an integral part of wife abuse

programs and funds and resources must be made available for the implementa-

tion and development of such programs.

Even with the growing recognition that wife abuse is a societal problem,

and the consequent increase in funding being provided to wife abuse programs,

such programs still perenially experience the problem of having a shortage

of resources. Using well-trained volunteers andfor supervised st.udents

can help augment service delivery. There are a number of areas where

the services of volunteers and students can be used. These include one-to-

one child contact, parenting programs and recreaLional programs. As wife

abuse is clearly a community problem, the functions of professionals involved

in the area must include developing a community consciousness-and getting

the community involved in the amelioration of the problem. Use of students
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and volunteers is one way of involving the community. Having the extra

resources a11ows staff to become more involved in activities such as public

education. Public education is often considered an acLivity that staff

become involved in only"'if time permits." This should not be so. Clearly

to stop the cycle of violence, making the public aware of the problem,

and r+hat social lactors perpetuate the problem, must be an integral part

of abuse programs.

, Recommendations for Social l^Jork Practice

:

(1) Recommendation: That abuse-related questions be a regular part of

any social work assessment or intake interview'

Social workers encounter abused women and children in a wide variety

, of settings and si-tuations. Abuse is not very often the ttpresenting problem."

.

, Social workers may have a tthunchtt that a woman is being beaten, or that

:, a child is being abused, physically or sexua11y, but often they do not

. ask about the abuse. Often social workers conclude Lhät there is no abuse

:.

. t" a family even though they have not asked their clients about the possibil-

I ity. By not asking about abuse we social r+orkers may be perpetuating the

tcode of silencer which operates in so many abusive families. An assessment

I o. intake is not complete unless the possibility of abuse has been explored.
:

. A women and/or child may deny being abused when first asked. This may

I Ue the only way available to them by which Ëhey can express control. They

, r.y not be ready to disclose. They may be apprehensive (understandably)

, about what will happen once they disclose. If a client admits to Lhere

, being abuse r^¡e must listen to him or her to determine what he or she expecLs
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from us. I.Je must be aware of all the oÈher resources that are available

to he1p. By initiating questions about abuse we have "opened the door"

and given our client permi-ssion to discuss the violence. This is an important

first step.

As social workers we must become more i-nvolved in talking with women

about abuse. l,'ie must also take the time to talk with children about abuse.

Otherwise we can only speculate about the numbers of children presently

in mental health settings who are in fact suffering in some way from violence

in the home.

(2) Recommendation: That social work practice include more extensive

involvenent with children in general and abused children ín particular.

Although social workers work extensively on behalf of children, general-

1y we do not work with children, the exception to this rule perhaps being

rhe sexually abused chi1d. Brink and Gruszinski (1987) suggest reasons

for why professionals do not work with children: 0ften children are seen

as being resílient and capable of ttbouncing back.tt At the same time we

think of children as being vulnerable and innocent, and needing to be pro-

tected from the cruel reality. As well Brink and Gruszinski suggest that

ve may be afraid of children; chilôren are bluntly honest and uninhibited'

and, they expect us to be the same.

Children may be strong and resilient. But if childrenrs strength

enabled them to survive their abuse or the abuse of their mother, they

can also survive the memory of the abuse íf it is re-introduced through
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treatment. Oaklander (1978) states that children need "a11ies", but that

to v¡ork with children we need to be aware of many issues, including child

development, the childrs family and environmental ínfluences and the unique-

ness of each individual child. In order for a child to open up he or she

must feel safe; we must approach the child with a nonjudgment¿Il attitude,

respect and regard. hle must also have a sense of humour ttto a1low

the playful expressive child which resLs in all of us Lo come through,"

(Oaklander, 1978, p.62).

Social \./orkers working in child-related areas then must not only feel

comfortable interacting wíth children, they must also have a sound theoretical

knowledge of issues relating to chí1dren. Learning about children and

the impact of abuse, sexual stereotyping, and separation and divorce on

children are issues that should be an integral part of training curriculums

for all mental health professionals; working with children should be seen

as an Ímportant aspect of social work practice. lfhen working wÍth children

we must be able to take their perspective. And we must acknowledge that

they have their own unique perceptions, ideas and interests that may be

very different from our own or those of their parents.

Qaklander (1978) suggests that by not having children as real clients,

by not talking with, and listening to children we are Perpetuating a separa-

tism that furthers the oppression of these young persons. If we want to

stop the intergenerational transmission of violence we must int.ervene wíth

as well as for children.

(3) Recommendation: That social work practice become more ful1y commiLted
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Èo the development and implementation of programs for battering and abusive

IDEN.

Services to men who are involved in abusive behaviour must be an in-

Èegra1 part of strategies aimed at preventing further physical and sexual

abuse of women andfor children. Development of group resources in particular

has proven Èo be an effective vehicle through which men can gain ínsight,,

assume responsibility fof their behaviour, and lose their sense of isolation.

Ments programs horvever should not be developed aL the expense of programs

for abused victims.

Historically women have always been ttbettertt clients. I'Jomen have

been socialized to be dependent, to be good listeners and to be more open

in discussing their emotions, limitations and problems. Men, on the other

hand are taught to be independent and to be i-n control of the..situation,

and of all their emotions except perhaps ,for anger. It is no surprise that

the vast majoríty of socÍa1 work clients are v/omen. Especially in the

area of abuse, it is much easier to provide empathy and support to an abused

woman or child than it is to provide counselling to the offender. Granted,

to work with abusers one must also recognize that men ín many cases have

been victims, and that they have also been conditioned at various 1eve1s,

to preserve the power imbalance between men and \¡/omen. However in counselling

offenders one cannot always be empathetic and understanding; in discussing

the juúenile male sex offender (many of whom were victims of abuse themselves),

Kl-ein (1986) states:

ttthe professi-onal must be prepared to not be a friend, to
create anxieÈy, develop an approach to take the offender
off guard, Lo confront, Lo assume Èhe offender is lying,
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and not to be afraid when gathering information." (pp.103-104).

Such lltactics" go against the traditional grain of social work and this

perhaps makes it rlifficult for social r¿orkers to commit themselves to working

ü/ith offenders. However it is imporLant that more men's programs are devel-

oped. By focusing service strictly on the r./omen and children being abused

1,¡e are implying that if they change, or they leave the situation the abuse

will stop. This is clearly not the case. In order for men to stop the

abuse, they must give up some control. Many women and children want to

remain in their fanily homes and keep their marriages rrinLact.tt Even when

r¡/omen and children leave the abusive situatj-on, it is quite possible that

the ex-husband may return to batter his ex-wife, or he may begin battering

a new partner. As the literature and this practicum suggest, children

may want to keep in contact with a non-custodial father after a separation

or divorce. By visiting their father, they may be placed rat riskr íf

he has not received treatment. All these possible situations clearly suggest

that further programs for batterers are warranted.

(4) Recommendation: That social work family practice recognize that "family

violencet' occurs in the context of a social power structure that influences

and empowers men, women and children in the family differentially.

It is often unrealistic to encourage a woman to leave her relationship

with her battering husband. As we1l,it is unrealistic to imagine that

a familyrs parent-child difficulties will be solved if the abuser leaves

the family home. (As shown in this practicum, some children might in fact

deteriorate behaviourally under such circumstances). In both such situations

family counselling may be beneficial to the family. Although tfamily
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environmental stress or learned patterns of behaviour

woman or child to be abused, helping a family to develop

healthy patterns of interaction provides a family wíth non-violent methods

of problem-solving and decision-making, and in turn helps to rfbreak the

cycle of violence.tt

For a farnily that remains together after the occurrence of violence, family

counselling will be effective only if the abuser acknowledges responsibilíty

for inflicting the abuse. As well the violence must have stopped. There

is a growing consensus among helping professionals that in order for the

violence to stop, and for the abuser to relinquish some of his power, he

nust undergo treatment (such as group counselling) prior to family inter-

vention. Similarly group or individual programs can be a learning and

empowering process for women and children. It has been suggested that

the abuser can be more successfully t engaged I if external circumstances

have been modified or threatened. For example the abuser has been threaten-

ed with imprisonment, or he has been gíven an ultimatum regarding the end

of the relationship, or he has been required to leave the home ternporarily.

However even when the violence has stopped social workers must acknowledge

that helping a family or specifically a husband to control his violence,

while leaving the basic por^/er structure of the family unchallenged makes

it like1y Èhat the control and coercion will contj-nue, if not in the forn

of overt vdolence, then in some more subt.le form, such as psychological

abuse. To stop abuse in families then, social work must recognize

that violence of all types does occur in famj-lies and that I'families (can)

incorporate the most brutal and exploitative relationships as well as the
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Eost loving and caring ones'.' (Eichler, 1983, p.61). After acknowledging

rhat abuse does occur ín families we must work toward changing the socially

reinforced traditional gender and staLus roles in families that perpetúate

violence.

Social work also needs to recognize the variety of famí1y forms which

exist, as well as providing counselling appropriate to those varying structures.

tJe must recognize that the ''breadwinnen' family (the tradiLional nuclear

family in which the husband is the sole wage-earner) constituLes a minority

of contemporary families. For example, in Canada between 1979 and 1970'

a total of 576,559 dependent children were involved in divorce (Eichler'

1983). The majority of Canadian wives of child-bearing age are in the

labour force (Eichler, 1983) and in 1980, 72.5% of live births ún Canada

lrere to single women.

The statistics cited above reflect major changes in family structures

in contemporary society. These changes in turn have tremendous impact

on family interactions. As social workers, we must recognize, acknowledge

and accept the various types of family forms. If we do not do this, we

may be unfairly imposing outdated values and norms on families, and either

directly or indirectly suggesting to fanilies that the family unit should

remain intact at all cost, even if this means abuse of one member by anoÈher.

(5) Recommendation: That social work practice become more: fultry involved

in interdisciplinary and inter-agency programs ai-med at coordinating, '

detecting, Lreating and prevenLing wife abuse.
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As noted earlier, coordination and sharing of resources can result

in clients receiving much needed programs, which may noË be available through

the efforts of only one agency. Such coordinated efforts can also enhance

the awareness, understanding, and capabilíties of social workers and other

helping professionals including lawyers, doctors, police and probation

workers. Abuse against women and children is a muluí-layered complex social

problem. A well coordinated effort by all involved is imperative if we

are to effectively meet the needs of the women, men and children that are

involved.

(6) Recommendation: That social work practice become an instrument of

social change and r,¡ork towards improving and changing the social condítions

that make women and children vulnerable to abuse.

Changing social conditions, .that'is changing.-the attítudes, values

and belief systems of society essentially means changing the macrosystem.

Such long-term changes are the most difficult to achieve and maintain.

Changes in the macrosystem receive far less support. For in order for

such changq to occur the basic patterns of nale/female relationships must

change. Such changes are scary and confusing for mêD; ând v/omen alike.

Yet changes at all levels are necessary if abuse against women and

children is to end. Changes in the macrosystem can be acquired through

education and developing an awareness at the lower 1eve1s. There is a

definite role for social work to play in this process. Through our access

to the general public, including schools, social service agencies,

government sysLems and the media, !/e can encourage the support of inner
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values such as cooperation and consideration rather than outer values such

as physical beauty and aggression. I^le can encourage wonen to see marriage

and childbearing as potential choices rather than the reason for their

existence. However it is not just an issue of women assuming roles tradition-

a1ly held by men. Men must also be al-lowed to assume the roles traditionally

held by women. I'fen should be encouraged to be gentle, warm and nurturing

and to take equal responsibility for child care and household responsibilities.

In this way both family life and the social fabric are strengthened.

Although programs for women' men, chi,ldrên and families are viÈa1,

clearly changes at all 1eve1s must take place if we are to eliminate violence

against lromen and children. To elininate such abuse it is critical that

both men and women share in the commitment to work for equal relationships

between the sexes in the family and in society as a whole.
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MOTHERS I INTERVIEI.J FORM

DATE:

CHILD'S NA}IE:

MOTHER'S NAME:

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY

1. How was your pregnancy with t.his child (was it a normal pregnancy' v/ere
there complications, was the pregnancy planned)?

2. Was the father supportive during the pregnancy?
Did you have any other persons who were supportive?

3. Was there any physical abuse during the pregnancy?

4. How was the delivery? hlas the faLher there?

' 5. At what age did you child?:

Sit alone

Crawl

llalk alone

First words

Toilet trained
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6. Has your child been experiencing any health problems? I,rlhat kind of health
problems? When did the problem(s) begin?

7. Have you noticed any of the following behaviour changes recently? (or r+hen
under stress)
Withdrawal

Eating Habits Missing school

Crying/whining
Yelling
Fears

Preference for playing alone

Concentration

Temper outbursts
Destructiveness

Bed-wetting _ Sleeping pattern changes

Do you want to elaborate on any of the above?

8. Has your child ever been developmentally tesLed? If so, what were the results?

SOCIAL RELAT]ONSHIPS

9. How would you describe your childrs relationship with friends?

10. Does your child play with older children?

Younger children? Children the same age?

11. Can your child play alone?

hrhat kinds of things does (s)he like to do alone?
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L2. How does your child resolve conflicts with friends?

l-3. How does your child handle changes such as moves?

14. Does your child make friends easily?

F'AMILY

15. Who is your child closest to in your family?

16. \tlho is your child most distant with in your f amily?

17. hlhat role do you think your child has in your fa-mily (eg. problem solver,
pleaser)? Has this changed since your separation from dad?

18. How does your child resolve conflicts in the family?

19. How ís your child adjusting Lo your separation from dad?

20. Have you noticed any changes in his/her behaviour since the separation?

21. l,lere you able Eo discuss the separation r+ith him/her?

Itlhat does your child see as the reasons for your separation?
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22. Have you been able to discuss your nove with your child? I,rlhat are his/her
feelings about it?

23. How does your child show these emotions?

Fear Hurt JoY

Sadness Anger

24. How is affection shown in your family?

Happiness

25. Does any affectíon seem inappropriate or sexual?

26. Do you have any uneasy feelings about how the father, siblings, babysiLter
or anyone touches?

27. Do you have any suspicions or concerns that your child may have been
sexually touched or abused?

PARENTING - DISCIPLINE

28. When do you have problems setting limits?

Discipline methods used by Mother:

Discipline methods used by Father:

29. I^Jhat kind of f eedback do you get f rom people outside your f arnily about your
child (compliment.s, praise, concerns' etc.)
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30. Has violence ever occurred as a result of differences of opinions in
discipline aPProaches?

ADTJLT V]OLENCE

3I. hlhat incidents of the violence between you and your partner has your child
witnessed or heard?

Verbal:

Physical:

32. trlhat was your child's response?

33. How do (did) you think your child was affected by the violence in your
family?

Emotionally:

Behaviourally:

34. Has violence been directed toward your child (affection withdrawn, ye11ed

ãt, called names, Sworn at, threatened, grabbed, pushed, hair pu11ed,
spanked, slapped, kicked, hít with objects)?

SI.]MMARY

35. hlhat are the things your child does best?

hlhat are t.he strengths you see?

36. What are your main concerns about your parenting?

37. hrhaL do you want to change about the way you Parent?
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38. hlhat are the main concerns you have at this time for your child? List
time of onset of behavior or concern:

Concern Length of Concern

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

39. Is there anythíng vou would like to ask?

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
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YOIJNG CHILD'S INTAKE FORM

4-TYEARSOLD

How do you like being Your age?

ff you could be any other age, what would it be? tihy?

SCHOOL

l. Do you go to schooJ/daY care?

2. What do You like about it?

3. hrhat don't you like?

4. Do you have friends at school? h,ho?

5. hiill you be going to a different school this year?

6. What do you think that will be like?

FRIENDS

7. Do you have some really good friends?

8. I.rlhat do you like to do with them?

g. trrlhat happens when you don't get along?

. f O. I^1i11 you see your f riends when you move?

FAI'IILY

11. hlho is in your familY?

12. Who lives in Your home?

13. Do you have any pets? Have you ever had pets?

hThat happened to them?

14. l^Jho do you like being with the most?

Least?
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15. Is there anyone in the farnily you have trouble getting along with?

16. hrhat is ít like now that dad and mom are separated?

17. ltrhy -do you think mom and dad separated?

(Check out issues of responsibility)

lB.Isthereanythingyouwouldliketochangeinyourfamily?Ifso,what?

19. Do you ever wrestle or tickle with other people in your family?

20. ff so, where do you get tickled? Do you like it?

21. Have you ever felt you couldn't get away' when playing with an adult?

22. Have you ever been touched in a LIay you didn't like?

23. Itlhere? (Use diagram enclosed)

24. Do you ever get hurt by anyone in the family? How often does this

happen?

hlhen was the last time?

25. Te1l me about when others in your family get hurt?

26. What do you do when mum and dad fight?

How do you feel?
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27. Lrlhat makes them fight? (check out issues of responsíbility ' )

28. Do you ever fight with anYone?

I^lho?

29. If you had three wishes what would they be?

1.

,)

3.

30. Ts there anything else you would like to say?

31. Is there anything you would like to ask me?



APPENDIX E: Childts Intake Forn
(8 - 12 Years old)

Adapted from the Domestic Abuse ProjecL
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CHILD'S INTAKE FORM

B - 12 YEARS OLD

How do you like beíng Your age?

If you could be any age, what would it be?

l,Ihy?

SCHOOL

1. \,,Ihere do you go to school?

2. I^ihat do you like about it?

3. hihat don't you like?

4. Do you have friends at school?

. hrho?

5. hii11 you be changing schools this year?

How do you feel about changing?

6, hlhat do you usually do after school?

FRIENDS AND SELF

7. Do you have friends you like to play with?

hlho?

8. lrrhat do you do for fun with your friends?

9. What happens when you don't get along?

10. Do you think you will see your friends from your old school or neighbourhood
when you move?

11. Do you belong to any clubs or teams? If so, which ones?

12. Llhat is it like making ne\¡/ f riends? Hard/Easy?

13. Everyone has some fears or worries or things that make them nervous. Llhat

kind of things are you worried or afraid of?
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14. Who do you talk to about these worries or fears?

15. If you had three '¡ishes, what r+ou1d they be?

1.

')

.)

16. Are you a haPPY or sad Person?

17. hlhat things make You?

a) Happy?

b) Sad?

c) Angry?

d) Scared?

18. What three things do you like about yourself?

1)

2)

3)

FAMTLY

: Ig. Who is in your family? (Include pets)

20. Iüho 1íves in Your home?

21. l^lho do you like to be with most?

Least?

1 22. Is there anyone you have trouble getting along with in your family?

23. I,,rhat is it like with mom and dad separated?

hlhat is the same?

l{hat is different?
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24.Díd,yourmomanddadtalktoyouabouttheirseparation?irrhatisyour
understanding of why they separated?

25.Isthereanythingyouwouldlikechangedinyourfamily?

26. hlhat do you do for fun in your family?

2T.Doyoueverr+restleorticklewithotherpeopleinyourfanily?

hlhere do you get tickled?

Do you like it?

28. Have you ever felt you couldn't get away from an adult when playing with

them?

29. See BODY DIAGRAM

30. Have you ever been touched in v/ays you didn't like?

31. Do (did) you ever get hurt by anyone in your family?

By whom? How often did (does) this haPPen?

I^Ihen was the last time?

32. Te11 me about when others get hit in your family'

VTOLENCE

33. hrhat do you do when mom and dad fight?

How do you feel?

34. \^ihose f ault do you think it is when they f ight?

How do you feel about your dad hitting your mom?

35. How have other people reacted to the fighting in your family? (Neighbours'

oLher relatives, friends)?
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36. How do you feel about movíng to I'J.I.S.H.?

37. Llhat do you think would make it easier for you and your family?

38. Do you have anything you would like to say or ask?

39. Additional comments. .
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ADOLESCENT INTAKE FORM

i3 - 18 YEARS OLD

SCHOOL

1. How are you doing in school? (Explore grades, interests' attendance')

Z. How do you get along with your teachers?

3. How do you get along with your fellow students? (Explore sex-related,
age-related differ.ñ."", hôw (s)he sees him or herseif in relation to others')

¿+. Do you belong to any clubs or organizations at school:

5. hihat do you do after school?

0n weekends?

6. Are you going to be changing schools this year?

hlhat is that going to be like for you?

SOCIAL

7. Do you have any close friends or buddies?

8. If so, what makes these friendship(s) close or special?

g. Are you able to talk to your friends about the violence at home:

I0. Do your friends ever come to your place?

If not, why?

11. Do you ever go over to your fríendst homes?
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12. Do you belong to any clubs or teams outside of school?

13. Is it hard/easy for you to make friends?

If it is hard, why do you think this is so?

14. I^/hat is it going Lo be like for you moving into a new neighbourhood?

CHEMTCAL USE

15. Have you experimented with alcohol or drugs? (If so,. explore what,

how much, fràw often and whether drug/alcohol is cutt"ntly being used')

16. hlas (is) there drug/a1cohol abuse in your family?

If so, is this affecting you in any way?

FAM]LY

17 . I,lho is in your familY?

18. How is it for you living with your family

19. hihat is it like with your mom and dad separated?

hlhat is the same?

l.Jhat is different?

ZO. Did your mom and/or dad talk to you about their separating?

How was it exPlained to You?

2I. hihy do you think your parenLs separated?

22. I{hat is your relationship like with your brother(s)? sister(s)?
(Explore closeness, conflict, resolution and feelings')
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disciPline 'seParation. )
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relationship like with your mother? (Explore closeness'
conflict, resolution, sharing of feelings, changes since

24. hlhat is your
disciPline '

relationship like r+íth your dad? (Explore closeness'
conflicL, relolution, sháring of thoughts' feelings')

How often do You see Your dad? How does that make You feel?

vroLENcE (@
25. Lrthat kind of violence do you see

severitY ) ?

go on in your family (who, frequency '

26. l,Jould you tell me about the worst incident?

27 . I,Ihat happens Lo you when this occurs?
behaviour. )

(Explore feelings' responsibility'

28. Has anyone ever touched you in ways that were sexual or felt uncomfortable?

(If so, check who, how, i."qu"n.y, duration, if anyone r{as told and the

outcome of the disclosure. 
'Also, it is imporËant to explore possibility

of other sibings being sexually abused ' )
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29. How do you think the violence in your family has affected you?

30. What would you like to see done to help you and your family?

31. How has it felt to share all of this with me?

32. Is there anything you would like to ask me?

33. Additional comments:
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Objectives.
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SELF-APPRAISAL INVENTORY

Grades K - 3

NAME:

SEX:

GRADE:

1. Are you easy to like?

2. Do you often get in trouble at home?

3. Can you give a good talk in front of your class?

l+. Do you wish you were younger?

5. Are you an important person in your family?

6. Do you often feel that you are doing badly in school?

7. Do you like being just what you are?

8. Do you have enough friends?

9. Does your family r,üant too much of you?

10. Do you wish you were someone else?

11. Can you wait your turn easily?

12. Do your friends usually do what you say?

13. Is it easy for you to do good in school?

14. Do you often break your promises?

15. Do most children have fewer friends than you?

16. Are you smart?

17. Are most children betÈer liked than you?

18. Are you one of the last to be chosen for games?

19. Are the things you do at school easy for you?

20. Do you know a 1ot?

YES NO
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YES NO

21. Can you get good grades if you want to?

22. Do you forget most of what you learn?

23. Do you feel 1one1Y verY often?

24. If you have something Èo say do you usually say it?

25. Do you get uPSeÈ easilY at home?

26. Do you often feel ashamed of yourself?

27. Do you like the teacher to ask you questions in front of
the other children?

28. Do the other children in class think you are a good worker?

29. Are you hard to be friends with?

30. Do you find it hard to talk in your class?

31. Are most children able to finish their school work
more quickly than You?

32. Do nembers of your family pick on you?

33. Are you any trouble to your family?

34. Is your family Proud of You?

35. Can you talk to your family when you have a problem?

36. Do your parenÈs like you even if you t ve done something
bad?



APPBNDIX H: Self - Appraisal Inventory
(Grades 4 - 6)

Source: Frith, S. and Narakawa, D. (1972).
Measures qf Se1f-Cg!ç+.!_l-{rlÐ_ (Kirsten

tional
0bjectives.
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SELF - APPRAISAL INVENTORY

Grades 4 - 6

NAI'{E:

SEX:

GRADE:

1. Other children are interested in me.

2. School work is fairly easy for me.

3. I am satisfied to be just what I am.

4. I should get along better wíth other children than I do.

, J. I often get into trouble at home'

' 6. lly teachers usuallY like me.

' 7. I am a cheerful Person.

, 8. Other children are often mean to me.

'. 9. I do mY share of work at home.

. i0. I often feel upset ín school.

I 11. Itm not very smart.

' L2. No one pays much attention to me at home.

ì

13. I can get good grades if I want to.

I4. I can be trusted.

r 15. I am popular with kids my ovin age.
t,

:. 16. My family isn't very proud of me.

17. I forget most of what I 1earn.

, 18. I am easy to like.

19. Girls seem to like me.

20. My family is glad when I do things with thern.

YES NO
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2I. I often volunteer to do things in c1ass.

22. Irm not a very happy Person.

23. f am lonely verY often.

24. The members of my family don't usually like my ideas.

25. I am a good student.

26. I cantt seem to do things right.

27. 01der kids like me.

28. I behave badly at home.

29. I often get discouraged in school.

30. I wish f were younger.

31. I am friendly toward other people.

32. I usually get along with my family as well as I should.

33. My teacher makes me feel Irm not good enough.

34. I like being the waY I am.

35. Most people are much better liked than I am.

36, I cause trouble to mY familY.

37. I am slow finishing my school work.

38. I am often unhappy.

39. Boys seem to like me.

40. I live up to what is expecÈed of me.

4L. I can give a good report in fronÈ of the class.

42. I am not as nice looking as mosÈ people.

43. f have many friends.

44. My parents don't seem ínterested in the things I do.

45. f am proud of my school work.

46. If I have something to say, I usually say it.

47. I am among the last to be chosen for teams.

YES
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48. I feel that my family usually doesn't trusÈ me'

49. I am a good reader.

50. I can usually figure out difficult things'

51. It is hard for me to make friends.

52. My family would help me in any kind of trouble'

53. I am not doing as well in school as I would like'

54. I have a 1ot of self-control.

55. Friends usually follow my ideas.

56. My family understands me.

57. I find it hard to talk in front of the class'

58. I often feel ashamed of mYself.

59. I wish I had more close friends.

60. My family often expects too much of me'

61. I am good in nY school work.

62. I am a good Person.

63. Others find me hard to be friendly with'

64. I get upset easilY at home.

65. f dontt like to be called on in class'

66. I wish I were someone else.

67. Other children think Irm fun to be with'

58. I am an important person in my family'

69. My classmates think I'm a poor student'

70. I often feel uneasY.

7I. Other children often don't like Lo be with me.

72. My family and I have a lot of fun together'

73. I would like to drop out of school.
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YES NO

74. Not too many people really trust me.

75. My family usually considers my feelings.

76. f can do hard homework assignments.

77. I can't be depended upon.



APPENDIX I: Self - Appraisal Inventory
(Grades 7 - 12)

Source: Frith, S., and Narakawa, D. (1972)
Measures of Self-Concept (K-12) (Kirsten
Edf tional
0bjectives.
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SELF - APPRAISAL INVENTORY

Grades 7 - 12

NAME:

GRADE:

SEX:

1. School work is fairly easy for me.

2. I am satisfied to be just what I am.

3. I ought to get along beLter with oËher people.

4. My family thinks f donrt act as I should.

5. People often pick on me.

6. I donrt usually do my share of work at home.

7. I sometimes feel upset while Ïrm at school.

8. I often let other people have their way.

9. I have as many friends as most people.

10. Usually no one pays much attention to me at home.

11. Getting good grades is pretty important to me.

12. f can be trusted as much as anyone.

13. I am well liked by kids my own age.

14. There are times when I would like to leave home.

15. I forget most of what I learn.

16. My family i.s surprised if I do things wíth them.

17. ï am often not a happy person.

18. I am not 1one1y very often.

19. My family respects my ideas.

20. I am not a very good student.

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)

Disagree (DA)
Strongly Disagree (SDA)
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2I. I often do things that Ttm sorry for later'

22. 01der kids seem to like me.

23. f sometimes behave badly at home.

24. I often get discouraged in school.

25. f often wish I were Younger.

26. f am usually friendly toward other people'

27. I donrt usually treat my family as well as I should'

28. My teacher makes me feel Irm not good enough'

29. I always like being the way I arn.

30. I am just as well liked as most people.

31. I cause trouble to mY familY.

32. I am slovr in finishing my school work.

33. I often am not as happy as I would like to be '

34. I am not as nice looking as most people.

35. I don't have manY friends.

36. I feel free Lo argue with my family.

37. Even íf I have something to say, I often dontt say it'

38. Sometimes I am among t.he last to be chosen for tearns.

39. I feel that my family always trusts me.

40. f am a good reader.

4I. It is hard for me to make friends.

42. My family would help me in any kind of trouble'

43. I am not doing as well in school as I would 1ike.

44. I find it hard to talk in front of the class.

45. I sonetimes feel ashamed of myself.

46. f wish I had more close friends.

47. My family often expects Èoo much of me.
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48. Irm not very good in my school work'

49. Itm not as good a person as I would like to be'

50. Sometimes I am hard to make friends with'

51. I wish I were a different person'

52. People don't usually have much fun when Lhey are with me.

53. I am an important person to my farnily'

54. People think T am a good student '

55. I am not very sure of mYself '

56. Often I don't like to be with other kids'

57. My family and I have lots of fun together'

58. There are times when f feel like dropping out of school.

59. I can always take care of myself'

60. Many times I would like to be with kids younger than me.

61. My family doesn't usually consider my feelings'

62. I can't be dePended on.



APPENDIX J: I'lhat I Think and Feel Questionnaire

Source: Reynolds, C.R., and Richmond, B.D.
(1978). l.Jhat I Think and Feel: A Revised
Measure of Children's Manifest Anxiety.
Journal of Abnormal Child Psvchologv 6,(2)
287-295.
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WHAT I THINK AND FEEL QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME: AGE: SEX:

1. I have trouble making uP mY mind.

2. I get nervous when things do not go the right way for me'

3. Others seem to do things easier than I can.

4. I like everyone Ï know.

5. Often I have trouble getLing my breath.

6. I worry a 1ot of uhe time.

7 . f am afraid of a lot of things.

B. f am alwaYs kind.

9. I get mad easilY.

10. I worry about what my parenÈs will say to me'

11. I feel Èhat others do not like the way I do things'

12. I always have good manners.

13. It is hard for me to get to sleep at night.

L4. I worry about whaÈ other people Lhink of me'

15. I feel alone even when there are people with me'

16. I am always good.

77. Often I feel sick to mY stomach.

18. My feelings get hurt easily.

19. My hands feel sweaLY.

20. I am always nice to everyone.

2I. I am tired a 1ot.

22. I worry about what is going to happen.

23. Other children are happíer than I.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
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24. I tel1 the truth every single time'

25. I have had dreams.

26. My feelings get hurt easily when I am fussed at '

27. I feel someone will te11 me to do things the wrong way.

28. I never get angry.

29. I wake up scared some of the time.

30. I worry when I go to bed at night'

31. It is hard for me to keep my mind on my school work'

32. f never say things I shouldntt.

33 . I wiggle in rnY seat a 1ot.

34. I am nervous.

35. A 1ot of PeoPle are against me.

36. I never 1ie.

37. I often worry about something bad happening to me'

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N



APPENDIX K: Belief Inventory

Source: McCannell, K. (i986)
University of Manitoba: l^Jinnipeg
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NAME:

AGE:

DATE:

GRADE:

(r) 2.

(v) 3.

4.

5.

(v) 1.

(c)

(SE)

(r)

(SE)

(SE)

(v)

(SE)

(r)

BELTEF INVENTORY

Read ro Lhe Child

Most children live in families where
the man hits the woman.

You cantt depend on parents.

It is 0K to hit someone if ycu are
really angry.

I probably caused my dad to hit my mom.

Anyone who knows what happened in my family
will not want anything to do with me.

People will hurt you if you te1l them

(v)

how you fee1.

7. It doesnrt matter what happens to me in
my life.

B. T will never lead a normal 1ife.

9. All dads hit moms, it is just Part
of 1ife.

10. I am a bad child.

11. If someone in your family is hitting and
hurting someone e1se, it is a good idea
to te1l a gro\,/nuP You trust.

72. It is 0K to hit someone if you love
that person.

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FÄLSE

6.

Note: This inventory has been revised.
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Group Feedback Form

1. hlhat I liked about this group htas

2. What I dídn't like about the group was

3. What I learned in this grouP was

4. l.lhat I will remember most about the group is



APPENDIX H: Pre-test, Post-test
Childrents Program Evaluation

Adapted from the Domestic Abuse Project
(D,A.P. ), MinneaPolis, Minnesota



Child t s acknowledgement

a. Measure: Clinician
in child's familY.

b. Tool:

2t3

responsible.

NAME:

DATE:

1.

Pre-Test Evaluation
Children's Program

that víolence is an issue in their family'

est.i¡nate of degree of awareness of violence

2.

123
c.

Childts perception of who is responsible for violence'

a. Measure: clinician estimaLe of child's understanding of
responsibilitY for violence.

Tool: checklist

CriLeria:

1. Doesntt acknowledge violence as an issue'
2. Acknowledges violence as an issue but minimizes its effects.
3. Acknowledges violence and its effects'

b.

c. Críteria:

1. child
2. child
3. chíld

sees self as
sees Mom as
sees Dad as

responsible
responsible

Yes No

J. Child's leve1 of self-esteem as demonstrated by age appropriate behaviour:

eye contact; conflict resolution; relationship formation; expression of

thoughts, feelings, needs.

a, Measure: clinician estimate of child's 1eve1 0f self-esteem
initial assessment.

b. Tool: It

123
Criteria:

1. Very low self-esteem. (No assertive characteristics.)
2. Low self-esLeem. (One assertive characteristic.)
3. Moderate self-esteàm. (Two to three asserLj-ve characteristics')
4. High self-esteem. (Four assertive characteristics.)
5. Very high ""ii-ã"t"à*. 

(Five or more assertive characteristics')

c.
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Post-Test Evaluation
Children's Program

DATE

End of Contact
(If necessary)

12345

Date

1. To help children acknowledge that violence is an 1 '
issue in their familY.

a. Measure: Clinician estimaLe of degree of
a\¡/areness of vj-olence in child I s family '

b. Tool:

c. Criteria:
1. DoesntË acknowledge violence as an issue
2. Acknowledges violence as an issue but

minimizes its effects
3. Acknowledges violence and its effects.

2. To help children learn who is responsible for violence. 2. Yes No

a. Measure: Clinician estimate of child's i'
understanding of responsibility for violence. 3'.

b. Tool: Checklist

c. Criteria:
1. Child sees self as resPonsible
2. Child sees Mom as resPonsible
3. Child sees Dad as resPonsible

Yes No

3. To help children buí1d self-esteem by demonstrating 3.
assertive behaviour.

a. Measure: Clinician estimate of Progress
at closing

b. Tools:
T2345

c. Criteria:
1. Decrease in self-esteem
2. No change in self-esteem
3. Minimal change in-self esteem
4. Noticeable change in-self esteem
5. Marked or significant change in self-esteem



4. To help children learn
solving.

a. Measure: Clinician

b. Tool: Questions

c. Criteria: Answers

1. Yes 

- 
No 

-2. Yes-No-

3. Yes 

- 
No 

-
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non-violent vJaYS

rating

of problem- 4.
1. Yes- No-
2. Yes- No-
3. Yes- No-

to questions

Did child learn and understand alternatives
to víolence in Problem-solving?
Did child accept that violence is not a

good or useful problem-solving tool?
ãas child dernonstrated use of alternate
methods?
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HELPING A CHILD TO COPE I{ITH BATTERING

A PARENI'S HANDBOOK

By

Chris Balícki, B.S.hT.

and

Kathryn McCannell, Ph.D.
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Violence in the farnilY can be verY

painful for children,whether they are

witnesses Lo violence, or actual victims

of abuse. Oft.en children do not undersÈand

whaL has been happening in their home' NoL

understanding or misunderstanding can

make the abuse even more scary for a

chÍ1d. To help children from violent

homes the parent or other adults must

help them understand what has happened' As well'

children must have the opportunity to say how they felt

about what went on at home. sometimes they express

how they feel in words.

?
,0

I
I0

0o

expressed through other neans' such as grunpy

0

D)
)

I
Sometimes

behaviour.

*lü

N

beca-us¿ my )
fÐ orrr o'r\^ dn¿

Ê;3t'+

l//
sometimes children express thenselves through drawings or through play.
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Through the Children's Groups at I'¡.I.S.H., we would like to provide

the children with a safe place where they can talk about what went on at

home. Many children who cone from violent homes feel ttdifferent.rr They

night feel that they are the only ones who have daddies who hit their morrmies,

or they might feel that they are to blane for the abuse. In a group with

others children can share their ideas and feel-ings. In a group it is easier

for children to see that they are not ildifferent." In a group chíldren

can more easily accept that, just like their moms' they are not responsible

for the abuse.

hte have summarized for you some of

in the Children's Groups. In order for

chil-dren, we need your help. Following

can help us helP Your children.

the issues that ue are discussing

the group to be helPful for Your

are also some ideas on how You
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SELF-ESTEN,I

Children from violent homes may not feel very good about themselves;

they may have poor self-esËeem. There are nany reasons why children may

have poor self-esteem. The child may feel that he or she is ttbadrt' feel-ing

to blane for mom being hit, or for his or her parents separating' Sometimes

moms have been forced to devote most of their time to their husbands; the

husbands may have become angry if their wives spenÈ tíme h'ith their children'

In hones where there has been violence, all fanily nembers have unmet emotion-

al needs. Many of the acLivities in the Children's Groups will focus on

helping children feel good about themselves'

HOI,J YOU CAN HELP: hlhen children feel neglected, they nay go to extremes

to get aEtention. Try to pay more attention at tines when your child is

showing good behaviour or does something well. Dontt be afraid to give

your child specific praise when he or she does something well' Paying

attention when your child is good will nake him or her feel better and

more capable, and it may result in your child not misbehaving just to get

your attention.

To get started, you could try saying 3 positive things each day to

your child. (For exanple, t'I l-ike the way you got dressed for school this

morningtt or ttThank-you for putting your cereal bor+l in the sinkrt or rfl

like your shiny black hairtt). Try keeping Lrack of the positive cor¡ments

for one week. Do you notice any changes?

fQorn sqTs f
hq,¡t c, ã¡ce,

Sqi le



A1so, donrt be

game of cards or a

Such activities can

22L

afraid to join in and

t'walk and talk" te1ls

also be fun for both

your child. A simPle

that your are interested.

play with

your child

of you.
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FEELINGS

Children from violent hones nay be experiencing a

wide variety of feelings' For example' they may be afraid

thattheirfathersrnightreLurnandmomwillbehitagain'

even though they have been assured that this will not

happen. They nay be angry at dad for hitLing non' or them'

They nay be angry at mom for staying with dad for so long'

Most of all, children nay be feeling confused because

they love both mom and dad. They may feel confused that they love dad

even though he lras mean and hit mom and/or then. Although the children

at I,J.I.S.H. are in a safe place, they might stil1 feel sad and lonely because

they might be nissing dad or friends from the old neighbourhood' Although

some children might be t'feeling á11 these feelings," Lhey night not be

able to express all these enotions. Perhaps in their violent homes they

were told that feelings sad or scared was a sign of weakness, so they

pretend not to have feelings. It is important for all humans, children

as well as adults, to identify their feelings and to express how they are

feeling.Also,itisirnportantforchildrentoknowtheirfeelingsareaccepted'

HOW YOU CAN HELP: Help your children exPress themselves by encouraging

them to talk with you. If your child does not want to ta1-k naybe he or
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she might want to draw you a picture or play a game with you' Perhaps

you can help your chil-d by modelling your own feelings. (ttI feel sad or

lonely when I miss my friends. Maybe you feel that way sometimes tr). Reassure

your child that all children have feelings at certain times' (rrMost kids

feel scared when their moms and dads fight"). Feelings t'underliet' behaviour'

You might try saying "sometimes when you fight with your brother' I wonder

if youtve had a hard day at schooÏ' or I'sometimes when you slam the door'

I wonder if yourre feeling angry." Renenber! You have made good things

happen in your family by coning to I.J.I.S.H., but all of these changes nay

also feel confusing too!



ANGER

Anger is an inportant feeling. Through our anger we realize how we

want to be Lreated and whaL ve Lhink is fair. However chíldren from violent

homes may learn Lo think of violence and anger as being the same thing.

This is not so. People can get angry without being violent. If we don't

deal with our angry feelings, anger builds up inside of us. It is 0K to

be angry, but to be angry at someone does not mean that we hit that person.

HOW YOU CAN HELP: Raising children can be very stressful and frustrating'

especially when they are young and dependent on you. All parents feel

angry at times. One of the best things you can do for your fa-mily is

to figure out a way to handle your anger. Remember that as a parent you

are a very important role nodel for your chiLdren. By not using physical

punishment you are reducing the likelihood that your child will strike

others. When your child is hítting or acting aggressively it is important

that you say that you disapprove. Otherwise your child may think that

you approve of his or her aggressive behavíour. Revard or praise your

child for noÈ fighting. In the parent group at I¡J.I.S.H. you can share

your ways of disciplining that work for you.

The l.l.I.S.H. Library has several books that deal with anger. Books

such as I Was So Mad! by Mercer Mayer are educational-, as well as fun to

read !



SEPARATION AND DIVORCE

Even if dads were violenL children will probably still niss then'

A separation or divorce is painful for p.t"nt", and for chiLdren. SomeLines

a child,s behaviour may change for the worse after his or her parentsr separation'

This is one lray that children may be saying that they are in pain' A child

may not understand the separation and what it neans. Children may feel

they are the cause of the seParation. children often think that if parents

stopped loving each other, maybe they can stop loving kids too' children

need reassurance that this is not going to happen. It is important that

your child understands that he or she is noL to blame for the divorce'

and that you and dad still love him or her'

HOW YOU CAN HELP: Reassure your children that they are not to blame for

your 1-eaving dad. ttDivorce is a grown-up problen - itrs never ever the

kids' fault.t' Let your children know you still love then very much. Encourage

your child to talk about how he or she feels about dad and the separation'

If your child feels angry that does not mean that he or she does not love

you anymore. Many parents find it hard to talk to their children about

divorce. In the parent group you will be able to share with each other ways

of talking to chil-dren about divorce.

Sonetimes reading a story is a way to open the subject. You night

hrant to borrow Daddv Doesnrt Live Here Anvnore by Betty Boegehold from



the hr.I.S.H. Library. If

About Divorce by Richard

226

your child can read, The Bovs and Girls Book

Gardner could be quite helpful to hin or her.
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ALCOHOL

Sometimes people, both adults and children believe that alcohol causes

dads to hit their wives or children. This is noL true. Alcohol can dull-

the senses. Abusers sometimes try to use their drinking as an excuse for

hitting someone. ("f didn't know what I was doing. I nas drunk.tt) However

the bottome line is that alcohol is not to blane for a man hittnig his

vife or children. The abuser is responsible for his own actions. When

people who have a tendency to be violent drink heavily, they increase the

likelihood that they will hit someone. It is their responsibility then,

to control themselves - and their drinking.

Just like children sometimes feel they are resPonsible for their parents

separating, children sometines think they cause their parents to drink.

If children think they cause their parents Èo drink, they may also think

they can stop their drinking. If a parenÈ drinks in excess, it is their

own fault. Also, chj-ldren cannot st.op their parents from drinking. Parents

have to stop themselves.

Someti-mes when people can't cope with their problems Èhey drink. Drink-

ing is not a r.ray to solve problems. It is important Èhat children know

this. Children have to learn ways of coping and problen-solving.

IIOI,J YOU CAN HELP: If you or soneone else in your fanily has an alcohol

problem, reassure your child that he or she is not to b1a¡ne for the drinking.

It is important that you tel1 your child that nobody can stop someone else

from drinking. Only the person who abuses alcohol can stop him or herself

from drinking. For example, t'Dad has a drinking problen. It is not your

fault. He goes to meetings Èo learn ways to stop drinking.t'
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Parents who drink heavily are taking a big risk' By drinking excessively

they may hurt themselves. As weLl they may hurt or neglect Lheir children'

If you have a drinking probl-em you owe it to yourself and your children

to seek helP.

It is important that you Leach and show your children ways of coping

and solving problems that do not involve alcohoL' (t'I drank because I

couldnrt handle my problems. I tried to forget by drinking but that didnrt

work. Now I go to A.A. meetings where I work on my problems by talking

Èo other grown-upst'). In the parent group you will be discussing different

ways of helping your children solve problerns. In the meantime, the

following is a brief sumnary on problen-solving'
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PROBLNU SOLVING

SomeÈines children from violent hones have learned that the only ways

to solve problems are to yeI1, scream or hit. Maybe they have not had

the chance to learn to make decisions or choices, because dadts opinion

uas most important. Children need to share their ideas and feel-ings with

others. Children need to know that their ideas and feelings ¡Day be different

from those of others, but that their ideas are still important. Chil-dren

need to know that they can nake mistakes and stil1 be loved and accepted.

They need to be taught how to talk about problems and figure out different

'ays of solving them. If children can learn these things, they are learning

to solve problems in a non-violent way'

HOI,J YOU CAN HELP: Let your child make some

decisions in his or he 1ife, even if Ehey

are snall ones. ttDo you want an apple or

an orange for snack?" Children want to

make decisions and feel powerful. llhen children are fighting with each

other help them cone up with ideas to solve problems. For example, "You

are both wanting to play with that toy right now. I want you to think

of a gane in which you both get to play with the Loy'rl
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STEREOTYPES

Some people believe that vromen are beaten by men because r.romen are

taught to act one way and men another way. Boys and men are not allowed

to express their true feelings. Sometimes boys are taught that itrs not

OK to cry or to feel afraid. Sometimes toughness and anger are the only

feelings boys feel comfortable showing. Girls may be taught that other

peoplefs feelings are more important than their own. They nay worry that

if they express anger others will not like them. Sometimes girLs are ex-

cluded from activities just because theyrre girls, and likewise for boys.

hlhen a boy is raised one way and a girl anot.her way, it is quite possible

that neither child will realize his or her real and Èrue Potential'

Hol,J yOU CAN HELP: Make sure that both your sons and daughters feel accepted

and valued as persons. Let them know that boys and girls can do many of

the same things equal-l-y well. Dontt divide household chores by sex. Support

your daughterts athletic abilities as well as your sonts. Encourage your

child in his or her interesLs. Your children need to know that you believe

in them equally. The W.I.S.H. Library has several books that deal v¡ith

boys and girls being who.they really want to be. Try reading The Paper

Baq princess by Robert Munsch or Free To Be . . . You and Me which is ediÈed

by Francine Klagsbrun to your children.
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PROTECTTON PLANNING

A lot of children have been raised to always be polite to adults'

especial-ly relatíves or ttfriends of the fanil-y.t' Children are sometimes

encouraged to hug or kiss adults even though they feel uncomfortable and

donrt want to ttshare their bodies.rr It is important to know that children

know the difference between good and bad touches. Children can recognize

whentheyfeelstrangeoruncomfortable.Itisalsoinportanttoknow

that most physical and sexuat child abuse situations happen right in the

home. Abusers are not strangers, but relatives and friends' In the Chil-drenfs

Groups we will be discussing abuse and different ways children can protect

themselves. But it is important for children to know that it is not their

responsibility to protect themselves. It is the responsibility of parents

to protect their children and keep then safe

HOW YOU CAN HELP: Perhaps your chiLd tÌas already been abused in his or

her home. If this happened it must have been very painful for both you

and your child. One of the biggest tasks now facing you as a parent is

to ensure that from this day forward you will try to Protect your child

fron further physical and sexual abuse'

As we suggested in the section on anger' one of the best ways to

protect your child from physical- abuse is

to figure out ways for you to exPress your

own anger, rather than have your anger

build up inside of you' Reassure your

chil-d that it is your job to protect

him or her. Encourage your children

to tal-k to you about things that are
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bothering Ehem. Tell your chil-dren that they have the right to say t'Nott

to other children or grown-ups. (t'If someone wants to Èouch or kiss you

and you con,t want to be touched or kissed, iÈts 0K to say N0. You can

say N0 to him or her, and then please te1l me right at+ay"')

Discussing sexual issues can be difficult, but learning about our

bodies helps us grovJ up feeling comforÈable with thern, and leads to healthy

sexuality. Children who know about their bodies and feel comfortable with

them have healthy sexuality as adults. The l'l'I'S'H' Library has several

books that can help you teach your children about theír bodies' Try reading

The Bare Naked Bsgk by Kathy stinson with your child. The book Itrs Mv

Bodv by Lory Freeman is designed to help parents discuss uncornfortable

touch with pre-schoolers and young children'
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F&

LÅST BU'T NOT LEAST ! ! ! Take care of yourself. In order to take care

of your children you need to take some time for yourself too' Pamper your-

self - do things that make you feel good. soak in a nice hot bath' Put

on your favourite record. Invite a friend over for coffee and a chat'

You are a special person. Take the time to treat yourself like the specíal

person that You are!

REMEMBER

family I s

!!!

life.

You have already taken some big steps in changing your

Congratulations ! ! !
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